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3ADIM TRAVEL
ABACI KONAK HOTEL
ADONIS MEDICAL GROUP of COMPANIES - UKRAINE
ADVS - SBC COMMUNICATION SERVICES
AFYONKARAHİSAR UNIVERSITY of HEALTH SCIENCES
AKİF İNAN EDUCATION and RESEARCH HOSPITAL
AKRONES HOTEL
AKTOB - MEDITERRANEAN TOURISTIC HOTELIERS ASSOCIATION
ALANYA MUNICIPALITY
ALANYA SPECIAL ORAL and DENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
ALANYA ŞİFA MEDICAL CENTER
ALANYA TOURISM PROMOTION FOUNDATION
ALARA MEDICAL CENTER
ANATOLIA HEALTH TOURISM ASSOCIATION
ANATOLIA HOSPITAL
ANKARA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
ANTALYA AQUARIUM
ANTALYA METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY
ANTALYA MEYDAN MEDICAL CENTER
ANTALYA SAND SCULPTURE MUSEUM
ASKA HOTELS
ASLANLI HOTEL
ATHLETICS FEDERATION of TURKEY
AYKA VITAL PARK - REHA LIFE
B2B CHECK POINT
BAHA ORAL and DENTAL HEALTH POLYCLINICS
BAIA HHOTELS
BALIKLI THERMAL FACILITIES - SİVAS
BASKETBALL FEDERATION of TURKEY
BASKETBALL FEDERATION TOURNAMENT AREA
BAŞKENT HOSPITAL
BEBKA - BURSA - ESKİŞEHİR - BİLECİK DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
BİLECİK MUNICIPALITY
BİLİCİ THERMAL HOLIDAY VILLAGE
BİLİM PRIVATE MEDICAL SERVICES
BUCAK ÖZKAN TOURISM
BUDAN THERMAL HOTEL
BURDUR CULTURE and TOURISM DIRECTORATE
BURSA HEALTH TOURISM ASSOCIATION
BURSA PRIVATE MEDICABIL HOSPITAL
BURSA PRIVATE MEDICAL PARK HOSPITAL
BURTOM HEALTH GROUP
BUYER LOUNGE
CANOE FEDERATION of TURKEY
CHANNEL V
CLOUD FACTORY (HEALTH TOURISM SOFTWARE)
CLUB MEGA SARAY
CONCORDE HOTELS
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CORENDON AIRLINES
CYCLING FEDERATION of TURKEY
ÇALLI MEYDAN MEDICAL CENTER
ÇAMELİ MUNICIPALITY
ÇERMİK THERMAL FACILITIES
DENİZLİ CULTURE and TOURISM DIRECTORATE
DENT35 DENTAL CLINIC
DENTAL AESTHETIC CENTER
DENTAL REZIDANS
DENTALPARK ORAL and DENTAL HEALTH CENTER KAYSERİ
DENTIST DENTAL CLINIC
DENTISTRY UKRAINE
DERMALANYA BEAUTY AESTHETIC CENTER
DİCLE UNIVERSITY FACULTY of MEDICINE
DİYARBAKIR HEALTHCARE DIRECTORATE
DOUBLE TREE BY HILTON HOTEL
DR. İBRAHİM BARIŞ ÇAĞLAR PLASTIC and RECONSTRUCTURE SURGICAL CENTER
DR. MEHMET ÇELİK PLASTIC and RECONSTRUCTIVE CENTER
DRK CLINIC
DÜDEN RAFTING
EDİRNE HEALTH DIRECTORATE
EDİRNE SULTAN 1.MURAT STATE HOSPITAL
ENDA TOUR
EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION of TURKEY
ERCİYES SKI CENTER
ERCİYES UNIVERSITY RESEARCH HOSPITAL
ERZİNCAN CULTURE TOURISM DIRECTORATE
ERZURUM CULTURE TOURISM DIRECTORATE
ERZURUM REGIONAL EDUCATION and RESEARCH HOSPITAL
ERZURUM SPORTS, CULTURE and ART
ERZURUM SPOR A.Ş.
ERZURUM YOUTH and SPORTS DIRECTORATE
ESTADA HAIR TRANSPLANTATION and BEAUTY CENTER
EUPHORIA HOTELS
EXPOCENTER JSC / RUSSIAN FEDERATION
FANATIC TOUR
FEDERATION of MOTORCYCLE of TURKEY
FEDERATION of PHYSICALLY DISABLED of TURKEY
FEDERATION of AUTOMOBILE SPORTS of TURKEY
FICCI
FIRE of ANATOLIA
FIZITALYA MEDICAL CENTER
FİZYOMER PHYSICAL TREATMENT and REHABILITATION CENTER
FLORYA ORAL and DENTAL HEALTH
FOOTBALL FEDERATION of TURKEY
FORMBACK THERMAL HOTEL
FORTIS
FOUNDATION OF HEALTHCARE AND WELLNES PROMOTION
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GAZİPAŞA DENTAL CLINIC
GBG MEDICAL ASSISTANCE
GERMAN EMBASSY
GEZENBİLİR
GHCS
GIRANPARK HOTEL
GLORIA SPORTS ARENA
GOLF FEDERATION of TURKEY
GÖNLÜFERAH THERMAL HOTEL
GRAND BURSA HOTEL
GRAND SER HOTEL
GRYSHCHENKO CLINIC-IVF UKRAINE
GÜLÜMSER HATUN SPA & THERMAL HOTEL
GÜRGAN CLINIC
HANDBALL FEDERATION of TURKEY
HARLEK THERMAL HOTEL
HARRAN UNIVERSITY FACULTY of MEDICINE
HAS HOTEL
HEALTH TOURISM FEDERATION of TURKEY
HEALTY IN TURKEY
HERBOCARE HOSPITAL
HOCKEY FEDERATION of TURKEY
HUNTING and SHOOTING FEDERATION of TURKEY
HUZUR THERMAL APART HOTEL
HÜMA MEDICAL SERVICES
ICE HOCKEY FEDERATION of TURKEY
IDH - INTERNATIONAL DENTAL HOSPITAL
INDIA COUNTRY PAVILION
INSTITUTE of STEM CELL THERAPY UKRAINE
INTERNATIONAL HEALTH TOURISM ASSOCIATION
ISPARTA CITY HOSPITAL
ISPARTA CULTURE and TOURISM DIRECTORATE
ISPARTA PRIVATE MEDDEM HOSPITAL
İKBAL THERMAL HOTEL
İZNİK ECO-TOURISM FACILITIES
JUDO FEDERATION of TURKEY
JUSTINIANO HOTELS
KADIR'S TREE HOUSES
KARAALİ THERMAL FACILITIES
KARACADAĞ DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
KARDİYOFİZ PRIVATE MEDICAL SERVICES
KAYSERİ CARDIOLOGY CENTER
KAYSERİ ERCİYES A.Ş.
KEPEZ MUNICIPALITY
KESİT TRAVEL
KIRKLARELİ HEALTH DIRECTORATE
KIRKLARELİ ORAL and DENTAL HEALTH CENTER
KIRKLARELİ UNIVERSITY
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KLINIK 7
KOÇ İLAÇ
KONYAALTI MUNICIPALITY
KOREL THERMAL HOTEL
NORTHEAST ANATOLIA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY - KUDAKA
KÜTAHYA THERMAL and HEALTHCARE TOURISM ASSOCIATION
KÜTAHYA UNIVERSITY of HEALTH SCIENCES
LISINIA NATURE
LIV HOSPITAL
MAJİ BEAUTY CENTER
MEDAM CONSULTING TOURISM ORGANIZATION
MEDANTA - THE MEDICITY
MEDANDCURE GLOBAL HEALTH TRAVEL AGENCY
MEDICAL CENTER "MOTHER & CHILD" UKRAINE
MEDICALPARK HOSPITAL GROUP
MEDICANA HEALTH GROUP
MEDICARE HEALTH & TRAVEL SERVICES
MEDITERRANEAN UNIVERSITY
MEDTRAVELS
MEHMET SAGER TRAVEL
MIDDLE ANATOLIA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY - ORAN
MIDDLE BLACKSEA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY - OKA
MINISTRY of CULTURE and TOURISM of the REPUBLIC of TURKEY
MEDITERRANEAN UNIVERSITY
MINISTRY of HEALTH of the REPUBLIC of TURKEY
MINISTRY of YOUTH and SPORTS of the REPUBLIC of TURKEY
MOUNTAINEERING FEDERATION of TURKEY
MURAT DİKMEN DENTAL POLYCLINICS
MURATPAŞA MUNICIPALITY
NG HOTEL
NOBEL MEDICAL CENTER
NORTHEAST ANATOLIA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY - KUDAKA
ODEON TOURS
ESCAPE ADVENTURE
ONNO TRAVEL TOURISM
ORIENTEERING FEDERATION of TURKEY
ORMANA ACTIVE
ORUÇOĞLU THERMAL HOTEL
OSMANELİ MUNICIPALITY
OUTLAND TOURISM
PRIVATE ADEL DENTAL POLYCLINICS
PAMUKKALE HEALTH ASSOCIATION
PAMUKKALE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
PELOID ANTALYA
PRESENTATION AREA
PRIVATE ANATOLIA HOSPITAL
PRIVATE ARİTMİ GROUP
PRIVATE DENİZLİ TEKDEN HOSPITAL
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PRIVATE DORUK HEALTH GROUP
PRIVATE FUAR HOSPITAL
PRIVATE GISBIR HOSPITAL
PRIVATE İRMET HOSPITAL
PRIVATE KORU HOSPITAL
PRIVATE LIKYA HOSPITAL
PRIVATE LOKMAN HEKİM HOSPITAL
PRIVATE LOTUS HOSPITAL
PRIVATE OFM HOSPITAL
PRIVATE OLIMPOS HOSPITAL
PRIVATE OPTİMED HOSPITAL
PRIVATE PARKHAYAT HOSPITAL
PRIVATE ROMMER INTERNATIONAL PHYSICAL TREATMENT and REHABILITATION CENTER
PRIVATE SEVGİ ORAL and DENTAL HOSPITAL
PRIVATE UMUT HOSPITAL
REHABILITATION CENTER ''MODRYCHI'' UKRAINE
RIXOS HOTELS
RIXOS MEDWORLD CLINIC
ROMATEM PHYSIOTHERAPHY and PRIVATE MEDICAL SERVICES
RUGBY FEDERATION of TURKEY
SAILING FEDERATION of TURKEY
SAKARYA ADATIP HOSPITAL
SAKARYA CHAMBER of COMMERCE and INDUSTRY
SAKARYA GOVERNORSHIP
SAKARYA GRAND HOTEL
SAKLI GÖL LAKE HOUSES
SAKLIKENT SKI CENTER
SANDIKLI PARK HOTEL
SAPANCA ÇAYIR ÇİMEN HOLIDAY HOUSES
SAPANCA MANZARA RESTAURANT
SARIKAYA THERMAL
SHARDA HOSPITAL
SİVAS THERMAL TOURISM
SKI FEDERATION of TURKEY
SOMATHEERAM
SOUTH AEGEAN DEVELOPMENT AGENCY - GEKA
SPORTS FOR EVERYONE FEDERATION of TURKEY
SPORTS TOURISM UNION
SUENO HOTELS
SÜTÇÜLER MUNICIPALITY
SWIMMING FEDERATION of TURKEY
SYEDRA POLYCLINICS
ŞANLIURFA HEALTHCARE DIRECTORATE
ŞARKİKARAAĞAÇ DISTRICT GOVERNORSHIP
TABLE TENNIS FEDERATION of TURKEY
TASIGO HOTELS
TEFENNİ VILLAS
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TEKİRDAĞ NAMIK KEMAL UNIVERSITY HEALTH APPLICATION and RESEARCH HOSPITAL
TENNIS FEDERATION of TURKEY
THE CENTRE FOR BRAIN STIMULATION UKRAINE
THE CORNER INN
THE GREEN PARK HOTELS
THTC - TURKISH HEALTHCARE TRAVEL COUNCIL
TOURNATE TOURISM GATEWAY
TRABZON GOVERNORSHIP
TRAKYA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
TRIATHLON FEDERATION of TURKEY
TSS TRAVEL
TURKISH AIRLINES
TURSAB - ASSOCIATION of TURKISH TRAVEL AGENCIES
UKRAINIAN ASSOCIATION of MEDICAL TOURISM – UAMT
UMUT THERMAL HOTEL
UNCALI MEYDAN HOSPITAL
UNDERWATER SPORTS FEDERATION of TURKEY
URFADENT DENTAL HOSPITAL
UZDENT ORAL and DENTAL HEALTH
UZMANLAR DENTAL POLYCLINICS
VENDOME HOTEL
VESKE DENTAL CLINIC
VOLLEYBALL FEDERATION of TURKEY
WEST MEDITERRANEAN DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
YAŞAM HOSPITAL
YEMEN KAHVESİ - CAFE
YONCALI PHYSICAL TREATMENT and REHABILITATION HOSPITAL
ZAFER DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
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For Sport Travel Organisations
Any Game..
Any Place..
Any Time..
You ask for it we have it..
3ADIM Sport Travel & Tours

info@3adim.com
www.3adim.com
www.sporttravelservices.com

+90 542 241 97 02
+90 532 784 68 40

3 ADIM SPORT TRAVEL & TOURS

ABACI KONAK HOTEL

Gönül Aykota
Vehbi Aykota
Fener Mahallesi 1944 Sokak Özgülkent C Blok 4B Muratpaşa / Antalya

Tunç Gezmez - Genel Müdür
Akarbaşı Mah. Türkmen Hoca Sok. No 29 Odunpazarı / Eskişehir

Üçadım Turizm Org. Dan. Prom. Elkt. ve Em. Tic. Lt. Şti.

0090 242 324 12 19 - 0090 542 241 97 02
www.sporttravelservices.com - info@3adim.com

Demir Grup Turizm Lojistik İnşaat Gıda Tic San. Ltd.

0090 222 333 0 333
www.abaciotel.com - info@abaciotel.com
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We want to introduce ourselves as the citizens of this wonderful country which hosted many
civilizations througout the history.During the antique period, Aphrodisias&Perge cities hosted many
sports competitions and now Antalya is replacing it, with facilities, natural beauties, sports activities
and increasing her referances. The life in tourism business for us starded in the 1980’s and we gave it a
new dimension by establishing our own company 3 ADIM (that means triple jump). We derived that
name from athletisös triple jump it is a branch of deciseveness. That made us to think taking our clients
to the peak.
OUR SERVICES; • Sport training camps for academies, teams, clubs, federations, • Meetings and
seminars, • Hotel reservations, • Tours & airport transfes
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2011 yılında faaliyetine başlamış olan Abacı Grup işletmelerinden biri olan Abacı Konak Otel, bünyesinde
bulunan 11 farklı konak 1921 yılında yunanlılar tarafından yakılmış, 1923 yılında aslına uygun olarak
Bağdağdi mimari tekniği ile yeniden hayata geçirilmiştir. 5250 m2‘lik bir alana inşa edilen konaklar tipik
Türk evlerinden oluşmaktadır. her biri birbirinden farklı estetikle konforu buluşturan konaklarda 10
suit, 55 standart olmak üzere toplam 65 odadan oluşmaktadır.
Konakların restorasyonu 2001 yılında başlayıp, 2009 yılında tamamlanmış olup, yapılan restorasyonda
binanın özgün mimari karakterinin bozulmamasına özen gösterilmiştir. Abacı Konak Otel,
kurucularından yöneticilerine ve tüm çalışanlarına kadar, kendi alanında deneyimli bir ekip tarafından
hizmet veren, ülke turizmine katkıda bulunmayı hedefleyen, şehrin özgünlüğüne, yalınlığına ve kültürel
mirasın kalıcılığına adayan, sadece eskişehir’de değil, Türkiye ve tüm dünyada misafir memnuniyeti
felsefesi ile çalışan turizm işletmeciliğinin bir simgesidir.
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ACAPTA CAMEROON

ADONIS MEDICAL GROUP OF COMPANIES

Wocdjeu Serge Landry
Massembelle Chrıstıan
Acaptat.Cameroon@Gmail.Com

Tetiana Dubova - Md, Development Director
26K Dniprovska Naberezhna St.,
Kyiv, 02132, Ukraine

Acapta Cameroon

237242911587
www.acaptacameroon.com - acapta.cameroon@gmail.com

PHEI “Institute of General Practice–Family Medicine”

00380 67 2330804 - 00380 67 380 09 46
www.adonis-ivf.com - adonismedicalcenter@gmail.com
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We are cultural and touristic association and our main activities promotion of cameroon culture
and tourism destination protection various divertisty of cameroon culture organisation of cultural
manifestation and events.

Founded in 1997 in Kyiv, Ukraine, Adonis Medical Group of Companies is nationally recognized
network of medical centers known for providing quality health care services according to the highest
international standards.
Adonis Medical Group of Companies includes IVF clinic, maternity hospital, stem cells clinic, aesthetic
medicine center, dental clinic, pediatrician clinic, diagnostic & outpatient treatment centers. Adonis
Provides Medical services in 66 medical specialties, employing over 900 teammates including about
400 specialty and primary care providers.
Each year Adonis treats thousands of patients, ukrainian as well as from around the world. For
patients who travel outside their home country to receive medical services in Adonis, our international
department team, speaking more than 10 languages, offers seamless care developed specifically for
their unique needs and culture.
We offer the highest regard for patient privacy and transparent billing system that has earned us our
patients’ loyalty.
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ADVS

AKDENIZ UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

Michael Tülis Sahibi
Cuma Uluc Müdür
Güzeloba Mah.Yasar Sabotay Cad.71/A Muratpasa/Antalya

Prof.dr. Bülent Aydınlı
Assoc.prof. Mustafa Yıldıran
Dumlupınar Bulvarı 07059 Kampüs Konyaaltı / Antalya

Advs

0090 242 248 33 82
www.advsturkiye.com - info@advsturkiye.com

Akdeniz Üniversitesi Hastanesi

0090 242 249 60 00
www.hastane.akdeniz.edu.tr - hastane@akdeniz.edu.tr
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The German Association of Consumer Protection
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Founded in 1982, Akdeniz University Hospital has been active in the provision of services since 1997 on
a 218,348 m² site located on the university central campus.
With a staff of 3,828 serving a total capacity of 969 beds, the hospital admits 3,700 new patients per
day. The 94 bed capacity intensive care unit and out-patient unit with 228 beds contribute to creating
a health complex which provides medical services for almost 977,541 polyclinic patients and 54,781
in-patients from Antalya and the surrounding provinces every year. Akdeniz University Hospital sets an
example of excellence in Turkey with its polyclinic and clinical bed capacity.
In line with its target of achieving a starndart of excellence in the provision of health care services, the
hospital has been awarded the TS EN ISO 9001:2008 Quality System Certificate. Our hospital is one
of the leading centres in Turkey for organ transplant surgery, and also provides a range of efficient
and quality health care services in oncology, cardiovascular surgery, emergency aid and traumatology,
reanimation, intensive care, and other medical fields. Minor surgical operations can be performed in
the Outpatient Surgery Center, with patients being discharged from hospital on the same day as their
surgery.
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AKRONES THERMAL SPA CONVENTION
SPORT HOTEL

AKTOB

Ünal Özgen Genel Müdür
Funda Özbay Genel Md. Yrd.
Dörtyol Mh. Turgut Özal Cd. No:38 Afyonkarahisar

Dr. Erkan YAĞCI / Chairman
Gebizli Mah. Termesos Bul.
Güngör Ahmet Yitmen İş Merk. 73/A Muratpaşa / Antalya

Akrones Thermal Spa Conventıon Sport Hotel

0090 272 255 55 55
www.akroneshotel.com - info@akroneshotel.com

Akdeniz Turistik Otelciler ve İşletmeciler Birliği

0090 242 3213994
www.aktob.org.tr
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Akrones thermal hotel, a new breath in Afyonkarahisar. Our 317 (delux, delux superior, handicapped,
corner suit, family suit, honeymoon suit, sultan suit, king suıt) rooms, hotel serves in the concept of
room breakfast and half pension.
You can taste the local tastes of Afyonkarahisar and the fabulous flavors of the Ottoman and Turkish
cuisines. You can have your holiday mind at peace at the aqua munda spa wellness center, which is
a huge center established on a 16.000 M2 field, by means of private parts for men and women and
common parts.
You can enjoy many pleasures in private family bathrooms from turkish baths to sauna, from steam
bath to pools with jacuzzi and rest areas. Hotels location; zafer airport 45 km, city bus termal 5 km, city
centrum 10 km.
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Union of Mediterranean Touristic Hoteliers and Operators (AKTOB) have been found in 1984 due to the
requirement of systematic structure of union in accommodation sector.
The union which started its activities under the name of Antalya Organisation of Touristic Operators
(ANTİD) then modified its name to Society of Mediterranean Touristic Hoteliers and Operators (AKTİD)
and finally they concluded in the name Union of Mediterranean Touristic Hoteliers and Operators
(AKTOB). The union is working on the principle of meeting national and international institutions
and organisations in the sector with service providers centrally and joining them based on the three
objectives of quality, modernity and leadership.
AKTOB which took quality as its philosophy since it started its activities is resuming its mission for a
period of 30 years. Our activities within the framework of Antalya Introductory Committee that we
formed for the vision of making Antalya a brand and choosing it as the leader destination in global
tourism market is in progress based on the same philosophy we have.
AKTOB has 504 members and with more than 145 thousand rooms and 313 thousand beds; it is one of
the biggest organised structures in accommodation sector.
Apart from short term objectives where number of members and service will be improved, we are
resuming our activities in the direction of; taking more effective roles in public sphere and having
structure to shape, lead sectorial events and what is more a structure which has sanctions on the sector.
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ALANYA DENTAL CENTER
www.alanyadentalcenter.com
info@alanyadentalcenter.com
Guaranteed Quality
Fast Reliable Service
Costumized Treatments
Hollywood Smile Creation
Cosmetic & Aesthetic Dentistry

0090 530 644 17 32
Alanya Dental Center has the health tourism authorization certiﬁcate issued by the Ministry

ALANYA MUNICIPALITY

ALANYA DENTAL CENTER

Zeynep Öçten Çelik
Mustafa Bora
Güllerpınarı Mahallesi İzzet Azakoğlu Caddesi
No:58 Alanya / Antalya

Samer Sabbah - Diş Hekimi
Aksel Özdemir - Uluslararası Sağlık Turizm Sorumlusu
Sugözü Mahallesi, 1016 Sokak, 5/A, Alanya Antalya / Türkiye

Alanya Belediyesi

0090 444 82 07
www.alanya.bel.tr - ozelkalem@alanya.bel.tr

Özel Alanya Ağız Ve Diş Sağlığı Polikliniği

0090 242 511 60 41
www.alanyadentalcenter.com - info@alanyadentalcenter.com
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As Alanya Municipality, we try to realize our common dream that is the development and promotion
of Alanya. It is our highest priority to provitde services that will make life easier for everyone in our
city, increase the quality of life, make lives happier and give more smiles. When we have all the above
mentioned, we have the greatest strength. Every work that begins without loving a human being is just
half, and half is stays. That is why you – the people, are in the core of all our services.
Alanya Municipality’s main target is to share the same fate, breathe the same air and be under the same
sky and make you happy to enjoy life in Alanya. As the Alanya Municipality, pursuing these targets,
it has laid foundations of many important projects. Infrastructure, superstructure, environment,
transportation, zoning and planning, education, health, sports, culture art, urbanization etc.
We are proud to be one of the leading municipalities in Social Services, Park and Environment
Regulations, Child and Elderly Services, Road and Sidewalk Regulations, Accessible Recreation Center,
Animal Shelters, City Planning Departmant, Cultural Organizations. Sports Organizations.
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AT ALANYA DENTAL CENTER WE OFFER A WIDE RANGE OF DENTAL TREATMENT CHOICES AS DENTAL
IMPLANTATION, COSMETIC DENTISTRY, HOLLYWOOD SMILE, ENDODONTICS & FILLINGS, PROSTHETIC
TREATMENT ( CROWNS & BRIDGES,DENTURES, ALL ON 4 & ALL ON 6), PERIODONTOLOGY, TOOTH
EXTRACTION, BLEACHING AND DENTAL LASER TREATMENT. WE ARE COMMITTED TO ENSURE YOUR
VISIT WITH US TO BE A PLEASANT EXPERIENCE, AND PROVIDE YOU GUARANTEE OF TREATMENT UP
TO FIVE YEARS. At Alanya Dental Center:1. Financial benefits, The prices are up to 50-70% lower than
in EU countries, USA and Canada. 2. Easy and direct flights connections Alanya is well known tourism
destination in Scandinavian countries and other EU countries, you can find flight directly to Alanya Gazi
Pasa Airport or Antalya Airport. 3. Multi lingual speakers English, Norwegian, Arabic, Russian, Danish,
Swedish, German, Bulgarian and Finnish languages are fluently spoken at Alanya Dental Center.
4. Clarity of information All information about treatment, prices and payment methods will be given
in advance. 5. Guaranteed Treatment We are committed to ensure your visit with us to be a pleasant
experience and provide you a guarantee of treatment up to five years. 6. High safety and high standards
All our dentist s have master degree of dentistry and registered by Turkish Dental Association, also
dentists are trained to the same high standards as Europe and worldwide professionals. Regarding the
equipments in our clinic like Panoramic X Ray Machine, Dental Laser Machine, Dental Chairs, Otoclave
and the other machines are certified by CE certificate. 7. International Standards & International
Health Tourism Certified by Ministry of Health. Our clinic has been assessed and found to Comply the
REQUIREMENTS OF: ISO 9001:2008 & ISO 9001:2015 The Quality Management System is applicable to :
ORAL AND DENTAL HEALTH POLICLINIC SERVICES
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FIRE OF ANATOLIA

ANADOLU HOSPITAL

Yılmaz Akça - Operasyon müd.
Kemal Uysal - Operasyon org.
Merkez mah. Abide-i hürriyet cad. no 211/48 Şişli / İSTANBUL

Dr. G. Fatih Çaylak
Dr. Ata Demirel
Kızıltoprak Mah. Ali Çetinkaya Cad. No: 163 / Muratpaşa / Antalya

Anadolu Gösteri Eğitim Turizm Animasyon Organizasyon
Pro. Ve Dan. Hiz. Lmt. Şti.

0090 242 324 75 77
www.anadoluatesi.com - antalya@anadoluatesi.com

Kemer Medical Center AŞ.

+90 (242) 249 33 00
www.anatoliahospital.com - info@anatoliahospital.com
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A synthesis of hundreds of folkdance figures and music from different regions, Fire of Anatolia is a
unique project whose source is Anatolia’s ancient mythological and cultural history. Produced by
Mustafa Erdogan, the group hopes to introduce the world to the fire that arises from the ancient mosaic
of love, cultural history and peace in Anatolia. The Fire of Anatolia, which is regarded as one of the best
dance groups of the world because of countless international tours and various promotional activities
has taken great steps in realizing this goal.
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Anadolu hospitals were first established in 1997 and successfully treated millions offoring and domestic
patients in the last 20 years.
The group, which consist of hospitals and all of them, are located in Antalya and districts, conducts
current treatments with quality and scientific approaches.
High quality services that we provide in all aspects increase number of our patients and demands,
while the responsibility that we carry for our patient rises. With most experienced medical team and
managerial staff anadolu hospitals are one of the most well-known tourism health and health tourism
center in the world and Turkey.
Our medical and administrative systems are constantly measured and evaluated in order to improve
the hospital’s systems and increase patient satisfaction and care.
We work in accordance with laws, regulations and principles of professional ethics and pay serious
attention to our patients’ rights to their privacy, we are honoured and happy to welcome you.
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ANKARA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

ANTALYA AQUARIUM

Arif Şayık - Genel Sekreter
Suat Aybars Erdemli - Birim Başkan Vekili
Aşağı Öveçler Mahallesi 1322. Cadde No:11 06460 Çankaya / Ankara

İSMAİL ARIK - GENEL MÜDÜR
Hilal KARAYILMAZ - SIN İÇ PAZAR SORUMLUSU
Arapsuyu Mahallesi, Dumlupınar Blv. No:502, 07200 Konyaaltı/Antalya

Ankara Kalkınma Ajansı

0090 312 310 03 00
www.ankaraka.org.tr - bilgi@ankaraka.org.tr

Antalya Akvaryum İşletmeciliğ

0090 242 245 65 65
www.antalyaaquarium.com - İnfo@antalyaaquarium.com
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Ankara development agency has been established by the decision of the council of ministers dated
2009 and numbered 15236 based upon the law numbered 5449.
The agency which works with the vision of leading the production and implementation of the
development strategies that can transform Ankara into an economic, cultural and political capital
endeavours for accelerating the sustainable regional development and reducing regional development
disparities.
In line with this objective, the agency respectively develops strategies for the region, provides
support mechanisms, ensures cooperation and coordination, performs monitoring, evaluation and
communication activities.
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The world’s biggest tunnel aquarium!
As one of the biggest aquarium complexes of the world, Antalya Aquarium offers inspiration,
entertainment and education all at once. After touring the 40 thematic aquariums, you will come across
the biggest tunnel aquarium of the world with a length of 131 meters and a width of 3 meters.Besides,
making snow balls from real snow in Snow World and Ice Museum, you can step into a journey among
the most poisonous, colorful and interesting species of the world in tropical reptile house; WildPark.
You can sail the world seas with multi-dimensional movie technology in Oceanride XD Cinema.You can
transform your aquarium visit with unforgettable memories such as souvenir photos using Hollywood
green screen backgrounds and with a visit to the specialized gift shop. You can be treated by doctor
fishes at the terrace floor and can complete your day full of adventure with well-known dining options
such as McDonalds, Mado, Artizan Italian Ice-Cream.Located in the heart of Antalya, just 70 meters
away from Konyaaltı Beach, Antalya Aquarium is the most vibrant center of attraction in the city.
Discover your imagination with Antalya Aquarium…
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ANTALYA METROPOLITAN MUNICIPALITY

ANTALYA HEALTHCARE DIRECTORATE

Yüksekalan Mah. Adnan Menderes Bul.
No: 20 07310 Muratpaşa / Antalya

Dr.Ünal Hülür Sağlık Müdürü
Uzm.Dr. Özlem Karataş Sağlık Hizmetleri Başkanı
Hüsnü Karakaş Mah. Kepez Devlet Hastanesi Yerleşkesi Kepez/Antalya

Antalya Büyükşehir Belediyesi

0090 242 249 50 00
www.antalya.bel.tr

Antalya İl Sağlık Müdürlüğü

0242 320 60 00
Www.Antalyasm.Gov.Tr - Antalya.Sturizmi@Saglik.Gov.Tr
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Antalya Metropolitan Municipality became a metropolitan municipality in 1993. The municipality is a
local government whose duty and authorization definition was determined by Law No. 5216 on the
Metropolitan City and Law No.6360 on the Establishment of Fourteen Metropolitan Municipalities in
Thirteen Provinces and Twenty-seven Districts and Amending Certain Laws and Descree-laws.
Within the Law No. 5216 on the Metropolitan Municipality, it has a wide range of authorities and duties
including infrastructure, construction, transportation, environment, development and planning,
health, social services and youth, licensing, fire brigade, economic and financial services.
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Antalya known as tourism capital city of Turkey is ready give health service to international visitors with
2 university hospitals, 2 training and research hospitals, 17 public hospitals, 29 private hospitals, 133
oral & dental health policlinics& centers, 61 emergency ambulance service station, many health center
& policlinics available included 7269 total bed capacity.
Public and private hospitals and health centers in Antalya, conducted over the last decade in the field
of health regulations made under “transformation program in health”, achieved high quality and safety
standards and latest medical technology. International health tourism departments with multilingual
staffs are available 24/7 to help overseas patients to access healthcare service.
Some featured healthcare services in Antalya: aesthetic and plastic surgery bariatric surgery cardiovascular surgery dental treatments eye treatments interventional radiology in vitro fertilization
oncology organ & bone marrow transplantation robotic surgery traditional & complementary medicine
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PRIVATE ANTALYA MEYDAN MEDICAL CENTER

ARSLANLI KONAK HOTEL

SIDIKA ÖZEREN - İŞLETME MÜDÜRÜ
VELİ DOĞRUL-GENEL MÜDÜR
KIZILTOPRAK MAHALLESİ ALİ ÇETİN KAYA CAD. HACI DEVRİŞ APARTMAN

Kaan Erdin TEMSILCI

Antalya Merkez Sağlık Hizmetleri Tic. Ltd. Şti

0090 242 311 10 03
www.meydantip.com.tr - info@meydantip.com.tr

Arslanlı Konak Otel Efe İnş.Turizm Tic.Ve San.Ltd.Şti

Paşa Mah.Kemalzeytinoğlu Cad.No:33 Odunpazarı / Eskişehir
0090 222 222 01 66
www.arslanlikonak.com - arslanlikonak@gmail.com
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Our mission as a private medical center Antalya, challenge of globalization by providing quality and
affordable health services, taking into account the needs of the changing conditions of Turkey and
Antalya.
Our aim is to reach wider audiences by keeping patient satisfaction in the forefront with its peaceful
interior, technological devices, expert staff and trained personnel as well as quality and economic
service concept.
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Located in the heart of Odunpazarı district, Arslanlı Konak Hotel offers a sauna, hammam and a fitness
center in the basement floor. The hotel is just 100 m from the historical Odunpazarı area of Eskişehir.
Elegantly decorated, the rooms of Arslanli Konak include air conditioning, cable tv and a mini-bar
with soft drinks. All rooms offer views of the historical wooden houses of odunpazari. Free wifi is also
available. There are libraries, glassblowing studios and meerschaum shops within walking distance.
Eskisehir train terminal is just a 20-minute walk away. Eskişehir bus terminal is 2.2 m away.
This property is also rated for the best value in eskisehir! Guests are getting more for their money when
compared to other properties in this city.
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ASKA HOTELS

ASTUDER

Fırat Fidan / Revenue & Online Sales Manager
Fırat Fidan / Revenue & Online Sales Manager
Kemerağzı Mah, Yaşar Sobutay Bulvarı No:397, 07112 Aksu/Antalya

Dt. İlhan Karacalar
Ergün Sezer
Atatürk Bulvarı (Hastane Caddesi)
44/1 Kocasinan Kayseri

Aska Hotels

0090 242 320 57 00
www.askahotels.com - sales@askahotels.com

Astuder Anadolu Sağlık Turizmi Derneği
Ahta Anatolia Health Tourism Association

0352 333 22 33 / 110
www.astuder.org.tr - info@astuder.org.tr
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• To Ensure Continuity İn Quality And Guest & Employee Satisfaction
• To Maximize The Quality İn Our Services
• To Always Be The First Choice Of Our Clients
• To Host Our Guests And Their Acquaintances İn Our Hotel Again By Gaining Our Guests’ And Employees’
Commitment
• Within The Framework Of Contemporary Hotel Management, To Present The Current Trends To Our
Guests And Employees.
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To develop health tourism in our country and in our city, to be a pioneer in this subject. To ensure that
Kayseri is a known, trusted and preferred city in the world’s health tourism sector.
Developing the concept of health tourism, awareness raising and training of stakeholders, taking an
active role in cooperation with the public and private sector in the creation of new markets, closely
monitoring the current developments in the international and national fields, and contributing to the
development of both the sector and the development of Kayseri.
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ATALYA PRIVATE ORAL AND DENTAL HEALTH
POLYCLINIC

Atalya Özel Sağlık Hizmetleri Ağız Ve Diş Sağ. Med. İnş. Turz.
Tic. Ltd.Şti
Sevil Kaderli
Gökhan Erdoğan
Ulus Mh. Mehmet Akif Cd. No: 50/A Kepez / Antalya
+90 242 334 0107
www.atalyadis.com - info@atalyadis.com

BAIA LARA HOTEL
Sönmez Holding

Okan Gökçe - Asst. Sales And Marketing Manager
Kemerağzı Mah. Tesisler Cd. No:384 Aksu, Antalya / Türkiye
902423143900
www.baiahotels.com - baialara@baiahotels.com
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Atalya Private Oral and Dental Health Polyclinic was established in 2009 by dentist Sevil KADERLİ. We
are serving in Antalya with our three clinics n Dokuma, Kepez and Rixos Downtown Medworld.
Our treatments are veeners, implants, teeth bleaching, aesthetic dentistry, gum treatment, dental
prosthetics, pedodonti (pediatric dentistry), dental filling (inley&onley), teeth cleaning, night guard
(bruxism), dental extraction, dental surgery and smile design. As Atalya, we provide transportation
and accommodation, a therapy plan, a payment plan, all oral and dental health treatments and posttreatment controls and follow-ups to our foreign patients. We have successfully completed many of our
patients’ treatments, especially coming from european countries, and have made them happy to return
and continue to do so.
Our mission, together with our experienced physicians and staff, is to provide quality service with
competitive prices by using latest technologies that guarantee the best results and to send our patients
off with a smile.
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Hotel Baia Lara is located on the beautiful shore of the mediterranean sea in the Lara/Kundu region.
Hotel Baia Lara stands out for its minimalist design and privileged high quality service having seen
Hotel Baia Lara which combines the luxury and family concept with enjoyful holiday ornament, the
third investment of sönmez holding, you will have only one wish on your mind – to stay in antalya
forever and to forget about the existence of rest the world… you will be welcomed with a concept
themed on happiness starting from the moment of first step you take into the hotel and your holiday
dreams will come into true.
Total area of the hotel is 57.000 m². Distance to sea is 0 mt. Antalya city is 17 km. Airport is 15 km. Far
away from hotel.
Furthermore you will take the opportunity of seeing the unique beauties of Antalya during your visit
refer to baia lara is located right in the centre of the worldwide famous nature and history of Antalya.
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BASKENT UNIVERSITY HEALTHCARE GROUP
Baskent University Healthcare Group
Şahin Bedir
Saray Mah Yunus Emre Cad No:1 Alanya
902425102525
www.baskentuniversity.com - ipd@baskentuniversity.com

BILICI THERMAL HOLIDAY VILLAGE

Siv Yapı Tur. Gıd. İnş. Ot. Pet. Ür. Tar. Ve Hay. İm. İt. İh. Tic.
Ve San. A.Ş.
Necdet Vural Genel Müdür

Termal Mevkii Abdülmahit Sk. 14/1 Kalın Köyü Sıçak Çermik Yıldızeli / Sivas
0090 346 227 2 227
www.bilicitermal.com - info@bilicitermal.com
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Baskent University Healthcare Group is one the most wide spread health institution in Turkey with it’s
9 hospitals, 13 dialysis centers and over 10.500 Staff. In our medical centers, we provide annually over
3.000.000 Out-patient treatments, 250.000 in-patient treatments, 70.000 Operations, 200.000 Dialysis
sessions, 700.000 Physical therapy sessions, 300.000 Dental treatments, 257 gamma knife treatments
and 60 stem cell transplantations. We provide all kind of treatments with the hi-tech tools (pet-ct,
gamma knife, cyber knife, mri, ct etc.).
In our hospitals, we offer with our internationally trained and experienced physicians, oncology
treatments, neurosurgery, gamma knife, neurology, orthopedics, urology, eye surgeries, ivf center,
cardiology, pediatric cardiology, cardiovascular surgery, heart care, bone marrow and stem cell
transplantation (liver, kidney, heart, cornea), dentistry, ent surgery, plastic reconstructive surgery etc.
And all other medical services that based on internationally standards of excellence.
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Bilici Thermal awaits you with its "always best service" principle, to its Turkish baths, therapy and
massage rooms, where you can find "the health" and "the piece" you are looking for. Our spa center
will purify your "body" and your "soul" and take the stress away from your daily life. Turkish bath is
inseparable part of Turkish culture which we united in a unique ambiance with the purifying power
of hot spring water from the past to the present. You will get rid of your arthrosis and muscle aches &
regain your health with the magic hands of our professional masseurs.
With its favorite location of central Anatolia and close proximity to all regional centers, where you can
feel the comfort of your home and where the water unites with health, a new life is waiting for you at
Bilici Thermal.
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BILIM PRIVATE MEDICAL SERVICES

BUCAK TRAVEL & HEALTHY SERVICE

Cinnah Cad. Mesnevi Cadde No: 10/7 Çankaya / Ankara

Mustafa Özkan - Şirket Sahibi
Nurullah Özkan - Müdür Yardımcısı
Cumhuriyet Cad. No:57/1 15300 Bucak Burdur/Türkiye

Bilim Özel Sağlık Hizmetleri A.Ş

0090 312 441 45 10
www.bilimsaglik.com.tr -

MNÖ OTOMOTİV TURİZM REHBERLİK TERCÜME LTD. ŞTİ.

0090 248 325 17 18 - 0090 532 550 48 71
www.bucakozkantur.com - mustafaoezkan@msn.com
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“Bilim”, established by Dr Hasan Şenol, who is a specialist on radiology - mainly on MR , has 26 years of
experience in the sector.
Bringing the first MR device to the Mediterranean region and becoming a pioneer in the sector, the
company currently operates with approximately 150 medical devices at 34 service units and has
approximately 400 employees. The company has been involved especially in multi-faceted radiology,
radiotherapy and nuclear medicine services.
Engaged in PPP projects from the start, “Bilim” is invited to PPP summits to share their experience and
expertise in the radiology field bring some solution proposals for current projects.
As well as being one of the leading companies in radiology and radiotherapy area in Turkey, “Bilim” was
invited to invest to many countries in Europe, Asia and Africa.
Besides all of these, “Bilim” gives importance for unique R & D studies on the oncologic treatment
methods in the world.
“Bilim” has been working on health tourism complex project for a long time and “Bilim” plans to launch
this project in Antalya.
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We are a healthy and tourist segment multinational with experince in serving national and international
organizations providing high standard quality services. We seek continuous growth with our employees
and shareholders. We preserve our values and also create for our partners and community. Having
gained recognition and acknowledgement for its good standing and reliability in field of activity,
Bucak travel service implements and cerries out its corporate plans, strategies and targets based on
sustainability. Anticipating to function as a bridge between the past and the future with such logo
lasting perspective, undertakes as a mission to introduce historical,cultural and natural landmarks and
beauties of Turkey to the whole world and enhace brand eguity of the country by making international
and nation-wide investment and cooperation.
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BUDAN THERMAL & SPA HOTEL
CONVENTION CENTER

PROVINCIAL DIRECTORATE OF CULTURE AND
TOURISM OF BURDUR

Vahap Kayadan Genel Müdür

Abdullah Kılıç - İl Müdürü
Osman Koçibay - İl Müdür Yardımcısı
Mehmet Akif Cad. No:119 Değirmeler Mah. Burdur

Budan Turizm Otomotiv Petrol Gıda İnşaat San.Ve Tic.Ltd.Şti.
Afyon-İzmir Karayolu 5.Km Afyonkarahisar
0090 272 246 30 90
www.budantermal.com.tr - info@budantermal.com.tr

Burdur İl Kültür ve Turizm Müdürlüğü

0090 248 232 22 10 - 0090 248 233 10 78
www.burdurkulturturizm.gov.tr - iktm15@kulturturizm.gov.tr
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The Budan Thermal Spa Hotel & Convention Center, which is Afyon’s newest and most comprehensive
thermal hotel and designed during the project and design phases considering the regards and
expectations of guest spend time in thermal hotels, is located at the 5th kilometer of the Afyon-İzmir
roadway. In respect of its location; it is located in a distance of 5 km to the city enter, 4 km to the bus
terminal, 55 km to the zager regional airport, 2 km to the outlet shopping center where important
brands are sold, and in walking distance to the kocatepe university emergency aid and physiotherapy
and rehabilitation hospital, and the archeology museum and international sports center, which will be
put recently into service.
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Our mission as the Provincial Directorate of Culture and Tourism of Burdur is to reveal, protect, and
promote the natural, cultural and historical values of our city and tranfer them to future generations as
well as developing tourism, diversification, marketing, promotion, supervision, dynamic culture and
tourism policies and sustainable tourism understanding of our city to increase the share of the country
and world tourism.
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BURSA HEALTH TOURISM ASSOCIATION

CLOUD FACTORY

Uz. Dr. Serbülent Orhaner / Busat Başkanı
Bio. Çiğdem Atalmış / Dernek Genel Sekreteri
Çekirge Mah. Küçük Sok. Ceyhan Apt. No:6 Daire:2 16265 Osmangazi/Bursa

Yeliz Cavus - Müdür
Eda Dügen - İs Gelistirme Uzmani
Istanbul Universitesi Avcilar Kampüsü Avcilar / İstanbul

Bursa Sağlık Turizmi Derneği

Worlds Clinic - Cloud Factory Yazilim A.ş.

0090 533 515 73 86

0090 212 854 00 27

www.busat.org.tr - info@busat.org.tr

www.cloudfactory.com.tr - imfo@cloudfactory.com.tr
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“Your health is as close to you as Bursa” from a healing city to be a world city of modern medicine.
The city of Bursa, to become a trademark with health tourism Bursa health tourism association was
founded by 16 city volunteers in 2011. Busat was founded in order to develop and promote the health
tourism potential of the city and it is trying to make bursa a world city and a trademark with its health
services. Bursa is a candidate to be one of the world capitals of health with the jci accredited health
instituitons and academis units specialized in different branches. There are 5.000 Physicians and
29.000 Allied health personnel from internal diseases to surgical branches. Besides 3 big accredited
hospitals, the city of bursa has; • 1 training and research and medical faculty hospitals • 1 medical faculty
hospital • 22 state hospitals • 18 rivate hospitals • 2.000 İnstutions providing outpatient servcie • Branch
centers • Physical medicine and rehabilitation • Spa units. These numbers are going to increase with
the investments under construction. In our city, specific operations such as neurosurgery, orthopedic
operations, open and closed heart surgeries, retina and cataract surgeries besides oncologic diagnosis
and treatment services are provided with a reasonable cost compared to world. In our city, that has the
most powerful surgical opportunities, the below mentioned services are supported by pre-operational
and post-operational services; • Plastic surgery • Dental and orthodontics • Diarthrosis, sciatic and knee
prosthesis operations • retina and cataract - excimer laser and cornea operations • Cardiology and heart
surgery • Cancer and oncological surgery • In vitro fertilization• spinal surgery • Spa, physical medicine
and rehabilitation services
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Health tourism, software
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CLUB MEGA SARAY

CORENDON AIRLINES

Okan Küçükmustafa - Genel Müdür
Abdullah Güngör - Satış&Pazarlama Müdürü
Adriye Mah. Üçkum Tepesi Caddesi No 8 /1 Belek / Antalya

Osman Tuğral / Kurumsal İletişim Departmanı
Gökçe Uzun / Kurumsal İletişim Departmanı
Güzeloluk Mah. 1879 Sk. No:148 07200 Muratpaşa/Antalya

San-Tur Turizm A.Ş.

0090 242 710 11 00
www.clubmegasaray.com.tr - info@clubmegasaray.com

Turistik Hava Taşımacılık A.Ş.

0242 311 90 00
www.corendonairlines.com - communication@corendon-airlines.com
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Club Mega Saray started to serve in 1992. Antalya is the most famous city of Turkish Tourism and our resort
located in Belek, with an area of 121.000 m2 with 591 rooms and 1184 beds annually hosts thousands of
local and foreign tourists. Peanut pines which is characteristic of the region, well-preserved gardening
with hundreds of different trees and ecologically clean nature, offers guests a feeling of comfort and
serenity. The hotel has 8 swimming pools in the entire hotel and the warm smile of employees promise
you a pleasant stay. Our tennis courts which located both at hotel and outside of hotel are at your dear
guest's service, there are 17 clay and 4 hard courts, totally 21 tennis courts in our sports center, which is
opened in march on a close distance to the hotel. Also there are 6 clay and 16 artificial grass, totally 22
tennis courts inside the hotel area. We are ready for tennis players from each level and age groups with
our 43 tennis courts. Club Mega Saray is located at a distance of 35 km from the center of Antalya and
30 km from the airport.
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Corendon Airlines, founded in 2005, is an international airline company flying to 45 countries and 145
airports, transporting approximately 3 million travelers each year.
Corendon airlines has good reason to call itself the “Boeing 737 operator“, since its fleet consists only
of the traditional boeing series. Together with its two European subsidiaries corendon dutch airlines
and Corendon Airlines Europe, Corendon Airlines flies 24 Boeing 737 aircraft. Corendon Airlines, which
operates as a holiday airline, aims for high levels of customer satisfaction by increasing its service
quality, product range and flight safety.
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CORENDON HOTELS & RESORTS

CORENDON TOURISTIC

Sıla Aksakal / Sales Representative
Victoria Screbnıova / Customer Relationship Management
Kemerağzı Mahallesi , Yaşar Sobutay Bulvarı No:339 Lara/Aksu/Antalya

Niyazi E. Yıldırır / Operasyon Müdürü
Murat Kaplan / Operasyon
Güzeloluk Mah. 1879 Sok. No:146 07200 Antalya

Az Otel Isletmeleri Tur.Tic.Ltd.Sti.

0242 352 44 44
www.corendonhotels.com.tr - info@corendonhotels.com.tr

Ad Tanıtım Turizm Org.Tekt.Gıda.Tic.Ltd.Şti

0 242 310 90 30
www.corendon.com.tr - niyazi@corendon.com.tr
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Corendon Hotels & Resorts is the hotel chain of the group that currently managing 9 hotels in Turkey,
the Netherlands, Curaçao and Spain. The 10th hotel of the group will be opening in 2019 at Curaçao
which is the 2nd hotel of the group on this popular Caribbean Island.
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Since its foundation in 2000, Corendon Touristic has become a leading destination management and
incoming as well outgoing partner providing a dedicated and professional services while improving
range of operations and service quality standards each year.
Corendon Touristic which has its headquarter in Antalya, offers a great choice of hotels, transfer
services, golf packages, excursions and holiday packages for Turkey.
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ÇALLI MEYDAN MEDICAL CENTER

DENT İSTANBUL

Veli Doğrul/Genel Müdür Yardımcısı
Selçuk Kadıoğlu/İşletme Müdürü
Sedir Mahallesi Gazi Bulv. No:78 Muratpaşa / Antalya

Murat Özel
Ali Demircan
Abbasağa Mah. Yıldız Cad. No:71 Beşiktaş / İstanbul

Antalya Merkez Sağlık Hizmetleri TİC.LTD.ŞTİ

0090 242 344 09 09
www.meydantip.com.tr/calli-meydan-tip-merkezi - selcuk.kadioglu@meydantip.com.tr

Dent Estetica İstanbul Sağlık Hizmetleri A.Ş.

0090 444 0 347
www.dentistanbul.com.tr - info@dentistanbul.com.tr
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Our vision as Private Çallı Meydan Medical Center established in 2006 is; to work as an institution
combining quality, service and economic conditions.
Our aim; To provide qualified health services that prioritize patient satisfaction.
the needs of Antalya, Turkey and the changing conditions brought about by globalization offers quality
and affordable services in the health field taking into consideration.
Our aim; With its peaceful interior, technological equipments, expert staff and trained personnel, it is
aimed to reach a wider audience by keeping patient satisfaction in the forefront with its quality and
economic service understanding.
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Smile ... It Dentistanbul private foundations Dentistanbul dental hospital on august 2, 2001 "private
Dentistanbul oral and dental health center" has been thrown under the name. Under the name of oral
health and dental care as well as certain name and 29 may 2003. "Dental hospital" was the title. With
developments show that since its establishment in 2008 iso 9001: 2000 standardization has received the
document. Special Dentistanbul dental hospital serves besiktas 7/24.
"Dentistanbul" our most basic principles of family as the highest quality service with integrity rules are
kept at the forefront of patient rights and satisfaction to present as soon as possible. If our knowledge
and experience within our specialist staff to support these principles we are growing day by day we
are a family in the light of keeping us together. Create a new chain of services in hospitals and clinics
with oral and dental health also plans to open areas in the coming years in Turkey's istanbul and other
provinces continue to work towards the goal.
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DENT35 ORAL AND DENTAL HEALTH CENTER

DENTAL AESTHETIC CENTER

Raye Avcı / Uluslararası İlişkiler Sorumlusu

Güzin Kırsaçlıoğlu
Yasemin Ural
Tahran Cad.4/13 Kavaklıdere

Dent35 Ağız Ve Diş Sağlığı Merkezi

Kazım Dirik Mah. Mustafa Kemal Cad. No: 119/C Bornova
0090 232 404 84 84
www.dent35.com/ - info@dent35.com

Yeni Dental Estetik Merkezi Ağız Ve Diş Sağ Sağ.Hiz. San.Tic.
Ltd.Şti.

0090 530 667 48 93
www.dentalestetikcenter.com - mektup@guzinkirsaclioglu.com
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Since 2011, dent35 oral and dental health polyclinic has been providing the highest standards of service
to the patients while caring for high quality service, respect for patient rights and ethical principles.
Our team aims for patient satisfaction and always serves for their patients with remarkable sense of
integrity along with an accompanying smile.
Following this path, our polyclinic is determined to be a well-recognised institution with great
understanding of our responsibility for the public and our contribution to the field of dentistry, while
being in constant search of innovation and improvement. It is such a pleasure to see our institution
growing along with the increase in the satisfaction of our patients.
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DENTALPARK

DENTISTRY UKRAINE

Sedat Dağlıoğlu - Yön.Kurulu Başkanı
M.Vehbi Candan -Yönetim Kurulu Üyesi
Hastane Cd.Atatürk Bulv.No:30 Kocasinan / Kayseri

Viktoriia Kizhner -Сhief Director
Igor Kizhner - Founder
Ukraine 49107; Dnipro; 24/10 Pushkin Avenue

Dentalpark Kayseri Özel Sağ.Hiz.Tic. San.Aş

0090 352 221 00 77
www.dentalpark.com.tr - info@dentalpark.com.tr

LCC Dnipropetrovsk Scientific-Production Commercial Firm
"Rezets,LTD"

0038 067 611 00 22
www.dentistryukraine.com - vikodent777@gmail.com
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Dentalpark was founded 2008, modern medical devices, distinguished specialist dentits and expert
staff, raises standards in dental treatment.
We treat the patients successfully on oral, dental and maxillofacial surgery, implant, orthodontics,
periodontics, paedodontics, aesthetic tooth and dental prosthesis. Since 2008 we have been applying
the implant treatment, aesthetic porcelain or zirconium crown, laminate veneer and bone grafting
successfully.
Dentalpark is located in center of Kayseri. It is built on 6 storey building, there are 22 units, 1 surgery
room ,15 specialist dentists, 30 staff members in our clinic . We provide vıp service to our patients from
inland or abroad. Clinic specialists and the personal perform the service to the patients in all languages.
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Modern dentistry "Dentistry Ukraine" - a dental clinic with english speaking staff, equipped by the latest
modern German equipment.
The clinic provides services for ukrainian and foreign patients, for adults and children as well. "Dentistry
ukraine" offers diagnostic and therapeutic procedures using modern technology and scientific
developments. The clinic is equipped with modern dental equipment for manipulation of any level of
complexity: an x-ray, apparatus for the treatment of dental channels, microscope, and equipment for
the implantation for disinfection, anesthesia.
There are surgical treatment possibilities, the prosthetics, the treatment under a microscope of the
root canal system (due to the microscope, the endodontic treatment became more effective, the dental
microscope allows to handle the tooth channels under 20 multiple increase, that gives the physician
of ability to see microscopic changes in the teeth, micro-cracks, longitudinal cracks, the anatomical
structure of the root canal).
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DOUBLETREE BY HILTON ESKIŞEHIR

DRK HAIR INTERNATIONAL

Ozan Yılmazarslan / Genel Müdür
Barış Eratak / Genel Müdür Yardımcısı
Orhangazi Mh Kütahya Yolu Mevkii No:308 Odunpazarı Eskişehir

Hakan Tetik
Yenigün Mah. Mevlana Caddesi A Blok No :54/A 102 Muratpaşa / Antalya

Gezi Rehberim Turizm Yatırımları A.Ş.

0090 222 211 15 15
dteskisehir.doubletreebyhilton.com - info@dtbheskisehir.com

DRK GÜZELLİK MERKEZİ VE ÖZEL SAĞLIK TİC.LTD.ŞTİ

0090 532 158 03 98
www.drkhair.com - drkhair@gmail.com
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Doubletree by Hilton Eskişehir is located only 10 minutes from center of Eskişehir and train station
and only 15 minutes Eskişehir Hasan Polatkan airport (aoe). Our hotel is your new adress to be able to
get tired with the peaceful view that is away from noise of the city and in touch with nature, when you
making city tour doubletree by Hilton Eskişehir is suitable for the business and leisure traveler along
with a great location and spa concept.
Our spacious guestrooms and suites are offering you enjoy a long list of quality guest amenities,
generous work surfaces, special doubletree sweet dreams bedtm experience and complimentary
internet access.
Begin the day with the famous wakeup doubletree breakfast experience and enjoy international&
regional turkish cuisine, special tastes and fresh starters at the doubletree by hilton eskisehir. For your
convenience, wireless internet connection is available in public areas throughout the hotel.
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DrkHairInternational is a center with a pioneer in many fields in Turkey with more than 5000 hair
transplantation experience. We determine and closely follow all the new recent developments in our
field with experienced medical team.
DrkHairInternational team and our staff are committed to providing you with the finest, most natural
surgical hair transplants(DHI technique) to help you not only restore your hair, but to restore your life.
We prefer DHI(Direct Hair Implantation) method in our medical center
What is the advantages of DHI technique
Hair follicles are extracted one by one without bleeding from the donor area
The growth rate is above 90%as per DHI studies
DHI technique offers the possibility of hair transplantation at different angles and it provides a more
natural appearance and more successful result, especially when applied to sensitive areas such as
hairline Top 5 Reasons why patient love to choose DrkHair Transplant.
•The Best Quality of Medical services •Free Consultation •Medical Tourism Experience and Location
•Pain free procedure •Affordable price
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ENDA TOUR

ERCIYES UNIVERSITY HOSPITALS

Recep Şamil Yaşacan - General Manager
Ufuk Özkan - General Coordinator
Yeşilbahçe Mah. 1468 Sok. Yavuz Sit. C Blok D4 Antalya/Muratpaşa

Prof. Dr.Ahmet Güney Merkez Müdürü (Başhekim)
Fatih Koç Hastane Müdür Yrd.
Köşk Mah. Prof. Dr. Turhan Feyzioğlu Cad. No:42

Dilahan Turizm

0090 242 312 22 02
www.endatour.com - sports@enda-tour.com

Erciyes Üniversitesi Sağlık Uygulama Ve Araştırma Merkezi

0090 352 207 66 66 - 0090 352 203 02 03
www.hastaneler.erciyes.edu.tr - tfh@erciyes.edu.tr
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Enda Tour is Turkey's leading sport tourism and travel agency.
Enda Tour; For all levels of football teams, sport organizes training camps, tournaments and friendly
matches. It provides high quality accommodation services to the teams.
As a sports and travel specialist company, we provide football training camp trips, sports training
camps services. From the beginning of camping and travel to the return journey; we offer all-inclusive
packages from laundry to referee services. Our camp experts are available to any organization at any
time.
A wide range of up to professional football training camp in Turkey to various sports teams, especially
football camp and travel services we provide. We work with the best hotels on the Turkish Riviera with
professional football facilities. We provide you with a range of sports hotels in the immediate vicinity or
with quality lawns.
Professional services from professionals for you!
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In our hospitals, high technology is used, modern medicine implementations are being followed.
Especially, we have ts-en-iso 9001:2015 and iq net quality management system label and jacıe (for bmt
center). Actions are done in, gevher nesibe hospital, M.Kemal Dedeman hematology-oncology hospital,
Şahinur Dedeman bone marrow transplantation and stem cell treatment center, Semiha Kibar organ
transplantation and dialysis hospital, Yılmaz Mehmet Öztaşkın heart hospital, Mustafa Eraslan Fevzi
Mercan children health and diseases hospital, gülser and Dr. Mustafa Gündoğdu center laboratory
building and Nazende Nuri, Özkaya Gündüz treatment unit totally 8 in main building. Bone marrow and
stem cell therapy center , which was established with the capacity of 8 sickbeds in hematolgy-oncology
hospital in the faculty of medicine, moved to its own building in 2009. Except from its ground floor and
basement, there are other 4 floors in Şahinur Dedeman bone marrow and stem cell therapy center and
its total bed capacity is 35.
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EUPHORIA HOTELS & RESORTS
Tekirova Turizm Yatırımları A.Ş.

İsmail Lepiev
Cem Özdağ
Yeşilova Mah. Aspendos Bulvarı No:168-C Muratpaşa - Antalya
0242 312 98 36
www.euphoriahotels.com - sales@euphoriahotels.com

EXPOCENTRE JSC

MedTravelExpo. Clinics, Health & SPA Resorts
Irina Bedash - Project Manager
Daria Denisova - Manager
Exhibition Operating Management
Consumer Goods & Medicine Exhibitions Division
Krasnopresnenskaya Nab., 14, 123100, Moscow, Russia
007 499 795 41 17 - 007 499 795 37 99
www.expocentr.ru - centr@expocentr.ru
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The hotel chain Euphoria hotels & resorts operates total 4 hotels and aims to offer its guests an exclusive
service with the “Euphoria” quality. In addition to its Euphorıa Tekirova Hotel and Euphoria Palm
Beach Resort in Antalya - the holiday paradise of the Mediterranean region, it lets feel the privilege of
“Euphoria” also in the Aegean region at the Euphoria Aegean Resort & Spa, that is located in the Teos
area in Seferihisar, which in the first “citta slow concept town” in Turkey.
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Expocentre JSC is a world-known Russian organizer of trade shows and congresses in Russia, Moscow.
The international exhibition «Medtravelexpo-2019 is a part of the Russian health care week which is
targeted to professionals in medicine and health care. There are new trends and developments in the
medical tourism market. The exhibitors demonstrate new methods of medical treatment and healthy
lifestyle technologies.
Ours exhibitors are diagnostic and health centers, hospitals, rehabilitation and wellness centers,
esthetic medicine clinics, medical associations, assistance companies and specialized media. This
event helps to find the best business solutions and to search for a patient, partner clinics, rehabilitation
centers etc.
Medtravelexpo 2019 will run within the Russian health care week at expocentre fairgrounds on 2–5
December 2019.
Venue: expocentre fairgrounds, Moscow, Russia
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+90 242 316 66 44

/FizikalyaTipMerkezi
www.ﬁzikalya.com

Yeşilbahçe Mah. Çınarlı Cad. No:15
Muratpaşa/Antalya

FANATICTOUR

PRIVATE FIZIKALYA MEDICAL CENTER

Mehmet Hakan Onkur / Genel Müdür

Dr. Ümran Zorlu - Kurucu Hekim
Dr. Levent Şahin - Kurucu Hekim
Yeşilbahçe Mahallesi Çınarlı Cad. No:15 Muratpaşa / Antalya

Fanatictour Turizm Sanayi Ve Tic.Ltd.Şti.

Altındağ Mah. 147 Sok. No 14/5 Muratpaşa Antalya
09 0242 247 83 33
www.fanatictour.net - info@fanatictour.net

Fizikalya Tıp Merkezi Özel Sağlık Hiz.Tur.Med.Tic.Ltd.Şti

0090 242 316 66 44
www.fizikalya.com - muhasebe@fizikalya.com
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Welcome to the world of Fanatic Tour Sports Organisations our company located in Antalya / Turkey is
one of the leading companies in this sector due to our professional services we render to the prestigious
football clubs in Turkey or worldwide.
We are specialized in organising: football training camps / tournaments / friendly matches different
sport organisations - upon request for groups:(golf, tennis, basketball, swimming, etc)our clientes (local
& international):super league teams, national teams, 1. League, 2. League, 3. League, amateur teams,
u-teams, ladies teams, referee groups, diverse school children teams, private company teams all hotels
with whom we have a longlasting and successful cooperation are professional managed hotels with
professional football fields (many of them are consisting of an extensive sport complex).
Also our company is managing own football pitches at our fanatıc tour sports-complex at a distance of
2-3 km from the hotels located in Lara-Kundu/Antalya area.
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Founded in 1994, AFM (Antalya Physical Therapy Center, Company), Physique Medical Center in Antalya,
with the doctors, nurses, physiotherapists, managers, medical secretaries in the field of Physical
Therapy Rehabilitation provides a safe and high standard service.
The treatment of patients in the Center of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation is planned by the
Physiotherapy and Rehabilitation Specialist Doctor and the patients are planned according to their
diagnosis. A treatment program is followed according to the planned treatment. In addition to the
classical treatment techniques, the most advanced physical therapy tools are used by the expert
physiotherapists.
The Center of Physıcal Medical Center continuously improves its quality and human-oriented activities.
The Center aims to provide a healthy life to all segments of the society by combining the modern
technologies with the highest standards and the expert staff.
The Center aims to reach healthier days by expanding its range of services with its increasing service
quality, expanding staff and developing technologies.
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FIZYOMER TERAPIA

FORMBACK THERMAL HOTEL

Uzm. Dr. Türkan Tünerir - Tıbbi Direktör (Şirket Sahibi)
Prf. Dr. Bülent Tünerir - İdari Direktör (Şirket Sahibi)
Sazova Mah. Doğanay Sok No:1 Tepebaşı Eskişehir

Nihat Özmen General Manager

Fizyomer Özel Sağ. Hiz. Fiz. Ted. Reh. Ve Sağ. Yaş. Tic. Ve
San. Ltd. Şti.

0 222 211 40 40
www.fizyomer.com.tr - info@fizyomer.com.tr

Safgam Turizm İnş.Gıda Spor Ve Güz.Merk.San.Tic.Ltd.Şti.

Hüdavendigar Mah.Kanal Cad.No.40/1 Osmangazi Bursa
0224 239 40 40
www.formback.com.tr - info@formback.com.tr
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In our new facility built upon our extensive 20 years of experience, covers 5000 m² enclosed area that
contains extensive physical therapy and rehabilitation rooms, therapy pool and modern medical units
serves in Eskişehir as the Turkey' s largest with the fizyomer terapia concept. With experienced specialist
physicians, physiotherapists, nurses and fizyomer team we work on the pediatric rehabilitation,
neurological rehabilitation, orthopedic rehabilitation, cardiac and copd rehabilitation and sport
medicine, obesity rehabilitation.
We performe the treatment of totally 5000 patients in our centre per year
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Formback Thermal Hotel a unique service will be provided for you by our professional staff, whereby
you can enjoy the coziness of your home all the time when you stay at our apartment flats customized
for all your expectations and requirements.
At our hotel consisting of 20 deluxe and 20 economic flats, you will feel at home. All our rooms consist of
air conditioner, refrigerator, kitchen, a bath with 24/7 thermal water, cable tv and satellite, telephone,
tv, and wi-fi, and there are additionally two balconies in deluxe rooms. In our apartments, you will have
a real passion where you can enjoy all the activities whenever you want at formback life center, and
have memorable moments.
Formback hotel expects you with the vitality of exercising, healing thermal water, perfect service, and
cozy environment. Be our guest, we are waiting for you....
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GLORIA SPORTS ARENA
Özaltın Otel İşletmeleri A.Ş.

Görkem Dönmez - Deputy Hotel Manager & Director Of Sports Gloria
Sports Arena
Onur Tenekecioğlu - Marketıng Manager Glorıa Hotels & Resorts
Belek Mh. Turizm Cd. No:4B/1 Serik-Antalya/Turkey
0090 242 7105000
www.gloriasportsarena.com.tr / www.gloria.com.tr - gsasales@gloria.com.tr

GRAND BURSA HOTEL

Koz İpek Teks.Turizm İnşaat San.Tic.Ltd.Şti.
Nihat Özmen Genel Müdür
Zafer Gökdemir Ön Büro Müdürü
Demirtaşpaşa Mah.İnönü Cad.No.129 Osmangazi Bursa
0224 254 34 00 - 0224 254 80 77
www.grandbursaotel.com - info@grandbursaotel.com
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Gloria Hotels & Resorts is a five-star venue and part of the renowned Turkish company Özaltin
Holding. Inspired by the power of innovation and change, Gloria Hotels & Resorts brings its loyalty and
commitment to its roots to a world of elegance and sparkling luxury. Gloria Golf Club is the largest golf
complex in Turkey with 45 holes. Gloria Sports Arena is a modern sports complex with indoor, outdoor
and aquatic sports facilities. Part of the Gloria Hotels & Resorts brand, athletes can get the very best
from the sports medicine & athletic performance centre which provides the most modern rehabilitation
and analysis to aid recovery and further improve physical performance whether you’re looking for a
golf or sporting holiday, oriental spa break, gourmet experience or leisure activity holiday for the all the
family, Gloria Hotels & resorts caters for all needs and offers a multitude of services for many different
target groups.
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Grand Bursa Hotel has been opened in 2016.Grand Bursa Hotel is located in the city center.Our hotel has
40 deluxe rooms.Each room is 32 square meters.
Open buffet breakfast is available in our hotel.Bursa's only city hotel with the largest rooms.Be our
guest…
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GRAND SER HOTEL

GRYSHCHENKO CLINIC-IVF

Mustafa Babayiğit Genel Müdür

Olga Polotska - Head Of The Overseas Clients Department
Iana Dovgopolova - Head Of The Marketing Department
25 Blagovishchenska Str., Kharkiv, Ukraine 61052

Yaşar İnşaat Turizm Ltd.Şti.

Adnan Menderes Blv.Şeyh Osman Mh.No:30 Merkez Yozgat
3542122626
www.grandserhotel.com - info@grandserhotel.com

0038 057 712 01 01
www.gc-ivf.com - ocd@implant-ivf.com
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Our province leading companies in Yasar Construction companies operating in the group within the
Grand Ser Hotel is aims to be among the leading companies of Turkey in the hospitality sector, in all
areas of customer satisfaction which it operates to maximize and industry changing and evolving
technology to be able to respond to every need and closely reflects the service policy.
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Gryshchenko Clinic-Ivf is a specialized medical institution that provides a full range of services on
effective diagnostics and treatment of all types of male and female infertility in a personalized way
ensuring complete privacy:
• in-vitro fertilization (ivf) • embryo and cell cryopreservation • pre-implantation genetic testing (pgt)
with ngs • prenatal care • gynecological surgery • urology • andrology • laboratory diagnostics
• cell donation and surrogacy.
Under the guidance of professor Mykola Gryshchenko, a representative of the fourth generation of
Gryshchenko Medical Dynasty, the clinic employs a well-trained team of highly qualified professionals
and avails of high-end equipment. Gryshchenko Clinic-Ivf was the first medical institution in ukraine
where a successful ivf program was completed in 1990.
Continuous scientific research, exchange of professional experience, great work and genuine desire to
give couples the happiness of parenthood became the “golden standard” for our activity. With our help,
you will attain happiness of parenthood!
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GÜRGAN CLINIC IVF CENTERS

HARLEK THERMAL HOTEL

Ankara: Mustafa Kemal Mah. 2124. Sokak No:4 Çankaya/Ankara-Turkey
İstanbul: Aşık Veysel Mah. Süleyman Demirel Cad. No:1
Esenyurt/İstanbul-Turkey

Yalçın Özekmekçi
Yavuz Batuhan Çagırıcı
Ilıca Kaplıcaları Soguk Çeşme Köyü No:6 Kütahya

Gürgan Sağlık Hizmetleri Ltd.Şti.

0090 850 3039696 - 0090 530 2581096
www.gurganclinic.com - info@gurganclinic.com

Simpaş A.Ş

0090 444 9 480
www.harlektermal.net - ozenemrah389@gmail.com
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Gürgan Clinic Ivf Center is a leading assisted reproductive technologies center in Turkey.
Prof.Dr. Timur Gürgan is board member of international society for in vitro fertilization (isivf), president
of Mediterranean Society for Reproductive Medicine and honorary president of North African Countries
Reproductive Medicine and Perinatology Society. We have a dedicated team of experts specialized in
the different areas such as male & female infertility (endometriosis, hysteroscopy, laparoscopy, pcos,
ohss, azoospermia, tese, micro tese, rosi...), Gynecological operations, assisted reproductive techniques
(insemination and in vitro fertilization), genetic screening tests.
Gürgan Clinic Ivf Centers have a well-educated team, english speaking staff and offers no waiting list,
reliable & scientific treatments, individualized treatment options in balancing concept.
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Our facility is 20 km to Kütahya bus station, 68 km to Zafer Airport and 54 km to Eskişehir. Our hotel has
98 rooms and 200 bed capacity. Our main building has 68 rooms. There are 30 club rooms in the garden.
All rooms include thermal water and a jacuzzi. There is a separate outdoor swimming pool for men and
women.
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HAS HOTEL

HEALTHY IN TURKEY

Ayhan Arslan İşletme Sahabi

Veysel Atalay İş Geliştirme Uzmanı

Deliklitaş Mah.Hahamyolu Cad. No 7 Eskişehir

Birlik Mah. 488. Sok. No.7 Çankaya / Ankara

Has Hotel Termal Turizm Ve Ticaret A.Ş

0090 222 221 40 30
www.hashotel.com - bilgi@hashotel.com

Agm Stratejik Çözümler A.Ş. (Firma Resmi İsmi)

0090 312 427 17 97
www.healthyinturkey.com - info@healthyinturkey.com
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Has Hotel Thermal is very pleased to provide healing spas from 1976 to today's Eskişehir and its visitors
which has been boiling from underground since Romans.The hotel is situated on Hamamyolu street,one
of the finest streets in eskişehir and easily reached location to any place in the city.İmpersonating
Turkish hospitality the hotel staff is guarantee qualified and prestigious service to the hotel visitors.Has
Hotel Thermal provides good and relaxing atmosphere with its lobby and has 87 beds and in 48 rooms.
3 Of which are suites.
The hotel rooms have private baths with permanently running heating of thermal water,telephones ,air
conditions,hair dryers ,televisions and refrigerators.The healing hot water in has hotel thermal as well as in
has thermal bath is coming naturally out of the ground .It heals rheumatism,fractures,dislocations,kindey
stone, skin diseases, loin and backaches,etc.
Temperature:46 degree reactıon:7.3 Radioactivity:21.7 After your visit to has hotel thermal;you're going
to feel rested,refreshed and more healthy.
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Healthy in Turkey is a medical travel agency assisting individuals who wish to travel to Turkey for
medical treatments. Through its strategic partnerships with world class hospitals all over the country,
healthy in Turkey helps the guests receive the most suitable medical treatment and takes care of their
other needs such as accommodation, transfers and even touristic activities.
FRENCH
Healthy in Turkey est une agence de voyage médicale qui aide les personnes qui souhaitent se rendre
en turquie pour des traitements médicaux. Grâce à ses partenariats stratégiques avec des hôpitaux de
classe mondiale répartis dans tout le pays, healthy in Turkey aide les clients à recevoir le traitement
médical le plus approprié et prend en charge leurs autres besoins tels que l'hébergement, les transferts
et même les activités touristiques.
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HANDBALL FEDERATION OF TURKEY

HUZUR TERMAL APART HOTEL

Bilal Eyuboğlu / Başkan
Barbaros Mutlu Kadıoğlu / Genel Sekreter
Türkiye Hentbol Federasyonu Başkanlığı Yıldızevler Hilal Mah. Hollanda
Cad. No:47, 06550-Çankaya/Ankara

Cafer Küçük - Yetkili
Yakup Küçük - Şirket Sahibi
Yoncalı Mah.2 Derman Sk.No:16 Merkez/Kütahya

Türkiye Hentbol Federasyonu

0090 312 439 8484
www.thf.gov.tr - bilgi@thf.org.tr

Yoncalı Lider İnş.Nak.Turz.Ltd.Şti.

0090 274 249 41 69
www.huzurtermal.com - huzur@huzurtermal.com
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Our mission: making moves in training and installation in cooperation with clubs, schools, public
institutions and organizations in order to reach the level of competitiveness in international activities
by ensuring that handball sport is spread and loved throughout the country.
Our vision: to be able to spread handball sport in our country with an institutional, innovative and
scientific approach and to be among the strongest countries by increasing the success rate of turkish
handball in international arena.
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Our hotel is tourism certified.Our rooms are suites and 2 people can accommodate up to 6 people.
There are 4 floor thermal baths and there are male and female indoor baths and pools on the lower
floors, our family row baths on the floors and the outdoor swimming pool with nature view on the top
floor.
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HÜMA HOSPITAL

INSTITUTE OF CELL THERAPY

Ömer Yıldırım Medikal Muhasebe Ve Anlaşmalı Kurumlar Sorumlusu

Andrii Makhinia - Executive Director
Maria Gazda - Therapist
9 Kudryashova Str, Kyiv, Ukraine

Hüma Sağlık Hizmetleri A.Ş.

Taceddin Veli Mah. Seyyid Burhanettin Bul. No:58 Melikgazi/ Kayseri
0352 222 61 61
www.humahastanesi.com.tr - sigorta@humahastanesi.com.tr

0038 044 207 92 07
www.stemcellclinic.com - info@stemcellclinic.com.ua
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Hüma Hospital was established in March 2004 as the first women's health center in Kayseri. In February
2006, it started to serve as the first gynecology and obstetrics hospital of anatolia. With its current
structure, it continues its activities in the branch of obstetrics and gynecology, general surgery,
pediatrics, ivf, radiology, anesthesia and reanimation.
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The Institute of Cell Therapy is a leading research, medical and diagnostic institution in Ukraine. The
structure of the institute of cell therapy includes:
• 2 modern clinics that have all the facilities for outpatient and inpatient treatment of patients,
diagnostic tests and rehabilitation activities • cryobank is a biotechnological laboratory with a full
production cycle of stem cell preparations with an area of more than 500 square meters • scientific unit
- a modernly equipped laboratory complex engaged in the development of new drugs and treatment
methods.
The main activities of The Clinic of the Institute of Cell Therapy are:
• stem cell treatment of diseases such as diabetes mellitus, critical limb ischemia, cirrhosis of the liver,
hepatitis, joint diseases, cardiovascular diseases, etc. • anti-age therapy and rejuvenation of the body •
medical and cosmetology programs using placenta extract.
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ISPARTA PRIVATE MEDDEM HOSPITAL

ISPARTA CITY HOSPITAL

Dr. İbrahim Kapancı-Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
Dr. Sema Kapancı- Medikal Direktör
Süleyman Demirel Bulvarı No:179 Isparta

F.Ruşen KESKİN - Başhekim
Rafet CAN - Başhekim Yrd.
Sanayi Mahallesi, 104. Cad. No:51, 32200 Merkez / Isparta

MEDDEM SAĞLIK HİZ. SAN.TİC.A.Ş

T.c.sağlık Bakanlığı Isparta İl Sağlık Müdürlüğü Isparta
Şehir Hastanesi

ISPARTA ŞEHİR HASTANESİ

0090 444 59 17
www.meddem.com.tr - info@meddem.com.tr

0090 246 213 44 00 - f.0090 246 218 40 22
ispartasehir.saglik.gov.tr - ispartasehir@saglik.gov.tr
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The Meddem hospital , which has developed rapidly since 1997 and became one of the leading
institution in the Mediterranean region . Within the 104 bed capacity hospital designed for all the
different stages of diagnosis and treatments with Ultra VIP rooms, there are 6 operating rooms. In
the General Intensive Care Unit there are 57 beds and in the Newborn Intensive Care Unit there is 22
bed capacity . In the Emergency Ward, where there are two separate entrances for ambulance and
patient entry, there are private observation rooms for patients in addition to resuscitation, surgical and
orthopedic response rooms. A full-fledged hospital serving in many branches of medicine, includes
Oncology, General Surgery, Obesity surgery, Cardiovascular surgery- Angio, Gynecology, Neurosurgery,
Orthopedics and Traumatology, Ophthalmology, Neurology , Dermatology, Pediatry, Nutritionist,
Internal Diseases and Urology branches among its services. Also Angio-MR-CT, PET CT, SPECT, MRI
, Radiotherapy, Mammography machines and Advanced Technology Laboratory machines and
equipments are available.
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Isparta City Hospital is the first seismic isolated hospital of Turkey with a 222 571 m2 covered area. The
rooms of the 800-bed hospital entail 318 single rooms and 153 double rooms. These rooms are featured
with toilet, bathroom, wardrobe, TV and air conditioning. There are 1996 parking lot and a heliport.
Including 167 outpatient clinics and 20 operating rooms, the 3-dimensional laparoscopic operations
can be conducted. Besides, there are 176 intensive care rooms, 9 TDL rooms, School of Pregnancy,
School of Diabetes, 14-bed guesthouse for mothers, water birth and 10-bed chemotherapy unit.
Furthermore, there are Ultrasound, mammography, bone mineral densitometry devices, digital mobile
x-ray devices, angiography, scopy, fluoroscopy devices and Gamma Camera device that will provide
early diagnosis of cancer cases. Two BT devices are equipped with Colonoscopy and 3-dimensional
coronary angiography with 64 and 128 cross-section and two separate MR devices, one of which is
70 centimeter gantry diameter, are 1.5 tesla featured capable of performing cardiac, spectroscopy,
breast, abdomen and angiography. There are 26 dialysis machines. Physical Therapy Unit, 2-Bed Sleep
Laboratory, 15-Bed Palliative Services are available. Siemens Aptio Automation system installed 1200
m2 laboratory carries out 10 thousand tests per hour. Moreover hospital includes Emergency Room with
a closed area of 5 .000 m2 and there is also a 10-bed Adult and 11-bed Children day case treatment units
and a Sterilization center. The hospital holds Himss Emram Level 6, Health Tourism and Accessibility
certificates. Traditional Complementary Medicine (GETAT), Cardiovascular Surgery (KVC), Obesity and
Stroke Center, ERCP, Nuclear Medicine, Pediatric Ergotherapy units are available.
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IVF GROUP LLC

İKBAL THERMAL HOTEL & SPA

Tetiana Bolbotenko - Head Of The Service Department;
Liubov Bulatova - International Sales Manager
Ukraine, Kyiv, 04114, 14 Priorska St.

Ali Ulvi Gümüşhan & Genel Müdür
Hasan Çalış & Satış Ve Pazarlama Müdürü
Dörtyol Mah. Kütahyayolu Bulvarı No:2/3 Afyonkarahisar

Medical Center "Mother and Child"

0038 067 004 47 71
www.ivf-international.com - info@ivf-group.com

İkbal Thermal Hotel & Spa

0090 272 252 56 00 & 0090 541 938 79 79
www.ikbal.com.tr - info@ikbal.com.tr & hasan.calis@ikbal.com.tr
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IVF Group Surrogacy Services is the exclusive representative of the Network of Reproductive Medical
Centers (ISO 9001:2015 Certified) “Mother and Child” in Ukraine.
Currently IVF Group is a highly mobile and committed multilingual team of ambitious marketing
specialists, experienced domestic and foreign lawyers, and proficient social workers that has been
closely cooperating for more than a decade with internationally recognized fertility specialists, the
members of the European Society of Human Reproduction and Embryology (ESHRE) and the American
Society for Reproductive Medicine (ASRM) in virtually all fields of infertility treatment, practical
application of the assisted reproductive technologies (ART) and various surrogacy programs.
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İkbal Thermal Hotel & Spa, invites you to visit Afyonkarahisar, the city laid the foundations of the
republic of Turkey, while bringing together your thermal, culture, business and shopping trips with
tranquility and comfort.
At the intersection of Mediterranean, Aegean and central Anatolian regions, connecting the major
centers with its nature, history and culture and with the title capital of history, victory, marble, sausage,
and thermal, we hope to have you as our valued guests to our hotel located inside an open-air shopping
center in Ankara-İzmir highway of Afyonkarahisar. İkbal Thermal Hotel & Spa located in the tourism
district and on the 9th km. of Afyon – İzmir highway on a plot of 115,000 m² and includes an openair shopping and activity center, and the entrance lobby of our facility is comfortable and spacious.
İkbal Thermal Hotel & Spa has multi-purpose meeting rooms, thermal, spa and wellness center and a
physical therapy and rehabilitation center with private physicians.
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SAKARYA CULTURE AND TOURSIM DIRECTORATE

İZNIK ECO TOURISM FACILITY

Hüseyin Yorulmaz - İl Müdürü
Volkan Nurcalı - İsg Uzmanı
Atatürk Bulvarı, No:6 Çek İşhanı Kat:2 Adapazarı/Sakarya

İbrahim Topuz - İznik Belediyesi İzbel Şirket Müdürü
Samet Şimşek - İznik Belediyesi Basın Yayın

Sakarya Valiliği

0090 264 241 40 88
www.sakaryakulturturizm.gov.tr - iktm54@kulturturizm.gov.tr

İznik Belediye Başkanlığı

0090 530 649 00 16
ww.iznik.bel.tr - izbel@iznik.bel.tr
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Provincial culture and tourism directorate is a provincial organization affiliated to the Ministry of
Culture and Tourism, to sustain, develop, disseminate, promote, evaluate and adopt the cultural values
in the province and to prevent the destruction and destruction of historical and cultural assets; to take
all necessary measures for the development, marketing, promotion and support of tourism in order
to make a positive contribution to the national economy; it is a management and audit authority
established to cooperate with the public institutions and organizations related to culture and tourism
and to cooperate with local administrations, non-governmental organizations and the private sector.
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İznik Eko Turizm ile doğayı keşfet İznik Belediyesi ve Bebka tarafından hayata geçirilen İznik Belediyesi
eko turizm tesisleri bir çok farklı etkinliklere sahne oluyor. Her mevsim doğal farklılıklar sunan eko
turizm tesisleri misafirlerine doğal yaşam alanı sunmaya devam ediyor. İznik'e 7 kilometre uzaklıkta
Katırlı Dağlarının eteklerinde bulunan tesis güzel manzarası ile gelenleri adeta büyülüyor. Doğal
yürüyüş parkurlarına, doğal paintboll sahası ve okçuluk atışlarına ev sahipliği yapan eko turizm tesisleri
kış etkinliklerine de sahne oluyor.
İznik eko turizm tesisleri 14 bungalov ev ile hizmet verirken, restaurantında ise sunduğu birbirinde güzel
kahvaltı menüsü ve et çeşitleri ile doyumsuz lezzetler sunmakta. Doğal yaşamın merkezi olan İznik
Eko Turizm tesisleri kuş bakışı seyir tepesi konumunda bulunan tesisler misafirlerine doğal görseller
vermekte. Yeşil, mavi ve beyaz'in bin bir halini göstermek için İznik Eko Turizm Tesisleri sabırsızlıkla
sizleri bekliyor.
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KADIR'S TREE HOUSES

KANGAL BALIKLI THERMAL FACILITY

Kadir KAYA - Founder
Yazır Mah. Olympos Sok. No:1 Kumluca / Antalya

Fuat Ünsal-İşletme Yetkilisi
Kavak Köyü Mevkii Kangal Balıklı Kaplıca /Sivas

Kadir's Tree Houses

0090 242 892 12 50
www.kadirstreehouses.com - info@kadirstreehouses.com

Ünsallar Kaplıca Tur. İnş. Taah. Hayv. Ve Elekt. Alet. İml. Ve
Tic. San. A.Ş.

0346 457 1 457 - 0549 582 52 58
www.baliklikaplica.com.tr - info@kangalbaliklikaplicasi.com.tr
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At Kadir’s, we cater for everybody; from the young to the young at heart. Live out every kid’s dream to
sleep in a real treehouse, or spend a night of comfort in one of our well appointed bungalows.
We also have a wide variety of activities for the adventurer. Olympos is one of the most absolutely
gorgeous spots in all of Turkey – a paradise awaiting you. Home to a wide range of flora and fauna. The
beach is one of a few breeding grounds for the loggerhead turtles.
As you know, at Kadir’s, breakfast and dinner is always included in the price of a room. There are now
five options on the breakfast menu and the dinner buffet consist of five or six mainly vegetarian cuisine
with meat dish twice a week and at Kadir’s you can always come back for more!
Over the last six years Kadir’s has expanded rapidly. We now have 100 bungalows 15 cabins and 10 dorm
rooms, inaddition to our camping grounds. With a total capacity of over 300 people in beds, we are still
able to offer meals and services to Olympos day-trippers and tourists.
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Doctor fish are on duty in the world's natural psoriasis and eczama treatment centre without sideeffect. Our hot spring offers four types of accommodation. It has a total capacity of 300 beds with three
suit rooms. There are 8 pools in our hot spring, one of which is semi-olympic. Two indoor pool and two
outdoor pools are used for treatment purposes. Four pools are used for entertainment and relaxation
other than treatment. Our other facilities are restaurant, market, tea garden, children’s playground, mini
soccer pitch, open parking lot, first aid unit etc. Tubular passage is available for pools for unfavorable
weather conditions. Our pools and hot spring are open for 12 months of the year.Our hot spring facility
organizes daily trips to promote sivas and its vicinity. Hot spring water runs in our rooms as well. Our
rooms have central underfloor heating. Foreign tourists who visit our facility from all around the world
return to their country happily.
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“A new begining to healthy life...
Psychiatric&physical therapies together.”

+90 242 445 17 00

www.rehalifeturkey.com

/RehaLifeTurkey
/RehaLifee

Duacı Mah. 9250 Sokak No.1
Kepez/Antalya

KARACADAG DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

AYKA VİTAL PARK-REHALİFE

Selahattin Eyyubi Mah.
Urfa Bulvarı No:19/B 21080 Bağlar / DİYARBAKIR

Dr. Kazım Doğan - Şirket Yetkilisi
Dr. Aynur Doğan - Şirket Yetkilisi
Duacı Mah. 9250 Sk. No:7 Kepez - Antalya / Turkey

Karacadağ Kalkınma Ajansı

0090 412 237 12 16
www.karacadag.gov.tr - info@karacadag.gov.tr

Kardiyofiz Özel Saüğlık Hizmetleri Ltd Şti

0090 242 445 17 00
www.rehalifeturkey.com - info@rehalifeturkey.com
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Karacadag Development Agency was established in 2009 and is responsible for Diyarbakir and Sanliurfa
provinces (TRC2 Region) which are the biggest cities of Southeastern Anatolia Region. Diyarbakir and
Sanliurfa are located in the historical “fertile crescent”, within the ancient fertile lands between Tigris
(Dicle) and Euphrates (Fırat), Mesopotamia. The missions of The Agency are to identify strategies
for social and economic development of the region in order to reduce the inter-regional and intraregional development disparities, to promote and mobilize the local resources and opportunities, to
attract domestic and international investors for inward investment, to facilitate regional development
in accordance with the national development plans and programmes to encourage the cooperation
among public sector, private sector, the non-governmental organizations and the universities.
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REHA LIFE INTEGRATIVE HEALTH CENTER
Turkey's FIRST and ONLY Wellness Tourism Hotel which certified by the Ministry of Tourism and Health.
Distinguished residential area in Duacı Village, Antalya – Turkey. Duacı in the center of the city is located
within the forest.
The hotel has 172 rooms, including 17 suites, 155 double rooms. The whole facility and all rooms are
suitable for handicapped people.
HEALTH SERVICES
Psychiatry speacialist MD, Cardiology Specialist MD, Physical Therapy and Rehabilitation Specialist MD,
Diet Expert, Psychologist, Physiotherapists, Nurse, Sports instructor with our expert teams consisting
of; • Wellness Program, • Healthy Nutrition Education and Weight-Loss Programs, • Mental and Physical
Detox, • Substance Dependence ( Drugs, Alchocol etc. ) Rehabilitation, • Cardiac Rehabilitation,
• Neurological Rehabilitation, • Geriatric rehabilitation, • Orthopedic and traumatic rehabilitation
• Rehabilitation of rheumatic diseases, • Osteoporosis Treatment Program, • Ozone Therapy, • Smoking
Cessation treatments are applied.
REHA LIFE SPA
We invite you to a journey at the Ayka Vital Park Spa where you will forget the sense of time. You will feel
the magical touch of natural therapies on your body, soul and mind.
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KAYSERİ ERCİYES TOURISM INS.SPOR
ETKINLIKLERI SAN.TIC.A.S.

Kayseri Erciyes Turizm İns.Spor Etkinlikleri San.Tic.A.Ş.
Dr. Murat Cahid Cıngı - Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
Erciyes Mah. Erciyes Bulvarı Tekir Yaylası No:11 Melikgazi / Kayseri
0090 352 222 8966
www.kayserierciyes.com.tr - info@kayserierciyes.com.tr

KEPEZ MUNICIPALITY
Kepez Belediyesi

Teomanpaşa Mahallesi
Yeşilırmak Caddesi No:4 Kepez / Antalya

0090 444 6 007 - 0090 242 310 58 58
www.kepez-bel.gov.tr - info@kepez-bld.gov.tr
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Kayseri Erciyes tourism inc is a subsidary company of Kayseri metroplitan municipality and managing
Erciyes Ski Resort 12 month. In winter time all type of winter sports are avaible at the resort and in
summer time thanks for its altitute which is 2.200 Meters all type of altitute camps are avaible. Ski
Resort Hotels are located at 2.200 Meters. We are offering for all athletes “stay high and train low” for
more information please send us all your requests to info@kayserierciyes.com.tr
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Rising Value Kepez
Since 2009, Kepez has been the vitrine of Antalya and its rising value with its huge investments made
in many places such as health, sports, education, infrastructure, architecture and art. With 9 years
of change in this framework, we have become a modern, prestigious and comfortable zone, and
we have built a district in front of every inhabitants. In the direction of this change; instead of the
gecekondulların appropriate high-quality and comfortable buildings for the rise of construction plans,
we have thousands of citizens desire longing for our citizens. Within the scope of our efforts to make
the Settlement Factory a settlement area for everyone from 7 to 70 and for tourism, we are giving our
city five different museums. We are presenting our children by doing here the first science center of the
Mediterranean region.
We work day and night to find out that the Chalabi Sultan Mehmet Mosque, which will be worshiped
at the same time by 5,000 people and read the Qur'an for 7 days and 24 hours, will enter into service
as soon as possible. We have taken the era in the field of health, where investment and breakthroughs
have been realized since 2009. Our efforts to bring the ancient city of Lyrboton Kome, which has been
abandoned to its destiny for hundreds of years, to the tourism of Antalya through archaeological
arrangement continues. All these efforts since the day we came in and the first thing that we will do
next is to laugh the face of our nurses. We live happily and comfortably in their home and happily live
their life as our greatest wish.
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KESIT TRAVEL

KIRKLARELI ORAL AND DENTAL HEALTH CENTER

Ferit Turgut
Alp Karakaya
Çağlayan Mah. 2007 sok. 7/1 07230 Muratpaşa/Antalya

Dt. Hüseyin Topcuoğlu / Başhekim
Yunus Taşpınar / İdari Mali İşler Müdürü
Yayla Mah. Çamlık Cad. No:49/2 Merkez Kırklareli

Kesit Turizm Otelcilik Tic.Ltd.Şti

0090 242 323 14 14
www.kesit.com - info@kesit.com

Kırklareli İl Sağlık Müdürlüğü Kırklareli Ağız Ve Diş Sağlığı
Merkezi

0 288 212 8259
kirklareliadsm.saglik.gov.tr - kirklareli.adsm@saglik.gov.tr
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Founded in 1995, Kesit is a B2B Tour Operator, providing Sports marketing, Sports Projects and Travel
Services, such as Football Camps, friendly Matches, tournament organisations, to its Partners all
around the Globe.
Kesit is also a licenced FIFA Match Agent.
Todate, Kesit has organised more than 2000 international camps, 5000+ international matches and 16
international tournaments with the participation of many Superleague teams from around the world.
Kesit also partners with International Sports Tour Operators as one-stop-shop Solutions Provider, for
organising Sports Holidays, Camps, Matches and Tournaments for all Sports, including Swimming, Golf
,Tennis and many more.
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Kırklareli Oral and Dental Health Center provides dental health services in its own building since
february 2015, 7 days a week between 08.30-24.00 İn our city. According to 2018 data, by providing a
total of 111.000 Polyclinic services, 35.000 Dental fillings, 13.000 Canal treatment, 12.000 Dental stone
cleaning, 23.000 Dental prosthesis, oral implantation of the dental implant in 200 patients and many
other treatment applications. There are two x-ray units available which are Turkey atomic energy
agency (taek) licensed periapical and panoramic units. We services, mouth and teeth exam., Gum
diseases treatment, tooth filling, canal treatment, fissure sealant, dental prosthesis, fixed proethesis,
movable prosthesis, home health services, our dentists are performing dental treatment with general
anesthesia in the operating room of the state hospital. Our center is the first oral and dental health
center of Turkey with a certificate of disability accessibility. It also has a baby friendly oral and dental
health center title.Our 14 staff are trained in sign language in coordination and they have licance, since
february 2019.
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KOÇ PHARMACEUTICALS

KONYAALTI MUNICIPALITY

Ecz. Taner Ercanlı Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
Ecz. Özgür Şimşek Genel Koorninatör
Macun Mah. Erciyes İşyerleri 196. Cad. No:21 Yenimahalle/Ankara

Kuşkavağı Mahallesi Belediye Caddesi No:77
Konyaaltı / Antalya

Koç İlaç Kişisel Bakım Ve Bitkisel Ürünler Sağ. Paz. İth. İhr.
San. Tic. Ltd. Şti.

0090 312 3976570
www.kocilac.com - info@kocilac.com

Konyaaltı Belediyesi

0090 242 245 55 00
www.konyaalti.bel.tr - info@konyaalti.bel.tr
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Koç Pharmaceuticals ltd., established by pharmacists who have experinced in the field in 2006 capital
city Ankara to aiming take the place strong and reliable companies in the sector in Turkish market. With
the experienced of our founders and qualified staff in the health sector our company has established
a succes in a short time and has shown that this success will be continuous with its innovative policies
and management approach.
Our company is producing food and dietary supplements to more than 30 domestic and 15 foreign
companies. Exporting our goods to countries such as Azerbaijan, Kosovo and Iraq, it is a domestic
producer who contributes to the national economy. Our company, embracing the motto of 'first people',
continues on its path without compromising this principle.
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Our Infrastructure Services Association of West Antalya Tourism Protection and Development Region
(BATAB) was founded in 2008 and intensively conducts its activitiesin the western tourism centre of
Antalya province, including Konyaaltı and Döşemealtı districts with their accommodation facilities,
port and marinas.
The western region of Antalya province comprises the area of activity of our
Association.
The aim of our Association is to protect this region based on the integrated approach, to develop and
advertise it, to provide the implementation and operation of its culture and tourism oriented social and
technical infrastructure.
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KOREL THERMAL RESORT CLINIC&SPA

NORTHEAST ANATOLIA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Ümit Celal Uysal/ Genel Müdür
Taylan Turan/ Genel Müdür Yardımcısı
Kütahya Karayolu 13. Km Afyonkarahisar

Prof. Dr. Osman Demirdöğen - Secretary General
Müzeyyen İnci - Head Of Promotion And Cooperation Unit
Cumhuriyet Caddesi No: 3 Yakutiye / Erzurum

Korel Thermal Resort Clinic&Spa

0090 272 252 22 22
www.korelthermal.com - info@korelthermal.com

kuzeydoğu Anadolu Kalkınma Ajansı

0090 442 235 61 11
www.kudaka.org.tr - info@kudaka.org.tr
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Korel Thermal Resort Clinic & Spa; a thermal spa wellness hotel that combines health tourism with
congress tourism together. It is located at the intersection point of ankara, izmir, istanbul and antalya.
Afyon city center is 13 km away. 120.000 m² open area and 50.000 m² closed area; zafer airport is 45 km
away.
Our spa center includes, thermal hot springs and pools, swimming pools, sauna, steam baths, massage,
skin and body treatments, ozone cabin and slimming units for spa cures. In our physical therapy and
rehabilitation clinic, 2 specialist physicians, physiotherapists, hydrotherapists and nurses serve. The
healing power of thermal water makes miraculous treatments. The giant health complex consisting of
spa and klinik is built on an area of 4.000 m2.
Our congress center with a capacity of 1200 people and 10 meeting rooms with different sizes are
available. Meats cooked in our kitchen are produced in our farm and vegetables are grown in our
greenhouse. There are many flavors from the world cuisine and afyon regional dishes.
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Northeast Anatolia Development Agency functions in TRA1 NUTS II Region constituted of ErzurumErzincan and Bayburt Provinces. It was established: • To enhance cooperation between public, private
and nongovernmental organizations • To mobilize local potential and to enhance use of resources
efficiently, • To mobilize regional development in line with National Plans and Programs,
• To provide sustainable development • To decrease development differences within the region and
between the regions. We are functioning in a region that is famous with its winter sports facilities (Ski
centers, ski jumping-ice hochey-curling-skating venues and etc.), high altitude footbal camps, thermal
resources, hospitals, nature sports- water sports-alternative tourism potentials. We are participating
HESTOUREX with the institutions mentioned below:
• Erzurum-Erzincan-Bayburt Provincial Directorates of Culture and Tourism, • Erzurum Provincial
Directorate of Youth And Sports • EJDER 3200 (Company owning ski centers ) • Palan Hotel • Erzurum
City Hospital • Erzurum Ataturk University Research Hospital • Erzincan University Hospital • Sports
Company (owning football camps) • Tourism Agencies
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LISINA NATURE PROJECT

LIV HOSPITAL ANKARA

Öztürk Sarıca - Proje Koordinatörü
Özgür Özçelik - Müdür
Şirinevler Mah. Boyacıoğlu Cad. 47. Sok No:2 Burdur

Ahmet Döğer - Kurumsal İletişim Sorumlusu
Mehmet Karakaya - Misafir Hizmetleri Yetkilisi
Kavaklıdere Mah. Bestekar Sok. No:8 Çankaya / Ankara

Lisinia Doğa

0090 533 359 33 93
www.lisinia.com - ozturksarica@gmail.com

Ms Sağlık Hizmetleri Tic. A.Ş.

0090 312 666 40 00
www.livhospital.com - ahmet.doger@livhospital.com.tr
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The basis of Lisinia Nature Project was founded by nature volunteer Veterinarian Doctor Ozturk Sarica
inthe shore of Burdur Lake, in 2005. One of the most important cities of Psidya which is the old name
of the region is Lisinia, and center takes its name from here. (Lisinia: it means the twinkle of rising and
setting sun on the water.)
Sarica who sees the eternal harmony between all living and non-living beings, especially in last 30
years the pollution of nature and the cancer as a result of its reflection, decided to roll his sleeves up to
maintain natural life which, he devoted himself, and to transfer to next generations.
After 3 years of permission works Lisinia is formalized as one of the first Wild Life Centers of our country.
At the same time all expenses are granted to Ministry of Forestry and Water Affairs for 10 years by Ozturk
Sarica.
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We are continuing the journey we began in istanbul at the beginning of 2013. Liv hospital is named
after the “leading international vision” that guides our every step as a genuinely pioneering healthcare
institution throughout the world in terms of care and clinical outcomes. Liv hospital Ankara is committed
to combining a patient-oriented approach with highly experienced physicians using a multidisciplinary
approach. Our international patients are in safe hands at Liv Hospital, where we combine the use
of state of the art diagnostic and treatment procedures with traditional care and attention to each
one of our patients, in their own language and sensitive to their cultural norms. Liv Hospital Ankara,
equipped with world class medical infrastructure and technology, is now serving international patients
in 25,000 square-meter indoor area. Liv Hospital Ankara aims to offer you high quality of life through the
dedicated work of its renowned and experienced medical staff.
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LOKMAN HEKIM HEALT GROUP

MEDICABIL HOSPITAL

Hasan Özkökeli - Uluslararası İlişkiler Uzmanı
İlknur Öcal - Uluslararası İlişkiler Uzmanı
Zübeyde Hanım Mah. Aslanbey Cad. No:17 06070 İskitler/Altındağ/Ankara

Samet Bilgen
Aysun Yılmazlar
Fethiye Mahallesi Küre Sokak No.1 Nilüfer - Bursa - Türkiye

Lokman Hekim Engürüsağ Sağlık Turizm Eğitim Hizmetleri
Ve İnşaat Taahhüt A.Ş

00 90 444 99 11
lokmanhekim.com.tr - uh@lokmanhekim.com.tr

Medika-Bil Özel Sağlık Hiz Tur Yat Gd İnş San Tic Ltd Şti

00 90 532 336 08 68
www.medicabil.com - samet.bilgen@medicabil.com
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Lokman hekim health group has been continuously making efforts to improve healthcare vision of
Turkey in the international arena since 1996, thanks to flawless service concept, works focused on
enhancing quality of life and hospitals equipped with cutting-edge equipment technology. Lokman
Hekim Health Group, is working to crown the professional and qualified healthcare services with
unconditional patient satisfaction based on its qualified physician staff, who advocate patient-oriented
approach, healthcare personnel and technology. Drawing attentions for knowledge and experience in
local and international healthcare services, lokman hekim hospital group is still “a door to remedy”
for patients, who travel from various regions of the globe. Today, lokman hekim hospital group is
opening doors in ankara for a healthy life; 3 hospitals and 1 medical center in Ankara, 2 hospitals in Van,
1 diagnosis and imaging center in Erbil and 7 liaison offices worldwide, and our group invites you to a
healthy life. Lokman Hekim Health Group, where 5000 patients are admitted per day and 511 beds at
inpatient clinics, 183 beds at intensive care units are available and 265 physicians and 1900 personnel
work, feels honored to host you.
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Medicabil Hospital Private Medicabil Hospital which meets international health care quality standarts
for patient care and safety, was founded on january, 2011 and had been initially accredited by joint
commision international (Jcı) on 2013, then on 2016. Medicabil Hospital has been in affiliation with
ranawat orthopeadics center, new york for patient care, scientific research and training. It has also
been accepted for an education center of aospine Europe, which is globally well known organization
in spine surgery, for the 2nd. times till March 31, 2018. Moreover his experiences comes with succes
in orthopedia and traumatology field was approved by Italian implant producer, Lima Corporate, that
allows the company to assign Medicabil Hospital as center of excellence in Turkey. Medicabil Hospital is
#1 in orthopeadics especially in total hip arthroplasty, total knee arthroplasty, spinal surgery in Bursa,
Turkey. Trauma surgery, joint surgery, spine surgery, paediatric orthopedic surgery, arthroscopic surgery
operations have been performed frequently by 8 orthopedic and traumatology surgeons. Beside this,
mostly brain surgery, general surgery, ear, nose and throat, gynecology and obstetrics operations have
also been performed.
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MEDICANA HEALTH GROUP

MEDICARE HEALTH & TRAVEL SERVICES

Furkan Ulusoy - Uluslararası Hasta Merkez Grup Müdürü

Onur GÜLAY - CO Founder
Ali İhsan VURANDEMİR - CO Founder
Gençlik Mah. 1315 Sok. Suzan Apt. No:1/1 Muratpaşa/Antalya

Medicana Sağlık Yatırımları Aş

Kısıklı Mah. Alemdağ Cd. No:113 Üsküdar/İstanbul
00 90 216 522 60 00
www.medicana.com.tr - medicanaipc@medicana.com.tr

Medicarevip Özel Sağlık ve Turizm Hizmetleri LTD ŞTİ

0090 850 888 63 34
www.medicareandtravel.com - info@medicareandtravel.com
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Corporate detailssince 1992, Medicana Health Group sustains its progression on the way to determine
the standards of future healthcare services. Today, medicana health group, which carries on its
activities especially in İstanbul and Ankara, constantly provides the most advanced healthcare services
in all aspects of health in Konya, Samsun, Sivas and Bursa through its 13 hospitals and 6500 employees
on average.
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Medicare Health and Travel Services located in the capital of tourism Antalya in Turkey, provides
international consultancy services to the whole world about health services and undertakes all the
necessary organizations to complete the health care processes with the most attractive prices and
privileged services to the people who want to receive services. In summary, It is a healthcare agency
which provides companionship to its guests traveling in Turkey.
OUR VISION
Be the best organization in Turkey serving in its field among intermediary organizations.
OUR MISSION
To provide solutions for our guests who receive service through our company all the needs during their
travels by ensuring that they complete the treatment processes at the best standards. To contribute
Turkey to become the brand position of the location in the field of health tourism and to make it
sustainable to increase the service satisfaction which we provide to our guests together with our
business partners.
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MEHMET SAGER TRAVEL

MEHMETOĞULLARI THERMAL RESORT

Doğan Sager - Mali Ve İdari İşler Müdürü
Mehmet Sager - Genel Müdür
Yeni Karaman Mh. 4.Kantar Sk. Asya Plaza N:2 K:5 D:503 Osmangazi/Bursa

Reşat Ertuğrul

Mehmet Sager Dan. Org. Turz. Taş İth. İhr. Ve Tic. Ltd. Şti.

Mehmetoğulları Akaryakıt Turz.Tem.Ve Nakiye Tic.Ltd.Şti.

Bahçelievler Mah 287.Sk No:10 Sarıkaya

0090 224 236 32 40
www.sagertravel.com - info@sagertravel.com / operation@sagertravel.com

0090 354 772 22 11
www.mehmetogullari.com.tr - rezervasyon@mehmetogullari.com.tr
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Sager Travel and Tourism Company was established by an expert team who had a full knowledge in this
field. This company is licensed by the Ministry of Travel and Tourism of Turkey.
Our company offers all services related to • hotel reservations • flight tickets • tours • transportations
• health tourism and more services you need.
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Termal Resort Hotel in Sarıkaya - Yozgat.
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MURATPAŞA MUNICIPALITY

NG AFYON WELLNESS & CONVENTION

Fener Mah. Tekelioğlu Cad. No: 63
Muratpaşa / Antalya

İmge Su Altıntaş - Satış Müdürü
H.İbrahim Ayyıldız - Satış Yetkilisi
İzmir Karayolu 7. Km Afyonkarahisar

Muratpaşa Belediyesi

0900 242 320 22 22
www.muratpasa-bld.gov.tr - info@muratpasa-bld.gov.tr

Ng Tasarım Otelcilik ve Turizm A.Ş.

+90 272 220 22 22
www.nghotels.com.tr - infoafyon@nghotels.com.tr
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A timeless place: Kaleiçi Oldtown.
In the Mediterranean city of Antalya, Kaleiçi Oldtown is the 2000 year-long adventure of mankind. Time
here flows from one civilization to another.
The heart of Antalya beats in Muratpasa and the heart of Muratpasa beats in Kaleiçi. In fact, all roads
in Antalya leads to Kaleiçi Oldtown.
Kale Kapısı (Castle Gate), which is the commercial center of history, culture and centuries-old
civilizations; Hadrian’s Gate (Üç Kapılar) blessed by the advent of the Roman Emperor Hadrian; The
Yivli Minaret bearing the architectural traces of two separate civilizations; Kesik Minaret, which houses
the traces of faith of three different civilizations; The Hidirlik Tower, which welcomes the Mediterranean
sun since the 2nd century, lives in Kaleiçi.
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Ng Afyon Wellness & Convention is the first luxurious thermal hotel in Turkey and has 428 spacious
and elegantly appointed rooms designed to meet the needs of discerning guests. Ng Afyon’s totally
new innovative approach to the conventional thermal tourism vacation offers guests an opportunity
to rejuvenate and revitalize in luxury and we pledge that all family members will have an enjoyable
vacation. Ng Afyon offers beneficial therapeutic thermal spring water in its purest form at the thermal
spa center to assist you in relieving the stress and strain of daily life to improve your general health and
well-being. Thermal jacuzzis, Turkish Bath, family baths, saunas, steam rooms, ice fountain, relaxation
areas, adventure showers, waters slides and a sliding roof heated swimming pool are just some of the
exclusive facilities available to discerning guests.
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ODEON TOURS

ESCAPE ADVENTURE

Cengiz Saka - M.I.C.E. Bölüm Müdürü

Mehmet Dursun - Şube Müdür
Tekirova mah. Antalya Kumluca anayolu uzeri no:2 Kemer/Antalya

Odeon Turizm İşletmeciliği A.Ş.

Barbaros Mahallesi, Serik Caddesi, No:217, Aksu – Antalya / Tr
0090 242 310 00 00
www.odeontours.com - mice@odeontours.com

Elite Turizm Ticaret Paraşüt İşl. Özel Eğitim İth.ihr. Ltd. Şti.

0090 242 821 41 18
www.escape2olympos.com - info@escape2olympos.com
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Odeon Tours inbound services and destinations management gives services through its inbound
services companies available in Turkey, Egypt, Thailand, Spain, United Arab Emirates and Greece to
tour operators from Turkey, Ukraine, Georgia, Belarus and other cıs countries, Poland, Balkan Countries
and Germany. Odeon Tours, out of the main countries it is active in, added 22 new destinations to the
product portfolio of its operators as a result of intensive and successful activities • in 2001, it obtained
for the first time in Turkey the iso 9001 quality •2008 the efqm determination in excellence certificate,
in 2011 the efqm competency in excellence model certificate and in 2013 the efqm 5-star recognised
for excellence certificate • iso 14001 environment management system and ohsas 18001 occupational
health and safety management systems in 2009 and obtained the iso 10002 quality management-guest
satisfaction-complaints handling certifications in 2010 inbound services to tour operators from more
than 15 countries especially Turkey, Russia, Poland, Ukraine, Belarus, Georgia
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Escape Adventures, Turkey’s Paragliding industry leader, has 24 years of aviation experience from
Oludeniz Babadag mountain.
ESCAPE 2 OLYMPOS PARAGLIDING started its Tandem paragliding activity in Antalya Tahtalı Mountain in
2011 giving you the ability to fly with the lightest aviation vehicle taking in the breathtaking views of the
Mediterranean, ancient cities, untouched bays and natural beauty within the boundaries of Beydağları
Coastal National Park.
Mount Tahtali which is the highest mountain nearest to the coast is the highest mountain paragliding
facility in the world with the height difference of 2,365 meters between take off and landing.
We are proud of having this place for paragliding and the country's tourism.
Over the 8 years 10,500 people flown from Tahtalı Mountain. We continue to carry out paragliding
flights with the highest standards and safety as a priority.
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OMASAM NIGERIA LIMITED

ORAN

Nnenna Ndukwe/Chief Executive Officer
Emeka Ohaji / General Manager
Shop 6, Terrace Wing, Tafawa Balewa Square Complex, Race Course, Lagos
State.

Ahmet Emin Kilci Genel Sekreter Vekili
Ali Durmuş Kayseri Yatırım Destek Ofisi Koordinatörü
Mevlana Mah. M.K.P. Bulvarı Selçuk Ecza Plaza No:79 Kat:5 Kocasinan
Kayseri

Omasam Nigeria Limited

234 803 329 22 68
omasamnigerialtd-com.webnode.com - omasamnigltd@yahoo.com

Orta Anadolu Kalkınma Ajansı (Oran)

0 352 352 67 26
www.oran.org.tr - info@oran.org.tr
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Omasam Nigeria Limited is general business establishment that offers a wide range of services including
import/export of both industrial and consumer goods and business consultancy.
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Central Anatolia Development Agency (ORAN) is a public legal entities aiming to; reduce the intra and
inter-regional disparities, accelerate the regional development in line with the principles and policies set
in the national development plan and programs, ensure sustainability and enhance cooperation among
the public sector, private sector, universities and ngos, ensure the efficient and appropriate utilization
of resources and stimulate local potential, Central Anatolia Development Agency is coordinated by the
Ministry of Industry and Technology. It is composed of Kayseri, Sivas and Yozgat provincies.
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ORMANA ACTIVE

ORUÇOĞLU THERMAL RESORT

Tolga Özgüven - Genel Müdür

Grup Satış Yöneticisi

Ormana Mah. Atatürk Cad.no.3 İbradı / Antalya

Dörtyol Mah. Ömer Cad. No:1-1A Afyonkarahisar

Ormana Aktif Kültürel Ve Yaratıcı Turizm A.ş.

0090 242 692 30 30
www.ormanaactive.com - tozguven@ormanaactive.com

Oruçoğlu Termal Resort

0090 272 251 50 50
www.orucoglu.com - info@orucoglu.com
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Ormana Active Boutique Hotel is, with its authentic environment added to a natural landscape and
without losing anything from your comfort quality of living, the right place to visit if you are looking
for an unusual and unique type of holiday. The hotel is built with cedar wood skeleton stone walls
architecture. This type of structure, located in the matchless atmosphere of the Taurus Mountains, is
named the “buttoned houses”. Preferred by nature lovers, the entourage can be discovered by trekking,
off-road, Morel mushroom, Atınbeşik cave, wild mustang horses and “Tol” caravanserai Silk Road tours.
To enjoy a meal in 950 meter of altitude with its local taste interspersed gourmet flavor will be an
unforgettable pleasure after a peace and rest full stay.
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110,000 m2 of landscape area, carefully prepared hiking trails, outdoor sports fields and lush gardens,
health and wellness thermal water, indoor and outdoor swimming pools, health & beauty spa, extensive
fitness center, offering delicious delicacies with suitable 306 rooms with different comfort rich cuisine,
the largest ballroom and meeting rooms in the region covering everything, friendly staff and pleasant
service concept always called for better days. Five-star hotel combines comfort with a spa culture and
offers our guests with our hospitality.
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PRIVATE ANKARA UMUT HOSPITAL

PRIVATE DÜNYAM HOSPITAL

Salih Alparslan Özdemir / Uluslararası Hasta Müdürü

Feyza Yöndem Müdür Yardımcısı
Tuncay Kahraman
Hacısaki Mah Kenarcık Sok No:10 Kocasinan Kayseri

Ataçağlar Sağlık Hizmetleri Tic. A.Ş

Barbaros Mah. Büklüm Cad. No:72 Kavaklıdere/ Ankara
0090 312 466 38 38
www.umuthastanesi.com.tr - umuthospital@gmail.com

Dünya Tedavi Hizmetleri Sanayi Ve Tic.Aş

0090 352 207 77 77
www.dunyamhastanesi.com - dunyamhastanesi@gmail.com
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Ankara Umut Hospital is a qualified and fully equipped, leading private general hospital with about 20
years of history, which provides global health services in all fields of medicine, within the framework
of ethical and humanitarian values. Our hospital, as its name "umut/hope" suggests, is becoming a
new hope for international patients and their loved ones.Our hospital is located in the Çankaya/
Kavaklıdere region of the capital, Ankara, which is one of the most comfortable cities in Turkey, in terms
of transportation and living costs.
Ankara Umut Hospital has undergone extensive technological, structural & academic renovations in
2016. Ankara Umut Hospital, raises the quality in the healthcare field, with its state of the art technology
diagnostic & treatment units, comprehensive facilities, scientific approach, specialist physicians
and expert friendly personnel. Our hospital is an exemplary health institution, in surgical field. In
our modern operating rooms, where advanced sterilization techniques are employed, all open &
endoscopic surgeries can be performed, and advanced, demanding surgical endevours are undertaken
with tremendous success.
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We began providing healthcare services in 2011 and with the support we have received from our
patients and our own pride in our healthcare services we are now continuing our private practice in our
own building under the name Dünyam Hospital…
At Dünyam Hospital, we believe that people come first and are committed to offering reliable healthcare
services to the highest level of quality, whilst continuously improving our services. We are proud of
working with Kayseri’s most distinguished doctors.
Our objective is to provide healthcare services in all areas of medicine, and with our state-of-the-art
infrastructure and specialised, knowledgeable, experienced teams of doctors, and a staff of more than
450 people we are able to carry our objectives and standards even further.
We believe that the support we receive is an indicator that our service policy is the best it can be and
that we achieve high levels of patient satisfaction.
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PRIVATE ESKIŞEHIR ANATOLIA HOSPITAL

PRIVATE FUAR HOSPITAL

İbrahim Cenk Soğukpınar / Genel Koordinatör
Levent Bilir / Başhekim
Akarbaşı Mah. Kıbrıs Şehitleri Cad. No: 55 Odunpazarı / Eskişehir

Şükrü Yücel/Başhekim
Salih Yücel/Yönetici
Yenice Mah. 1231. Sk. No: 2 Merkez/Afyon

Medes Özel Sağlık Hizmetleri A.Ş.

0090 222 221 48 48
www.ozelanadoluhastanesi.com - info@ozelanadoluhastanesi.com

Akşifa Sağlık Ve Turizm Hizmetleri San. Tic. Aş.

0272 223 44 44
www.fuarhastanesi.com - info@fuarhastanesi.com
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Hospital is located on a covered area of 5.720 Square meters, it has a total of 63 patient beds, 15 intensive
care beds (10 general intensive care, 5 coronary intensive care 6 neonatal intensive care incubator,
11 observation beds ), 4 operating rooms, delivery room, neonatal intensive care unit, microbiology,
radiology and clinical laboratories, emergency services. We have 47 doctors and 280 staff in our team
also 25 sepetare departments. Why the interantıonal patıent prefer us?
Doctors wıth successful career there is a high level of competency and capabilitiy with new treatment
methods.
Prıce advantage we offers to patients highest quality advantageous on variety of packages . Cultural
capıtal anatolıa: Eskişehir experienced team in health tourism international patient health unit dealing
with patients from departure airport to return. The patients have own specialist guide during their stay.
We have already taking active role in medical tourism for five years. Easy transportatıon
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Private Fuar Hospıtal is located in the center of afyonkarahisar, Turkey.Afyonkarahisar is located in the
aegean region, approximately 250 km southwest of the capital Ankara. Afyonkarahisar is known as the
capital of the thermal health tourism due to abundance of geothermal resources. There are numerous
5 stars hotels serving in the field of thermal therapy in Afyonkarahisar. Fuar hospital, full-fledged, has a
capacity of one hundred beds. 30 Specialist doctors are working in the hospital.
Diagnostıc Units: biochemical and microbiological tests, all x-ray examinings, mammography, bone
densitometry, color doopler ultrasonography, 4-dimensional ultrasonography, computed tomography,
magnetic resonance imaging (Mri), electrocardiography, sleep tests, hearing tests, vision tests,
psychotecnical tests, laparoscopic/endoscopic diagnostic units, bronchoscopy, angiocardiography and
electrophysiology laboratories.
Clinics: internal medicine, gastroenterology, pediatrics, general surgery, obstetrics and gynecology,
cardiology, ent,ophthalmology, ortopedics, neurology, neurosurgery, infectious diseases, physical
theraphy and rahabilitation, cardiovascular surgery, dentistry,dermatology, anesthesia and intensive
care, psychiatry, urology, chest diseases, plastic surgery, diet and nutrition.
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PRIVATE OLIMPOS HOSPITAL

PRIVATE TUZLA GISBIR HOSPITAL

Op. Dr. Fahri İSLİM – Mesul Müdür
Muhammet SOYDAL – Hastane Müdür Yrd.
Öğretmenevleri Mah. Çamlık Cad. No : 48 Konyaaltı Antalya

Dilek Güneş - Uluslararası Hizmetler Yöneticisi
Hülya Koç - Uluslararası Hizmetler Koordinatörü
Evliya Çelebi Mah. Sahil Yolu 2 Tuzla/ Istanbul/ Turkey

Özel Olimpos Hastanesi

0090 242 228 09 09
www.olimposhastanesi.com.tr - info@olimposhastanesi.com.tr

Tegaş Tersaneler Gemi İnşa Sağlık Turizm Ve İnşaat
Hizmetleri A.Ş.

0090 216 581 42 00
www.gisbirhospital.com - info@gisbirhospital.com
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Hospital is located just in the heart of Konyaaltı residential area and very close to the beaches.
The company, which owns the hospital is founded in 2006. Medical center quickly strengthened its
team and provided health care services not only in Antalya but also in all over Mediterranean region of
Turkey with more than 40 specialist physicians.

Founded in 2009 as the first private hospital at Tuzla district, aims to provide quality and economic
health services. Our adoption of the latest medical technologies, coupled with an unrivalled expertise
in healthcare technology, has made gisbir hospital one of the most advanced comprehensive hospitals
in İstanbul.

Hospital has 67-bed capaticy. There are suit rooms, normal patient bad and ICU. There are 19 newborn
ICU, 10 general intensive care units and 3 coronary ICU. In addition, there are patient observation beds.
Hospital’s infrastructure is extremely strong and there are 3 operating rooms suitable for all types of
surgical operations. There are ENGLISH, RUSSIAN, ARABIC, GERMAN speaking translators for foreign
patients to feel comfortable.
Hospital building is situated in the center of Konyaaltı region. Backside of the building is natural
spacious forestry, source of fresh air and extend all the way to the sea. Hospital has 5000 m2 indoor
premises.
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VESKE DENTAL CLINICS

PARKHAYAT HEALTH GROUP

Serdal Veske-Diş Hekimi - Genel Müdür
Pınar Şahin Veske-Diş Hekimi-Şirket Ortağı
A.Hisar Mah.4604 Sokak No:18/1 Manavgat / Antalya

Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı Mustafa Enis Arabacı

Özel Veske Sağlık Hizm.Ltd.Şti.

0090 242 777 06 66
www.veskedent.com - info@veskedent.com

Afyon Özel Sağlık Hizmetleri Sanayi Ve Tic. A.Ş.

Hasan Karaağaç Mah. Turgut Özal Cad. No: 37
0090 444 40 03
www.parkhayat.com - info@parkhayat.com
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Veske Dental Clinic is a specialized dental facility situated in Manavgat-Side (Antalya-Turkey) and in Lara
(Antalya-Turkey). It was founded in 2011 and in 2018 so far to fulfill the needs of requiring patients for
the highest quality dental services in a comfort and friendly air. The veske clinics provides wide range of
dental procedures in Antalya -Turkey.
District . Instead of specializing in just one area of dentistry, our treatments include general dentistry,
cosmetic dentistry, complex dentistry, dental implants, implant bridges, implant dentures, metalfree ceramic crowns, bridges, dentures, partial dentures, denture stabilisation, tooth-colored fillings,
veneers, teeth whitening, root canal treatments, smile makeover, teeth in a day, dental hygiene and
more.
We combine all cutting-edge dentistry techniques to achieve the best results. Our dentists, specialists
and dental lab ceramist will transform your smile! All cosmetic and dental implant treatments are
available using the latest technologies delivered with the highest standards of quality.
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As Parkhayat Health Group, we provide health services in 2 different institutions, one hospital in
Afyonkarahisar and 1 hospital in Akşehir. Our hospital in Afyonkarahisar has 152 hospital beds, 43
intensive care beds, 6 operating rooms and 20 bed dialysis centers in 15.000 m² closed area. Our
hospital in Akşehir, which was opened on 15 October 2015, started to serve as a private hospital with 12
hospital beds, 34 intensive care beds and 4 operating rooms in 12.400 m2 closed area. In our hospitals,
approximately 35.000 Policlinic examinations are performed monthly. Being a well-known, reference
hospital that offers honest, fast and reliable services, which develops quality awareness and develops
solutions according to the expectations of the patients and their relatives who listen to and understand
the patients and their relatives who are using health information and high technology by using modern
knowledge and high technology, is our highest priority quality policy.
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PELOIDE ANTALYA MUD BATH AND SPA CENTER

PRIVATE İRMET HOSPITAL

Nihat Kızılsavaş - İşveren
Poyrazlı Küme Evleri No:9 Yukarıkocayatak Kavşağı Serik / Antalya

Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı Jin. Op. Dr. Ahmet Türker
Uluslararası Hasta Müdürü Başak Türker
G.O.P. Mahallesi Namık Kemal Bulvarı No:17/21 Çerkezköy/ Tekirdağ

Kuzey Spa Su Sporları Turizm Top.Kuyum.Taş.Tic.San.Ltd.Şti

0090 242 729 70 30 - 0090 242 729 70 50
www.peloidantalya.com - info@peloidantalya.com

Tomker Sağlık Hizmetleri A.Ş.

0090 542 431 08 45
www.irmethospital.com - treatment@irmethospital.com
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2009 yılında kurmuş olduğu Kuzey Spa ile Spa sektöründe işletmiş olduğu otel sayısını arttırmıştır. 2013
Aralık ayında inşaatına başladığı Yukarıkocayatak Beldesi, Serik bölgesinde 14 dönüm arazi üzerinde
Peloid Antalya günübirlik çamur banyoları tesisini Kuzey Spa olarak 2014 Mayıs ayında faaliyete açarak
Sağlık Turizmine alternatif bir ürün sunmaktadır.Peloid Antalya , TC Sağlık Bakanlığınca tamamlayıcı
tedavi unsuru olarak kabul edilmiş kaolinit, simektit ve illit grubu kil mineralleri ve humik asit, lignin,
hemisellülöz gibi organik maddeler içeren doğal Jeolojik ve biyolojik olaylar sonucu oluşmuş yer altı
kaynaklı organik ve inorganik maddelerdir. 14000 m2 arazi üzerinde bulunan Antalya’da yer alan ilk ve
tek olan sağlık merkezimizde sizleri ağırlamaktan mutluluk duyarız.
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With more than 16 years of tradition, excellence and quality in providing medical care in a comfortable
and convenient environment, we bring peace of mind for the thousands of patients we care about every
day with the help of our doctors, specialists and nurses we focus on offering a wide range of consistent
high quality and up-to-date medical services that allow us to improve the health of the communities we
serve with compassion and sensitivity to the individual needs of our patients and their families. Some
of our specialities are as follows: neurosurgery, cardiovascular surgery, varicose vein clinic, cardiology,
orthopedics and traumatology, plastic and reconstructive surgery, bariatric surgery, general surgery,
urology, gynecology , opthalmology, neurology, chest and pulmonary diseases, ent, dermatology,
gastronetrology, dental clinic, hair transplant clinic, pediatric clinic, adult and newborn icu.
Caring for the individual; adhering to an uncompromising code of ethics that emphasize complete
honesty and continuing to learn and work in a constant effort to improve our skills, programs and
services are what define İrmet Hospital as it stands today as the leading hospital in our area.
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PRIVATE OFM ANTALYA HOSPITAL

PRIVATE OPTIMED HOSPITAL

Osman Tarık Özçelik - Şirket Sahibi
Ahmet Mençi - İşletme Müdürü
Yükseliş Mah. M.Akif Cad. No:96 Kepez/Antalya

General Manager Op. Dr. Ayhan Arslan
Deputy Director Of Business Elçin Suleymanoglu
G.M.K.P.Mahallesi Atatürk Caddesi No:118 Çerkezköy / Tekırdağ

Ofm Özçelik Özel Sağ.Hiz.Tic.San.A.Ş.

0090 242 320 30 00
www.ofmantalya.com - info@ofmantalya.com

Optımed Health Servıces San.Tıc. A.S.

+90 0 282 726 05 55
www.optimed.com.tr - info@optimedhastanesi.com
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It is a 9 storey hospital located in central Antalya in compliance with the European Union Standarts,and
located 8 km from the airport.Equipped with German technology and has an indoor space of 14200m2,
intensive care capacity of 48 beds, and 119 beds in total. Ambulances are equipped with technological
devices to carry patients under safe conditions and to serve 24 hours a day. Private Ofm Hospital, having
competent English, German and Russian speaking staff, renders health services to the local people and
to the foreign tourists, who come to our country within the scope of health tourism covered by foreign
of private insurances.Our team of highly dedicated health professionals use the latest methods to
operate morbid obesity and do hair transplantation (fue method).
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When we decided to open the Optimed Hospital 11 years ago, health services were inadequate in
Çerkezköy. We sent the patients to the neighboring provinces, there was no intensive care unit, the
facilities of the operating room were limited. We had to ship our newborn babies to another hospitals for
live. Display services are almost negligible. In 11 years, we have reached the capacity of approximately
500 employees, 60 doctors and 200 beds.
Since 2011, we continue to serve with our surgical medical center in Çorlu with an optimum manner. In
our interventional cardiology unit, with our angiography device, we can save lives before it is too late to
diagnose and treat heart diseases in some cases. In addition to our cardiology and cardiovascular surgery
team, we also serve our neurosurgery and nerve surgery team. Including heart and vascular surgery and
open heart surgery,various complex operations can be done. We have completely redesigned our first
building in accordance with mother-friendly hospital conditions. All of our obstetrics and gynecology
policlinics, obstetrics units, patient rooms and newborn intensive care units in this building. In 2010, we
became “baby-friendly hospital” and now “mother-friendly hospital”.
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REHABILITATION CENTER ''MODRYCHI''

REMED HEALTH

Ostap Stefanyshyn - Medical Representative
Oleh Kaminetskyy - Chief Doctor
Ukraine, Lviv Region, Drogobych District, Modrychi Village 3/1 Kurortna
Str., 82186

Tarık Açıkalın - Genel Müdür
Müslüm Ramazanov - Müdür Yardımcısı
Büyükdere Cad. No:237 Noramin Is Merkezi K:3 N:314 34398 Maslak-Sariyer
Istanbul/Turkiye

0038 032 295 88 11
www.modrychi.com.ua - info@modrychi.com

Avita Turizm ve Seyahat Anonim Sirketi

0090 212 371 07 00
www.remedhealth.com - info@remedhealth.com
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"MODRYCHI" CENTER IS:
European Rehabilitation Center for people with disorders; professional stuff team with international
training backgrounds; high quality services and best healthcare base; modern equipment for the most
effective rehabilitation; homey and comfort atmosphere.
TARGET GROUPS:
• Traumatic brain injury • Pinal-cord injury • Stroke • Disc protrusion • Endoprosthesis replacement
COMFORT:
• Located in the scenically attractive landscape resort and recreation area of the pre-carpathian
mountain region • English speaking stuff, 24/7 medical support and assistance, transfer services
• Accommodation in wooden houses (single/double rooms) with the lowest ramp angle for the people
with disabilities • Covered swimming pool which is equipped with a special lift • Emergency ambulance
NUTRITION - healthy balanced menu. All food prepares exclusively from natural dietetic products.
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Remed Health is a medical tourism company based in Istanbul, Turkey. We have been helping thousands
of patients from all around the world to provide medical treatments in many different specialties such
as Plastic Surgery, Orthopedic Surgery, Dental Treatments, Cardiology, Oncology, Gynecology and
other areas.
As Remed Health, we always provide the best operation by taking our patients’ condition into
consideration. We always take the time to listen to our patients and thoroughly understand their health
issues and concerns. We provide the most qualified doctors and medical team at A+ Hospitals. While
doing this, we always aim the best results at affordable prices. To make our patients feel at home, we
also provide hotel accommodation, transfer and language support.
Remed Health is a brand of Remed Assistance, which is an international assistance company and a core
partner of International Assistance Group (IAG).
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RIXOS HOTELS

SECRET LAKE HOUSES

Murat ALPMAN - Group Sales Coordinator Turkey
Serap GARİPOĞLU AKIN - Global Marketing Manager
Meltem Mah. Sakıp Sabancı Bul. No:3 Muratpaşa / Antalya

Gencer Garip - Genel Müdür
Sedat Yamanyılmaz - Rezervasyon Müdürü
Karacaören Köyü Bucak / Burdur

www.rixos.com - sales@rixos.com / marketing@rixos.com

www.sakligolevleri.com - info@sakligolevleri.com

Fine Otel Turizm İşletmecilik A.ş

Rem Turizm Dış Tic.Ltd.Şti.

0090 530 501 72 78
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Rixos Hotels: Natural Entertainers
In 2017 AccorHotels and Rixos Hotels have formed a strategic partnership to expand AccorHotels
presence in the luxury market, with a primary focus on developing global activities in the resort
segment.
Rixos Hotels is one of the world’s fastest growing, all-inclusive resort companies with a strong presence
in Turkey, UAE, Egypt, Russia and Europe. In addition to the all-inclusive concept Rixos offers a variety
of trendy urban resorts and a theme park The Land of Legends. Rixos currently has 25 resorts and hotels
under its brands, representing more than 8,000 rooms.
Rixos Hotels is recognized as one of the leading luxury destination brands due to its best-in-class
facilities, dining and entertainment options. Each unique property provides signature experiences, and
unparalleled level of tailored services.
Through its passion for activities, gourmet, wellbeing and entertainment, Rixos creates a lifestyle
experience which immerses everyone on a journey beyond their destination.
At Rixos the all-inclusive is all-exclusive.
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Secret Lake Houses-We offer you a luxurious holiday in the heart of nature.
You’ll have a unique experience with your dearests in Secret Lake Houses.
You will enjoy the comfort in the houses by the lake together with the harmony of nature in wilderness.
You can have fun holiday away from busy city life among pinetrees and sweetgum forest by Karacaören
Lake all year round.You can enjoy the comfort of one of the 7 luxury tent houses with jacuzzi or speciallydesigned 5 bungalows.We offer BB or half board accommodation with every imaginable luxury in all
four seasons.Breakfast is served to the lake-viewed veranda of the houses on our guests’ request.Have
you ever had dinner on a glittering lake under moonlight?
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SAKLIKENT SKI CENTER

Saklıkent Yatırımları Ve İşletmecilik Ticaret İnşaat Anonim
Şirketi
Arzu Yılmaz
Şendoğan Bilge
Saklıkent Kayak Merkezi Doyran Köyü Konyaaltı / Antalya
0090 242 226 31 15
www.saklikent.com.tr - i̇nfo@saklikent.com.tr

SANDIKLI THERMAL PARK RESORT SPA &
CONVENTION CENTER
Çağdaş Sağlık Hizmetleri Sanayi Ticaret A.Ş:
Ahmet Yılmaz Yavuz - Genel Müdür
Zehragül Ünlü Satış & Pazarlama Müdürü
Hüdai Kaplıcaları Mevkii, Sandıklı / Afyonkarahisar
0090 272 220 33 33
www.sandikliparkhotel.com - info@sandikliparkhotel.com
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Saklıkent Ski Center: Altitude 1850m-2400m, Season: December 10-April 10, Distance from Airport: 55
km, Number of lift: 1 Chairlift, 1 Babylift, 1 tbar, Ski Slopes total: 30 km
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Sandıklı Thermal Park Hotel which is located on the land of 40.000 m² was opened on the 10 of April
2010 and restored on May, 2018. Our 5 star thermal complex is short of 6 km to Sandıklı and 60 km to
Afyon City Center. Our hotel which is composed from three blocks as Yunus, Emre and Bilge; has totally
255 rooms and capacity of 720 beds as 177 standard rooms, 6 standard rooms with balcony, 6 dublex
rooms, 28 family suits, 13 thermal rooms with bathtub & balcony, 18 thermal rooms with bathtub, 3
disabled thermal rooms, 2 king suits and 2 disabled rooms.
There are are carpeted, district heating, split air conditioner, mini-bar, safe box, national and
international satellite broadcasting lcd tv, airplay, direct phone, make-up table, mirror with magnifying
glass, shower cabin, hair dryer, phone in the bathroom and sitting group in our rooms.
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SEVGI ORAL AND DENTAL HEALTH HOSPITAL

SIVAS THERMAL HOTEL&SPA

Kemal Kavut - Dişhekimi -Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
Selda Tekkılıç - İdari İşler Genel Koordinatörü
Omurtak Cad. Fabrika Sk. Göveren Apt. No:1 Kat:3 Çorlu / TEKİRDAĞ

Orhan Önem - Yönetim Kurulu Vk.
Esra Bolsu - Kalite Güvence Mdr. Burcu Pek/Ön Büro Şefi
Kalın Köyü Termal Mevkii Yıldızeli Sivas

Sevgi Özel Sağlık Ve Eğitim Hizmetleri A.Ş.

0090 0282 654 44 44
www.sevgidis.com.tr - sevgikurumsal@gmail.com

Sivas Termal Turizm Sanayi Ticaret A.Ş

0090 346 225 30 00
www.sivastermal.com.tr - info@sivastermal.com.tr
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First, Anatolia Sevgi Dental Clinic was funded by Dr.Kemal Kavut in 1993 in Elazığ, when Anatolia Sevgi
Dental Clinic were growing, our Çorlu clinic was established at 1994. Now we open one of the biggest
dental health hospitals in Europe with our emphatic approach, impeccable professionalizm, necessary
knowledge and experiences. Sevgi Dental Hospital have 56 dental treatment units, 2 surgery room
(general) 6 patient rooms. Our services are *implant, laser aided dentistry, esthetic and smile design,
restorative and endodontic treatments, pedodontics fillers, orthodontics, pedodontics periodontology
and more complicated dental treatments such as orthognatic surgery, oral pathology, jaw oncology,
face prosthesis, cleft lip-palate surgery, geriatric dentistry.
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Sivas Thermal Hotel & Spa is located in Sivas province, Yıldızeli Town, Kalın district, Sıcak Çermik area
and has total of 30.000 m2 indoor area. There are 3 types of flats with 1+1, 2+1 and 3+1 rooms, and 4
rooms for handicapped guests at Sivas Thermal Life Center, and the entire holiday village is constituted
of 228 flats. Sivas Thermal Hotel & Spa has 7.500 m2 recreation are in addition to the flats. There
are 2 outdoor, 2 indoor swimming pools, 4 thermal pools for women and men only, 2 tennis courts,
a spa center. Furthermore, our facility has a restaurant capable of accommodating 300 persons and
supermarket, a garden with 200 people capacity, a café, patisserie, outdoor sports areas, play gardens
for children and all privileges of a holiday resort. It is located on the 26th km of Sivas-Ankara motorway
at 25 km distance from Nuri Demirag Airport.
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SOMATHEERAM AYURVEDA GROUP
Somatheeram Ayurveda Group

Mr. Baby Mathew - Cmd
Mr. Subhash C Bose - Cgm
Somatheeram Ayurveda Village,
Chowara South Of Kovalam, Trivandrum- 695501 Kerala, India
0091 0471 226 81 01 - 0091 944 776 60 99
www.somatheeram.in - subhash@somatheeram.in

REPUBLIC OF TURKEY MINISTRY
OF YOUTH AND SPORTS

Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Gençlik ve Spor Bakanlığı
Örnek Mahallesi Oruç Reis Caddesi No:13
Altındağ / Ankara
0090 312 596 60 00 - 0090 312 596 60 10
www.gsb.gov.tr
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With the objective of combining Ayurveda and Tourism, the Somatheeram Research Institute &
Ayurveda Hospital was founded in the year 1985, thus making it the world’s first ever Ayurvedic Hospital
in a Resort Ambiance. Soon the Somatheeram Group of Companies came into being and all the credit
goes to the Founder Managing Director and Architect Mr. Baby Mathew. Somatheeram is : World’s First
Ayurveda Hospital with a Resort Ambiance National and State award winner Winner of many national
and international awards for excellence in Ayurvedic Treatments Classified Heritage Ayurveda Resort
and Green Leaf Classified Ayurveda Hospital An eco friendly venture owned and managed by Mr. Baby
Mathew. Ayurvedic Hospital and Research Centre at Somatheeram has: 20 well- experienced Ayurvedic
doctors 90 Therapists with special training in administering Ayurvedic treatment 30 treatment rooms
Medicine Manufacturing Unit, Herbal Garden and an Ayurveda Academy
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As the Ministry of Youth and Sports, we are committed to using today's
communication technologies to enable healthy communication with our citizens.
Applications are made with the Ministry Communication Center System, which is created for citizens
to pass on requests, complaints and suggestions. Each application is meticulously evaluated with fast
return, sincere approach and satisfactory result principle.
First of all, the Ministry Communication Center unit is showing the necessary sensitivity to all
applications reaching us, including the issues related to youth and sports, and it is aimed to reach
solution by providing business cooperation and coordination with the related authorities.
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SPORTS TOURISM UNION

SUENO

Spor Turizmi Birliği Stb

TELERKO TURİZM A.Ş.

Recep Şamil Yaşacan - Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
Gamze İncioğlu - Kurumsal İlişkiler Direktörü
Çağlayan Mah. 2007 Sk No:7 07230 Muratpaşa / Antalya

Kadir Eğin - Satış Pazarlama Yöneticis
Cihan Şengül - Mıce Satış Pazarlama Yöneticisi
Kadriye Mah. Taslıburun Cad. No:18-1/1-2 Serik / Antalya

0090 242 323 14 14 - 0090 555 301 83 59
www.stbir.org - info@stbir.org

0090 242 710 30 00
www.sueno.com.tr - info@sueno.com.tr
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Sports Tourism will leave its mark on the next 10 years!
The objective of founding the Sports Tourism Union (STB); is to carry out the vision leadership duty in
the way to extend, develop and improve sports tourism for all the sports activities within the framework
of Fair Play by gathering professionals together including the travel agencies who organize such
activities and hotels, which hosts these activities, as well as the other branches of the sports sector.
In our country, the facilities suitable for sports tourism are located extensively in the Antalya region.
Antalya alone hosts more than 2,000 football teams for their training camp periods. It welcomes sports
teams coming to Turkey from over 120 different countries from the 6 continents of the world.
In consideration with the numerous professional teams and the need for the preparation camps for
them, the Mediterranean region has the potential to provide even a better alternative in the future in
view of its accessibility, proximity and mild climate. Also, facilities featuring sports infrastructure have a
great importance for sports tourism which constitutes 10% of the world tourism market.
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Sueno Hotel Deluxe Belek has 426 Luxury Rooms with a Sea view ratio of 90%. 222 Deluxe Rooms with
Sea view, 50 Deluxe Rooms with Garden view, 10 Infinity Suites with its own Pool and Pavilion,16 Swimup Suites on the Wings and many other exclusive Room types for Comfort and luxury lover guests. All
Rooms will provide a warm home feeling with wooden floors and carpets, modern Furniture's, Desk,
Satellite Television,Sofa bed, Minibar, Ironing facilities and High speed Wi-Fi Internet Service. At the
basement floor of the hotel takes place Convention Center, Cinema Hall, Disco, Game Land & Lunapark,
Indoor Amphi-theatre, Kids Club, A la Carte restaurants, Spa & Wellness Center, Main restaurant and
shops.Main restaurant has 1100 person indoor capacity and also 700 person terrace capacity. Our
guests can enjoy their Breakfast , late breakfast, lunch,dinner,night buffet, late night snack at the
main restaurant. In total main restaurant have 5 different halls which are Eclectic,Modern, Classic,
Mediterrean and also Kids’ restaurant.
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SUTCULER MUNICIPALITY
Sütçüler Belediyesi

Bekir Acar - Yazılı Kanyon Kafe İşletmecisi
Sütçüler / Isparta

0090 246 351 20 01
www.sutculer.bel.tr - bilgi@sutculer.bel.tr

WEST MEDITERRANEAN DEVELOPMENT
AGENCY (WMDA)

T.C. Batı Akdeniz Kalkınma Ajansı (Baka)
/ West Mediterranean Development Agency (Wmda), Turkey
Abdullah Madenci / Genel Sekreter V.
Alaattin Özyürek / Antalya Yatırım Destek Ofisi Koordinatör V.
İl Özel İdaresi Yerleşkesi, Atatürk Bulvarı, 32000 / Isparta
0090 246 224 37 37
Www.Baka.Gov.Tr / Www.İnvestinwmr.Org.Tr - Alaattinozyurek@Baka.Org.Tr
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Adada Ancient City : The ancient city was discovered in 1888. The history of foundation remains to
be unknown yet the name Adada was seen in a pact made with Termossos in B.C. 200 for the very
first time. Yazılı Canyon National Park : Covered on a 600 h. area, it is 10 kms away from the town of
Sütçüler. Sanctuaries, altars and inscriptions from Byzantium era could be seen on the side walls of
the canyon. Therefore the canyon is named as “Yazılı” which means “written”. The depth of the canyon
varies between 100 and 400 m. Registered as a national park in 1989. The national park is an attractive
place for tourists with its rich wildlife, plantation and nice view. The Kings Road passed through the
canyon and the ancient stone carvings through the path carry historical value. This is the very road St.
Paul took on his way from Perge to Pisidia Antiokheia.
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West Mediterranean Development Agency is the official organization that promotes investment in
the West Mediterranean Region of Turkey. Our agency promotes, fosters and facilitates international
investment and business development in the West Mediterranean Region. Through a one-stop-shop
approach, the agency offers, all free of charge, an extensive range of services including identifying
market opportunities, providing pertinent economic information, reviewing business sectors, locating
sites, assisting in legal and licensing procedures, explaining incentives available to investors and finding
companies for potential partnership. The agency works with the backing of all governmental bodies
and follows a private sector approach.
The board of directors of the agency includes the governors of the three provinces that make up the
region, the mayors of the provinces and the chairmen of the chambers of commerce and industry of
the three provinces.
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BILECIK MUNICIPALITY

SOUTHERN AEGEAN DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Serkan Bircan - Özel Kalem Müdürü
Umut Özdemir - Basın Yayın Ve Halkla İlişkiler Müdürü
İstiklal Mah. Ertuğrulgazi Cad. No:7 Merkez / Bilecik

Özgür Akdoğan Genel Sekreter V.

T.C. Bilecik Belediye Başkanlığı

0090 444 88 58
www.bilecik.bel.tr - srknbrcn011@gmail.com / ark.umutozdemir@gmail.com

T.C. Güney Ege Kalkınma Ajansı

Pamukkale Teknokent Kınıklı Mh. Hüseyin Yılmaz Cd. No:67 B Blok Kat:2
20160 Pamukkale/Denizli
0090 258 3718844
www.geka.gov.tr - info@geka.gov.tr
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Bilecik is close to metropolitan cities with a population of 30 million people, integration into
transportation networks, large industrial enterprises, strong infrastructure and economy. It is the center
of new investments and incentives with its achievements in natural beauties, green areas, environment,
transportation, education and sports. Bilecik, which has made important strides towards becoming a
shining star of marmara. Especially in recent years, it is a city which has its place in the program of 50
big tourism travel agency such as Anı Tur and Jolly Tur with its touristic values. Bilecik municipality is a
public i nstitution that provides services and support for these values of the city.
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Southern Aegean Development Agency (GEKA), which is a government institution in the coordination
of ministry of industry and technology , was established in 2009 as a regional development agency
operating in Aydin, Denizli and Muğla in Southern Aegean part of Turkey.
Geka creates regional development plans outlining development priorities for the region. The agency
also supports planning and capacity building efforts of local-authorities. Promoting the business
(tourism destinations) and investment opportunities of the region is a prominent duty of GEKA.
The agency, raises a common understanding of development in the region by promoting cooperation
between public, private sectors and the non-governmental organiza
tions, to prepare regional
development plans with a participatory and strategic approach and to implement them effectively, to
enforce local capacity and increase productivity, to raise competitiveness and investment attraction of
the region by ameliorating investment climate, in order to facilitate a sustainable social and economic
development.
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T.C. KIRKLARELI UNIVERSITY

OSMANELI MUNICIPALITY

Mehmet Han Ergüven - Bölüm Başkanı

Abdullah Tetik - Sağlık İşleri Müdürü
Süleyman Çakar - Turizm Ve Tesisler Sorumlusu
Cami Kebir Mh. Prof.Dr.Yunus Söylet Cd. No:32 Osmaneli / Bilecik

T.C. Kırklareli Üniversitesi

Kırklareli Üniversitesi, Turizm Fakültesi, Kayalı Yerleşkesi, Merkezi Derslik 1
Merkez - Kırklareli
0090 288 246 15 32
www.klu.edu.tr - erguven@klu.edu.tr

T.C. Osmaneli Belediye Başkanlığı

0090 228 461 41 31
www.osmaneli.bel.tr - abdullahtetik@hotmail.com / suleymancakar@osmaneli.bel.tr
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Kırklareli University was established by law no. 5662 Published in the Official Gazette dated 29.05.2007
and numbered 26536. Today, the university fulfills its duties and responsibilities with its 10 faculties, 3
institutes, 3 schools, 1 conservatory, 7 vocational schools and 14 application and research centers. It is
expected that the institutions of all teaching units will be completed in the coming years.
As of 2017-2018 academic year, 27 thousand students are studying in the mentioned units. There are
699 academic staff, 288 administrative staff and 164 permanent workers in our university.
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Osmaneli Municipality was established in 1926. The financial administrations were in the d7 group
according to the norm staff regulation, and 93 civil servants and 48 workers were assigned. The budget
for 2018 is tl 20,000,000. There are 7 directorates and one vice chairman unit. It carries out its activities
within the scope of its duty according to the law no. 5393.
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TASIGO HOTELS

TEFENNI VILLAS - HOTEL

Mr.Erdal Dalkılıc - Coordinator

Engin ERKAN
Yenice Mah Şehit Ömer halis demir sokak no:39 Tefenni / Burdur

Tasigo Hotels

Dede Mah,Haktanır Sok,Odunpazarı/Eskisehir
0090 222 211 03 00
www.tasigohotels.net - renhos@tasigohotels.net

Tefenni Villas - Hotel

0090 248 491 40 00
www.tefennivillas.com - info@tefennivillas.com
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Unwind in spacious, comfortable and stylish rooms and suites, plan a memorable meeting or event
at well-equipped ballrooms and conference rooms, savor exceptional cuisine at luxurious restaurants
and treat yourself and loved ones to something special at its unique 3500 m² aden Spa Center of Tasigo
Eskişehir.
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Tefenni Villas are located in Tefenni Burdur, where the oldest historical district of the region, where it
is generously offered to people among nature and intertwined and bird sounds, with the fresh air of
nature and the wonderful beauties. This eco-tourism project, which is the first and exemplary region
in the region, has been implemented in order to ensure the socio-economic development of the local
population, to provide material and regional and local benefits and to raise environmental awareness.
The hotel has 18 suite-villas with outdoor swimming pool and garden & mountain views, swimming pool
for children, amateur-horse farm, hobby garden, free parking, free bicycles, playground, restaurant,
laundry service, room service, lobby services are offered, flat-screen TV with satellite channels in the
villa Led TV, free Wi-fi, bathroom-WC, hairdryer, open kitchen, 1 + 1 suite is designed in the form of
villas, villas to relax after a busy day in the coffee to relax balconies. Tefenni Villas offer pet-friendly
accommodation.
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TEKDEN HOSPITAL

Kayseri Kardiyoloji Merkezi Tic.San.Aş
Mükremin Hasbülbül Müdür
Mustafa Cengiz Müdür
Gevher Nesibe Mah.Gür.Sok. No:4 Tekden Hastanesi Kayseri
0090 352 232 3333 - 444 55 56
www. tekden.com.tr

TEKIRDAĞ NAMIK KEMAL UNIVERSITY HEALTH
RESEARCH AND APPLICATION CENTER
Tekirdağ Namık Kemal Üniversitesi Sağlık Uyguylama Ve
Araştırma Merkezi

Yıldız Koçak - 0544 6217880 - Kalite Yönetimi Direktörü
Ayşegül Özcan - 0530 5608635 - Sağlık Turizmi Birimi Sorumlusu
Namık Kemal Mahallesi Kampüs Caddesi No: 1/14 Süleymanpaşa/Tekirdağ
0090 282 250 50 01
hastane.nku.edu.tr - hastaneiletisim@nku.edu.tr
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Tekden Hospital the Whole of Turkey's fully equipped hospital we have been in health sector for almost
20 years as the group . Our target has always been to carry to service we provide to excellency and
best quality. Our hospital consist of 11500 m2 covered area (16 floors) totally 200 rooms including 75
sick rooms and 174 bed capacity .Our hospital have 1,5 Tesla MR device angio unit ,tomography unit,
labotories, operationrooms (6 pcs), intensive care unit 33 bed capacity (internal medicine, cardiac and
coronary ) 9 bed capacity for (newborn ).Our branches cardiology (angio ,ptca,cardiac amplation),
cardivascular surgery (by-bass), internal diseases, pediatric diseases, gynaecology, ent surgery, general
surgery (obesity and cancer surgery), neorology, gastroenterolgy, brain surgery, pediatric surgery,
pysical therapy (prp), eye disease (glaucoma, cataract), urology.
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Tekirdağ Namık Kemal Üniversitesi Sağlık Uygulama ve Araştırma Merkez Müdürlüğü 2009 yılında
poliklinik hizmetlerine başlamış olup yenilenen binamızda, yataklı servis hizmetleri, ameliyathane
hizmetleri, yoğun bakımlar, acil servis (çocuk-yetişkin acil), diyaliz ve günübirlik kemoterapi ünitesi gibi
pek çok modern, üst seviye birimlerde hasta ve çalışan konforunun düşünüldüğü; uluslararası kalite
standartlarında hizmet vermeye devam etmektedir.
Tekirdağ Namık Kemal Üniversitesi Sağlık Uygulama ve Araştıma Merkezimiz, 57.640 Metrekare kapalı
alanı, depreme dayanıklı akıllı bina teknolojisi, 43 branşta poliklinik hizmeti, ileri teknolojiye sahip 13
ameliyathanesi, 2 adet negatif basınçlı servis odası, 98 yoğun bakım yatağı ve 441 yatak kapasitesi ile
trakya ve türkiye’ deki öncü sağlık kuruluşlarından biridir.Merkez müdürlüğümüz, tıbbın gelişimine
katkı sağlamak üzere uygulama ve araştırma faaliyetlerine destek veren, etik kurallar çerçevesinde ve
kurumsal kimliğiyle öne çıkan, bölgesinde lider sağlık kuruluşu olma yolunda ilerlemektedir.
2018 Yılı itibariyle Jcı uluslararası akreditasyon belgesi almak için çalışmalarımız devam etmektedir.
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THE CENTER FOR BRAIN STIMULATION

THE CORNER INN HOTELS

Alexandr Kiyan - Founder

İşletmeci: Kaan Erdin

13B, Vasiliy Poryk Avenue, Kiev 02000, Ukraine

Cumhuriye Mah. Yıldırımer Sk. No:36 Tepebaşı – Eskişehir

Center "Priorinet" LLC

0038 044 3642004
www.mind-stimulation.com - centermindst@gmail.com

Meka Otelcilik Turizm Lok. Dan. San. Ve Tic. Ltd. Şti.

0090 222 234 38 38
www.cornerinnhotels.com - info@cornerinnhotels.com
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The Center for Brain Stimulation is a Clinic of Neurology and Psychiatry which unites hardware
therapies, physical rehabilitation, and psychological and pedagogical correction in its work. The centre
for brain stimulation specialises in treatment, correction, rehabilitation, and abilitation of patients with
developmental impairments of various genesis, autistic spectrum disorders, as well as patients with
consequences of injuries, strokes, and prior neuroinfections.
The hardware therapies contribute to the restoration and development of higher nervous activity,
sensory integration, stabilising the mood swings, and resolving behavioural problems and, thus,
undoubtedly affect the quality of life of our patients and their loved ones. We combine the experience of
the leading clinics in europe and the cıs states, and during the existence of the clinic, we have achieved
our own unique insights.
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Boutique Hotel, Unuque Location, Economy Rooms, Since 2018
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THE GREEN PARK HOTELS & RESORTS

ISPARTA CULTURE AND TOURISM DIRECTORATE

Adil Üstündağ / Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı
Atilla Üstündağ / Yönetim Kurulu Üyesi
Taksim Cad. No: 79/A Beyoğlu - İstanbul

Ali GÖÇER - İl Müdür
Kadir CAN - Şef
Kepeci Mh. 106. Cd. 5217 Sk. No:31 Merkez / ISPARTA

Yeşilyurt İnşaat Ve Turizm San. Ve Tic. A.Ş.

0090 212 238 91 11
www.thegreenpark.com - info@thegreenpark.com

Isparta İl Kültür ve Turizm Müdürlüğü

0090 246 232 57 71
www.ispartakulturturizm.gov.tr - iktm32@kultur.gov.tr
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Üstündağ Group, engaged in diverse sectors such as automotive, lighting, construction and tourism,
is a dynamic, innovative institution that aims firsts. The first foundations of the group was laid with
the company chairman of the board of directors, Adil Üstündağ, has established in year 1974 in the
field of automotive and spare parts. The group that expanded from industry to the tourism sector has
accelerated it momentum of success due to the significant investments it made to tourism.
The Green Park Hotels & Resorts, which attained a reliable place in the thriving tourism industry with its
customer-oriented approach and friendliness, is a business owned by Üstündağ Group of Companies.
The Green Park Hotels & Resorts serves the purpose of "maximum customer satisfaction".
The group aims to become the leader of the sector and create a brand identity abroad by expanding
its service network without compromising and by adding international tourism quality and tourism
standards to Turkish Hospitality.
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Isparta Culture and Tourism Directorate is local representative of Ministry of Culture and Tourism. The
directorate is aiming advertising and keeping the cultural, artificial, touristic and natural assets of
Isparta city, ensuring the sustainability of the assets, making easier to reach the information for creating
social conscious, increasing the share of city and country from global tourism. Searching touristic
potential of areas in Isparta, studying cultural values and integrating the values in daily life, organizing
traditional handcrafts courses, informing people about the services of Culture and Tourism Ministry are
the ways which are used by the directorate to reach its aim.
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TURKISH HEALTHCARE TRAVEL COUNCIL
Emin Çakmak - Founding Chairman
Yunus Gürkan - Secretary General
www.thtdc.org
www.map2heal.com
chairman@thtdc.org
secgen@thtdc.org

In 2005, the Turkish Healthcare Travel Council (THTC) was established to strengthen health tourism
activities and to unite the national efforts to bring more patients to Turkey from around the world. With
375 members, consisting of general hospitals, private clinics, thermal and medical SPA centers, hotels,
travel agencies, SPA and wellness centers, facilitators and assistant companies, and with 161 network
offices in 90 different countries, the council has grown into the largest healthcare association both in
Turkey and the world.
Within it's ten years of existence, the council has had a significant presence at over 500 healthcare
exhibitions, medical conferences, tourism fairs, and global summits, many times organizing and serving
as a platinum or diamond sponsor at these events.
THTC has developed an exemplary corporate structure. The growing staff, which is capable to serve in all
world languages, delivers excellence and ingenuity. In 2013 at Monte Carlo-Monaco, THTC initiated and
served as a founding country for the Global Healthcare Travel Council, which promotes and provides
healthcare services to world citizens. Through such endeavors, the Turkish Healthcare Travel Council
has cemented its place as a global contender in the healthcare industry.
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• An international platform, especially designed for healthcare professionals and patients,
• Its aim is to strengthen the communication between patients and healthcare professionals, and to
provide direct communication between patients and healthcare providers, without using any mediator,
• To enhance the communication between health institutions in Turkey and THTC’s Worldwide
Network Offices, Map2heal developed the hi-tech online web portal to serve both network offices and
international patients,
• Currently available in 17 languages and operates in over 20 Countries,
• Its mission is to provide an easy access to healthcare providers or doctors and also to offer a global
choice of doctors based on individual needs,
• To enhance the communication between health institutions in Turkey and THTC’s Worldwide
Network Offices, Map2heal developed the hi-tech online web portal to serve both network offices and
international patients,
• This portal will make lives easier and provide faster responses from THTC member hospitals and
clinics,
• It will also give the chance to live chat with doctors as well as providing easy follow up for pre and post
operation between patients and doctors access to desired doctors and other healthcare professionals
by searching keywords relating to disease/symptoms or by searching specific medical departments,
• Secure transfer of examination results to the desired healthcare professionals,
• Chance to get an online ‘’second opinion’’ from worldwide doctors and health institutions,
• Direct communication with doctors or healthcare providers through live chat in own native language,
• A system which provides automatic translation into 17 languages and enables direct, international
communication,
• The online platform which globalizes health tourism,
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TOURNATE

TRABZON PROVINCIAL DIRECTORATE OF HEALTH

Egemen Kamalıoglu
Onur Isısoy
Akdenız Unı. Teknokent Arge-2

Dr. Hakan Usta - İl Sağlık Müdürü
Op. Dr. Yavuz Çakıroğlu - Acil Sağlık, Sağlık İlaç Eczacılık Ve Tıbbi Cihaz
Hizmetleri Başkanı
Gülbaharhatun Mah. İnönü Cad. Ahmet Can Bali Sok. No:15
Ortahisar / Trabzon
0090 462 410 61 10

HDN BILISIM SISTEMLERI A.Ş.

0090 850 811 25 88
www.tournate.com - info@tournate.com

Trabzon İl Sağlık Müdürlüğü

TRABZON PROVINCIAL
DIRECTORATE OF HEALTH

trabzonism.saglik.gov.tr - trabzon@saglik.gov.tr
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Tour Operator Software Ourgoing and Incoming Solutions
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Trabzon, a citywhere healthy life style is adopted and where you can reach health rights easily.
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TRAKYA DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

tssFC

Mahmut Şahin - Genel Sekreter

Dilek Karaca / İlker Yuvauc
Caglayan Mah.Muratpasa / Antalya

T.C. Trakya Kalkınma Ajansı

Hürriyet Mah. Elif Hanım Sok. Dinçgül Özçakı İş Merkezi No:9
Süleymanpaşa Tekirdağ
0090 282 262 37 37
www.trakyaka.org.tr - bilgi@trakyaka.org.tr

T.S.S Turizm Organizasyon Dan.Tas.Tic.Ltd.Şti

0090 242 324 19 74
www.tsstur.com - info@tsstur.com
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Trakya Development Agency was established by the decision of the council of ministers in 2009 to
reinforce collaboration between public authorities, private sector and civil society in order to ensure
resources are used appropriately and efficiently and to contribute to the socio-economic development
of the region by stimulating local potential.
The agency with its highly qualiﬁed dynamic team and strong bureaucratic position is devoted to work
for an overall developed region in line with national plans and strategies. Main activities of the agency
are summarized as following; • Managing and/or conducting regional researches and preparation of
publications • Working for destination development by constituting routes such as thrace wine route,
kırklareli eco-tourism route and Architect Sinan Tourism Route and introducing them via fam trips,
boutique tours and similar events. • Supporting and promoting health tourism works conducting by
the public and private hospitals via b2b organizations and participating fairs at target markets and
arranging training programs for the health sector’s professionals. • Promoting investment in the region
through activities of investment support offices in each province.
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We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves so that you have a better idea of who will
be taking care of you and your guests in Turkey.
tssFC has been on the market for many years. Our employees all have years of experience in supporting
Sport groups and tourists. We are a professional full-service agency and will be with you every step of
the way – from planning and organization all the way to the trip itself.
Since opening, we have welcomed countless groups and individual travelers in Antalya and in Turkey.
Our outgoing, professional team combined with our in-depth industry experience make us your onestop shop for hotel bookings, transfers, excursions, high-end corporate events and golf trips. We have
built up an outstanding reputation worldwide through the training camps we have organized for
professional and amateur sports teams alike.
We look forward to your visit! Our team in the Turkish Riviera is ready and waiting!
Your team of tssFC
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UNDERWATER SPORTS FEDERATION OF TURKISH
Türkiye Sualtı Sporları Federasyonu TSSF

Şahin Özen - Federasyon Başkanı
Hakan Aktaç - Federasyon Genel Sekreteri
Fahrettin Kerim Gökay Cad. Ortaklar İş Merkezi No:71 D:57, 34722
Kadıköy / İstanbul - Asya
0090 216 348 18 18
www.tssf.gov.tr - info@tssf.gov.tr

REPUBLIC OF TURKEY MINISTRY OF CULTURE
AND TOURISM
Türkiye Cumhuriyeti Kültür ve Turizm Bakanlığı
İsmet İnönü Bulvarı No:32
Emek / Ankara

0090 312 212 83 00
www.kultur.gov.tr
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In order to disseminate and adopt the underwater sports culture in our country, we organize activities
at national and international level oficially related to underwater sports, to create and conduct the
training, certification and auditing conditions jointly with the international underwater sports and
diving activities as a branch of Turkish Ministry of Sports

Mission
Ministry of Culture and Tourism of the Republic of Turkey fulfills the tasks of "providing and sustaining
our country's universal culture, art and tourism values by providing sustainable protection, facilitating
access to information in the formation of social consciousness and increasing the share of our country
in world tourism".
Vision
The Ministry of Culture and Tourism of the Republic of Turkey acts with the vision of "Being a strong,
respectable and indispensable institution that successfully manages the national and international
sustainable protection efforts of our cultural heritage with superior universal values and places our
country first among the world leaders in tourism".
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ASSOCIATION OF TURKISH TRAVEL AGENCIES

TURKISH SPORT FOR ALL FEDERATION

Dikilitaş Mah. Aşık Kerem Sok. No:40 Fulya 34349
Beşiktaş / İstanbul

Yasin Bölükbaşı/Federasyon Başkanı
Mustafa Karakuş/Genel Sekreter
Ehlibeyt Mah. Testilciler Cad. Sümer İş Merkezi No:15/6 Çankaya-Ankara

0090 212 259 84 04
www. tursab.org.tr - tursab@tursab.org.tr

Türkiye Herkes İçin Spor Federasyonu

0090 312 311 62 17
www.his.gov.tr - bilgi@his.gov.tr
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The Association of Turkish Travel Agencies is a professional organization having the status of legal
person, established by Law in 1972. (The Law concerning Travel Agencies and the Association of Travel
Agencies; Law No 1618,effective as of 28 September 1972)
The Regulation Pertaining to Travel Agencies prepared in accordance with the Law 1618 effective as
of 04.09.1996 contains in further detail Exclusive Services of Travel Agencies as well as other services
rendered by them. The Regulation specifies the exclusive services of travel agencies in detail under
the subheadings, Organizing Tours, Transfer, Reservation, Information, Organizing Congresses and
Conferences, Renting Out Individual Vehicles for Tour Purposes, Selling Tickets for Transport Vehicles,
Selling the Products of Travel Agencies.
In accordance with the Law No.1618, travel agencies are established upon the issue of an operation
License by the Ministry of Tourism, and they are obliged to become members of the Association of
Turkish Travel Agencies.
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The founding purpose of The Sports Federation For All; our citizens' age, gender, regardless of their
social status by respecting their national traditions, economic developments to participate in cultural
richness and sporting activities, and in this field with the cooperation of relevant people and institutions
to achieve this cooperation.
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TURKEY SHOOTING AND HUNTING FEDERATION

TURKISH ATHLETIC FEDERATION

Ufuk Arman / Federasyon Başkanı
Kenan Bozkurt / Teknik Kurul Üyesi-Milli Takım Antrenörü
Kültür Mahallesi Mithatpaşa Caddesi 45/2

Mustafa Yasin Taş - Başkan Vekili
Fahrettin Yıldız - Genel Sekreter
Balgat Mh. Osmanlı Cd. No:25/2 Cankaya Ankara

Türkiye Atıcılık Ve Avcılık Federasyonu

0090 312 310 61 60
www.taf.gov.tr - info@taf.gov.tr

Türkiye Atletizm Federasyonu

0090 312 309 19 61
www.taf.org.tr - admin@taf.org.tr
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Turkish Shooting and Hunting Federation is independent federation that has the authority to determine,
regulate and audit all national and international sportive shooting activities in our country since 1923.
In order to contribute to the spreading of shooting sport, installation and infrastructure works are
carried out by us.
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Turkish Athletic Federation main governing body of the Turkish athletics in Turkey. Athletics is among
the most popular sport in Turkey due in 2016 to 160 thousand licensed athletes, there are 900 clubs.
Nine league competition in the annual calendar athletics federation of Turkey. TAF organizes more than
200 competititon during 2018/2019 year. Every year Turkish athletic federation organizes domestic and
international national team camps in Turkey. TAF would like to enlarge the possibilites of mutual camps
with another athletics national teams.
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TURKISH BASKETBALL FEDERATION

TURKEY EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION

Serbülent Şengün / Türkiye Basketbol Federasyonu Genel Sekreteri

Atıf Bülent Bora - Başkan
Hüsamettin Aydın - Koordinatör
Alparslan Türkeş Caddesi Saim Önhon Kapalı Maneji No 10 Bestepe Ankara

Türkiye Basketbol Federasyonu

Tbf Binası, 10.Yıl Caddesi, 34020 Zeytinburnu, İstanbul, Türkiye
0090 212 414 77 00
www.tbf.org.tr/tbf/ - tbf@tbf.org.tr

Türkiye Binicilik Federasyonu

0090 212 277 78 20
www.binicilik.org.tr - info@binicilik.org.tr
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Türkiye Binicilik Federasyonu olarak dünyada iki canlının aynı anda yapmış olduğu bu sporu ülkemiz
adına gerek uluslararası gerekse ulusala alanda yaygınlaştırmak ve sporu tabana yaymak.
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TURKEY ICE HOCKEY FEDERATION

THE TURKISH MOUNTAINEERING FEDERATION

Halit Albayrak - Federasyon Başkanı
Yakup Yıldırım - Genel Sekreter
Söğütözü Caddesi, Koç İş Kuleleri A Blok Kat 7 No.22 Çankaya / Ankara

Ersan Başar - Federasyon Başkanı
Muharrem Koç - Yönetim Kurulu Üyesi
Gazi Mustafa Kemal Bulvarı No: 17/10 Kızılay, 06420 – Çankaya / Ankara

Türkiye Buz Hokeyi Federasyonu Başkanlığı

0090 312 215 70 00
www.tbhf.org.tr - info@tbhf.org.tr

Türkiye Dağcılık Federasyonu

0090 312 311 91 20
www.tdf.gov.tr - info@tdf.gov.tr
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Ensure the development spread at the country level, to make any kind of regulation on these issues, to
produce projects, take decisions and implement, providing imposed by the IIHF(international ıce hockey
federation) and applicable international rules and the implementation of legislation and represent
turkey in international activities related to the relevant sport abroad and to follow the developments in
the field of sports in the country and to follow the innovations, to ensure that people, institutions and
organizations benefit from this information with the sport, to regulate the relations between the people
and organizations related to sports, to program the activities, competitions, camps, work and other
activities and to check their practices.
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The Turkish Mountaineering Federation is a federation operating in mountaineering, sport climbing
and mountain skiing branches. We have representatives and clubs in all the provinces of our country.
It operates in order to promote sports, especially young people and to ensure that they do sports. In
addition, mountaineering sports can be done by giving trainings and organizes climbing. It organizes
training camps, competitions and events in all its branches.
Mountaineering, sport climbing and mountain skiing trainings are given in many regions of our country.
With these trainings, athletes, coaches and referees are trained. In terms of mountaineering, our
country has many mountains to climb. Our athletes to make climbs and the skills here in the mountains
abroad by improving the level of the goal to increase. Every year, national championships are held in
competition branches. Our athletes who are ranked here take part in international championships.
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TURKISH GOLF FEDERATION

TURKISH HOCKEY FEDERATION

Erdoğan Akkaya / Genel Sekreter
Beştepe Mah.Yaşam Caddesi Neorama İş Merkezi A Blok No:13/57
Yenimahalle /Ankara

Taylan Mert /Genel Sekreter
Gizem Karaali Karadağ/Dış İlişkiler Direktörü
Menekşe 2 Sok.,Mine Apt. No:16, Kat 3. Daire:9-11,Kızılay/Ankara

Türkiye Golf Federasyonu

0090 312 309 39 45
www.tgf.org.tr - info@tgf.org.tr

Türkiye Hokey Federasyonu

0090 312 310 35 13
www.turkhokey.gov.tr - turkiyehokey@gmail.com
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Turkish Golf Federation was established in 12.02.1996 With the efforts of raif bilir who was the president
till 24.01.2001. Ahmet Ağaoğlu has taken over the presidency during 2001. Although golf as a sport is a
young one in our country ,it is as well successful.
Being an authorized body to determine, organize and supervise all the international and national
tournaments, to arrange the archive for golf, to present golf all through the country by collaboration
with schools, clubs, press and associations in order to make the population to get interested in golf, to
present Turkey in high standards in international golf championships by organizing international golf
tournaments.
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Founded in 2002, Turkish Hockey Federation is a dynamic institution representing our country in
hockey branch. Moreover, it currently holds the leadership in the region and has rapidly manifested
itself in competitions around the world as a result of all the knowledge and work.
Besides women and men national a team level, there are u21, u18 and u16 national team for indoor and
outdoor hockey with a total of 16 national teams.
Our clubs play around 900 matches in all leagues and championships with our national teams during
the year. Hockey has 84 club with a 5.098 Licensed women and 8.626 Men athlete across Turkey. There
are 1.200 club manage, 773 coach and around 380 umpires in our community. There are 4 field hockey
pitch is available in Turkey with Konya, Osmaniye, Gaziantep and Alanya Cities. And the last one in
Kırklareli is understructure and will be ready on July.
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TÜRKIYE KANO FEDERASYONU

TURKEY SKI FEDERATION

Ahmet Çınar
İsmail Başkan
Kocatepe Mah. Meşrutiyet Cad. 29/11 Çankaya/Ankara

Müjdat Erciyas Sportif Eğitim Uzmanı
İlker Demirciçeşmesi Organizasyon Sorumlusu
Nasuh Akar Mah. Türkocağı Cad. 1398. Sok No:4 Balgat Ankara

Türkiye Kano Federasyonu

0090 312 310 40 34
www.turkaf.org.tr - www.turkaf.org.tr

Türkiye Kayak Federasyonu

0090 312 285 11 31
www.tkf.org.tr - kayakfederasyonu@gmail.com
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Vizyon çağdaş ve kurumsal bir yapıda kano sporunun yaygınlık ve katılım kazandırmak, uluslararası
arenada sürekliliği sağlamak.
Misyon eğitim ve tesisleşmeyi sağlayarak uluslararası düzeyde rekabet edecek altyapıyı oluşturmak,
spor kültürünü topluma benimsetmek, kano sporunun ekonomisini büyüten güçlü, finansal yapıya
sahip bir organizasyon olmak.
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Skiing Started in the Republic Period for Military Purposes, in 1927 skiing divisons in the army in Eğirdir
Dağcılık Talimgahı, in 1930 skiing became available to the general public with the aid of scholars of
Ankara Gazi University. In 1933 some of the teachers of Galatasaray High School began to ski in Uludağ
and at the same time skiing activities slowly began in Uludağ, Erzurum and Ankara.
By 1936 with the coaching of German Teacher herr Ridel trainings started for the olympics in Ankara
Elmadağ and Ayaş, with the preperations Turkish Ski Team joined the winter olympics for the fist time
in Germany Garmisch Parten Kirschen. In 1939 our federation began under the name of mountain and
winter sports and it’s one of the first federations to be formed in Turkey. In 1968 mountain and winter
sports became seperate federations and winter sports started running winter sports under the name of
Turkish Ski Federation. In 1986 it’s name changed to Turkish Ice Skating and Winter Sports Federation,
with the seperation of ice skating in 1990 and continued its operations under the name of Turkish Ski
Federation until this day.
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TURKISH TABLE TENNIS FEDERATION

TURKISH MOTORCYCLING FEDERATION

Ferdai Alan

Bekir Yunus Uçar
Mahmut Nedim Akülke
Doğanbey Mah. Hipodrom Cad. Ankara Spor Salonu Giriş Kat 06330
Altındağ - Gar / Ankara

Türkiye Masa Tenisi Federasyonu

Maltepe Mah. Şehit Daniş Tunalıgil Sok. No:3/13 Çankaya/Ankara
0090 532 667 98 56
www.tmtf.gov.tr - info@tmtf.gov.tr

Türkiye Motosiklet Federasyonu

0090 312 311 01 42
www.tmf.org.tr - info@tmf.org.tr
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Turkish Table Tennis Federation was established in 1966 in order to popularize table tennis among the
society. Our federation aims not only to identify the athletes that will represent Republic of Turkey in
olympic games and international events and prepare them to perform their best, but also to lead all
stakeholders of Turkish Table Tennis family, to improve the cooperation and spread table tennis joy
throughout the country. Popularity of table tennis is increasing in Turkey, as Turkish Federation attends
to more&more sport fairs and outdoor events. There are more than 100.000 Licensed players in Turkish
TT Federation this season!
The federation's short-term, mid-term and long-term plans all wish to make table tennis as a very
popular, easily accessible sport by young generation & Turkish people and internationally successful
sport branch.
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Turkish Motorcycling Federation (TMF) has been founded by the ministry of youth and sports. The
objective of the federation is to encourage development of motorcycle sports and cultivate sportsmen
to represent Turkey at both national and global levels. TMF has made great contribution to Turkey's
promotion in recent 15 years by holding the events such as; 3 Motogp, 2 World Enduro Championships,
2 Motocross World Championships multiple times European Supermoto Championships and European
Motocross Championships, Eastern Europe Circuit Championships, Eastern European Motocross
Championships; and bringing up successful world and Europe Champions. TMF is an affiliated
member of FIM (International Motorcycling Federation), FIM-Europe (Europe Motorcycle Federation),
AMM (Mediterranean Motorcycling Association) and BMU(Balkan Motorcycle Union). TMF has it's
own motorcycle tracks in Afyon (Afyon Motorsports Center), Azdavay (Azdavay Motor Sports Center)
and Kaynasli (Kaynaslı Motosports Center). TMF is preparing to host the MXGP - FIM World Motocross
Championship 2019
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TURKISH RUGBY FEDERATION

TRIATHLON FEDERATION OF TURKEY

Eylül Çisem Uçar - Uluslararası İlişkiler Sorumlusu
Feyza Akay - Uluslararası İlişkiler Sorumlusu

Bayram Yalçınkaya - Federasyon Başkanı
Göktürk Yılmaz - Genel Sekreter
Maltepe Mh. Şehit Daniş Tunalıgil Sk. 3/15 Çankaya-Ankara

Türkiye Ragbi Federasyonu

Gazi Mahallesi, Bolat Sokak, No:12, Yenimahalle- Ankara
0090 312 309 86 26
www.trf.gov.tr - info@trf.gov.tr

Türkiye Triatlon Federasyonu

0090 312 309 25 70
www.triatlon.org.tr - bilgi@triatlon.org.tr
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Turkish Rugby Federation was founded in 2001 as Turkish Baseball, Softball Federation. After that
American Football and rugby was included in 2005 and four branches was combined under its roof. Our
mission is to introduce 'relatively new' sports for Turkey, reach as many people as possible and make
improvements on national and international levels. We also aim to represent Turkey in international
platforms.
We are working hard to accomplish missions with our ambitious team. We support clubs and athelets in
any ways we can especially via the leagues and tournament that we organize. In addition regular clinics
are given to coaches and referess for the improvement of technical knowledge. These are supported by
international federations. On the other hand on the international level we try to found and maintain a
system based on olimpic spirit and values. We try to encourage everyone, kids and adults, to be part of
our world.
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Although, Turkey Triathlon Federation was established under the auspices of the Republic of Turkey
Ministry of Youth and Sports in 2001, first triathlon trail has been made at Eskişehir at 1989. In 1991, first
international event organized in Alanya.
After the establishment of Turkish Triathlon Federation, triathlon was rapidly grown in Turkey. Now
every event of federation is attracting more than 500 athletes at all ages.
The main aim of Turkish Triathlon Federation is while supporting and developing athletes to compete
in the olympic games, also creating opportunities for everyone to achieve their personal triathlon
challenges. To promote that main goal, Turkish Federation organizes events, competitions, technical
official seminars, coach’s seminars etc.
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TURKISH VOLLEYBALL FEDERATION

SAILING FEDERATION OF TURKEY

Nihal İşçi - Genel Sekreter

Duriye Özlem Akdurak - Başkan
Fatih Özmen - Sportif Direktör
Kültür Mahallesi Mithatpaşa Cad.Orkide Apartmanı No: 61/ 11
Çankaya - Ankara

Türkiye Voleybol Federasyonu

Emniyet Mah. Milas Sok. No:9/A Beşevler, Ankara

Türkiye Yelken Federasyonu

0090 312 221 40 40

0090 312 311 23 61

www.tvf.org.tr - info@tvf.org.tr

www.tyf.org.tr - info@tyf.org.tr
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The Turkish Volleyball Federation (TVF) is the governing body of volleyball and beach volleyball in
Turkey. Formed in 1958, it’s based in Ankara. The TVF is also a member of the international volleyball
federation (FIVB) and European Volleyball Confederation (CEV). Federation’s president is Mehmet Akif
Üstündağ since November 21, 2016.
The federation organizes volleyball leagues, Turkish cup for men’s and women’s teams each. The
federation owns four volleyball venues. These are TVF 50th anniversary sport hall and TVF Burhan Felek
sport hall in Üsküdar-İstanbul, TVF Baskent Volleyball Hall, Beştepe Volleyball Hall in YenimahalleAnkara, TVF Atatürk Volleyball Hall in Alsancak-İzmir, TVF Cengiz Göllü Volleyball Hall, Nilüfer-Bursa.
In 2009, it established TVF Fine Arts and Sports High School in Ankara, dedicated to raise talented youth
to sports people particularly in volleyball.
The named fabrika voleybol, is the sport school of federation. 6-12 Years old childrens play there and
improve their selves in volleyball.
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Turkish Sailing Federation is the governing body for the sport of sailing in Turkey. TYF is responsible for
the administration, promotion and development of sailing. We are a government based organisation
that represent the interests and provides services & support to over 120 clubs across Turkey as well
as more than 55 accredited sailing centres which works on Tuyep - Turkish national sailing education
program standards.
Turkish sailors have a proud tradition of participating at the olympics, highlighted by the two quotas
won at the 2018 olympic classes world championships in Aarhus - Denmark. The high performance
programme continually evolves and the focus now is on winning medals at the 2020 Tokyo and 2024
Paris Olympics. The Turkish sailing team is made up of the best olympic class sailors in the country and
they must reach certain criteria each year to remain in the top team.
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SWIMMING FEDERATION OF TURKEY
Türkiye Yüzme Federasyonu Başkanlığı

UKRAINIAN ASSOCIATION OF MEDICAL TOURISM
UAMT

Seçkin Renklibay - Genel Sekreter
Fatih Kanmaz - Kurumsal İletişim Uzmanı
Beştepe Mahallesi 33. Cadde No:13 Yenimahalle/Ankara

Ianyshevska Violetta - Chairman
Tordkyj Igor - Vice-President
1A, Mikilsko-Slobidska Str., Off.76

0090 312 310 76 21
www.tyf.gov.tr - info@tyf.gov.tr

0038 044 541 09 79
www.uamt.com.ua - uamtoffice@gmail.com
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Türkiye Yüzme Federasyonu: Ülkemizde yüzme sporunun yaygınlaştırılması, geliştirilmesi, tabana
yayılması, uluslararası boyutta yüzme alanında ülkemizi başarıyla temsil edecek sporcuların
yetiştirilmesi, avrupa şampiyonası, dünya şampiyonası ve olimpiyat oyunlarında başarı kazanılması
yolunda atılacak adımların planlanması, tüm yüzme paydaşlarının başarılı olması ve gelişmesi adına
yüzme alanlarının tamamında faaliyet göstermektedir.
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Ukrainian Association of Medical Tourism (UAMT) - an international organization that has successfully
develops the medical tourism industry for more than 6 years. UAMT unites modern clinics and providers
of medical tourism from 14 countries from the globe. UAMT develops all areas of medical tourism
(inbound, outbound and domestic) and international cooperation between all players in this market.
UAMT is one of the founders and an active member of the Global Healthcare of Medical Tourism - GHTC.
UAMT is the organizer and co-organizer of business events in the field of medical tourism, both in
Ukraine and in other countries.
Cooperation with UAMT:
• Choosing the best treatment, destination & hospitals for the patients • Development in-bound &
out-bound medical tourism • Marketing promotion and advertising • Organization of info-tours to the
world's leading hospitals • internships for medical doctors in Ukraine & other countries • Accreditation
clinics in Ukraine. • Consultancy & expertise.
We open for cooperation!
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PRIVATE UNCALI MEYDAN HOSPITAL

UZDENT DENTAL HOSPITAL

Ebubekir Aktaş - Hastane Müdürü
Veli Doğrul - Genel Müdür
Molla Yusuf Mah.1425 Sok. No.9 Konyaaltı / Antalya

Dt. İlhan Karacalar - Yönetim Kurulu Başkanı / Başhekim
Uzm. Dr. İbrahim Macit - Yönetim Kurulu Üyesi
Atatürk Bulvarı (Hastane Caddesi) No.44 Kocasinan / Kayseri

Uncalı Özel Sağlık İnşaat Taahhüt Ve Tic. A.ş

0090 242 226 03 03
www.meydanhastanesi.com - info@meydanhastanesi.com

Uzdent Ağız Ve Diş Sağlığı A.Ş.

0090 352 333 44 55
www.uzdent.com.tr - info@uzdent.com.tr
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It has started operations in 2009 as the first private hospital in Konyaaltı region of Antalya Turkey, with
globalization as Uncalı Square Hospital, taking into account the needs of the changing conditions of
Turkey and Antalya provides quality and affordable services in the health field.
Our aim is to reach wider audiences by keeping patient satisfaction in the forefront with its peaceful
interior, technological devices, expert staff and trained personnel as well as quality and economic
service concept.
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Uzdent Mouth and Dental Health inc.(Özel Uzdent Ağız ve Diş Sağlığı A.Ş.) Our institution which its
roots extend back to 1988, had been served as “Özel Uzdent Ağız ve Diş Sağlığı A.Ş.” Till 2015. Then we
expanded by increasing number of partners and staff as we changed our name as Uzdent Mouth and
Dental Health inc. We are among the most respected health institutions in Kayseri as “Özel Uzdent Ağız
ve Diş Sağlığı A.Ş.”.
We provide uniterrupted service in places where our citizens can easily reach in terms of Kayseri with
our experienced, expert and dynamic staff and modern equipments. There are 20 dentists and 50
assitant staff in our central office and our branch.
We provide transportation, accommodation and dental treatments for our patients from abroad without
any language problems. In our institution; orthodontic treatments, dental implants, dental prosthesis,
periodontal treatments,endodontics, pedodontics, aesthetic dentistry (tooth bleaching, smile desing)
and all other dental treatments are perfomed.
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VENDOME HOTEL

PRIVATE KORU HOSPITAL

Ercan Yavaş
Kaan Yavaş
İstiklal Mahallesi Yeşiltepe Sokak No:15

Prof. Dr. Hasan Biri Chairman Of The Executive Board

Vendome Hotel Turizm Otelcilik İnşaat Gıda Otomotiv San.
Ve Tic. Ltd. Şti.

0090 222 221 50 00 / 0090 546 919 36 44
www.vendomehotel.com.tr - vendometermalhotel@gmail.com

Yuksek Ihtısas Unıversıty Koru Ankara Hospıtal

Kızılırmah Mah. 1450 Sok. No: 13 Çukurambar / Ankara
0090 444 66 62
www.koruhospital.com - info@koruhastanesi.com
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Our company was founded in 2016 in Eskişehir. Our hotel, with 20 rooms in the french concept of a
Thermal Hotel. A private room with a private Turkish bath and sauna are also available to him downstairs.
Eskişehir parking is also available at our hotel that is located at the center of his own. Eskişehir is in a
position to visit a lot of places on the average 5-minute walk.
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Koru Health Education and Tourism Group; serves among the best equipped healthcare, education
and tourism organizations in Ankara with its bed capacity amounting to 300, 12 operating rooms,
Ankara Hospital (Çukurambar), Koru Sincan Hospital, Imaging Center, Koru Health Private High School/
Anatolian High School, Yüksek İhtisas University and finally Bolu Koru Hotel which has been included
in our group. Our basic principle in determining our service standard is; “to serve the human in all
branches by integrating a staff of academic specialists who are experienced in their fields and closely
follow current and scientific affairs with high technology.
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ZAFER DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

ORIENTEERING FEDERATION OF TURKEY

Veli Oğuz - Deputy Secretary General
Vahit Akyol - Afyonkarahisar Investment Support Office Deputy Coordinator
Cumhuriyet Mah. Öncü Sokak N0:39 Merkez/ Kütahya

Hacer Akyüz
Mahir Irmak
Güvenevler Mah. Güneş Sok. No:1/2 Çankaya/Ankara

Zafer Development Agency

0090 274 271 77 61
www.zafer.gov.tr - info@zafer.gov.tr

Türkiye Oryantiring Federasyonu Başkanlığı

0090 312 324 61 66
www.oryantiring.org.tr - iletisim@oryantiring.org
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Zafer Development Agency General Secretariat is in Kütahya. Afyonkarahisar, Manisa and Uşak, our
investment support offices affiliated to the general secretariat serve. Our agency has been working on
the following axes in the region in the direction of comprehensive and holistic nature of development,
economic, social, cultural and all other dimensions: • to promote communication and cooperation
between the public, the private sector, civil society representatives and scientists on issues related to
regional development, to increase development awareness and acceleration by linking the work of these
actors, and to take on a role as coordinator and catalyst for regional development. • To investigate the
resources and possibilities of the region, to accelerate economic and social development, to increase
competitive power and to bring potential development areas to the forefront. • To provide promotion
and guidance services to increase domestic and foreign investments in the region strategically and in
a planned manner.
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Orienteering sport is developing the skills of inquiry, interpretation and evaluation of the individual.
Orienteering is done with compass and electronic system in 4 sub-branches which includes direction
finding by using map, time-lapse, cycling, trail, skiing and running. Official organization began
working in Turkey in 2001 and affiliated to the youth and sports general directorate of the President
of the Mountaineering Federation in 2002, in 2004, connecting the scout federation presidency has
begun officially to orienteering activities. It decided to establish a separate federation in 2006, and
given the decision to be autonomous Turkey orienteering federation was founded the same year.
Turkey Orienteering Federation, as a member of the international orienteering federation and other
international orienteering community, 270 clubs, national and international organizations are carried
out in 81 provinces with 6,000 licensed athletes.
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DISABLED SPORTS FEDERAITON OF TURKEY

TENNIS FEDERATION OF TURKEY

Yağmur Yalçın - Basın Sorumlusu
Rabia Gülçin Seyhan - Fizyoterapist
Ehlibeyt Mahallesi Ceyhun Atıf Kansu Caddesi , Üçler Plaza No:126 Kat:2
Daire No:3 - 4 Balgat Ankara

Cengiz Durmuş - Federasyon Başkanı
Serhat Altınel - Genel Sekreter
Kızılırmak Mahallesi 53. Cadde 1450. Sokak No:9 Ulusoy Plaza Kat:10 D:3940 Çankaya/Ankara

Türkiye Bedensel Engelliler Spor Federasyonu

0090 312 309 73 96-97
www.tbesf.org.tr - tbesf@tbesf.org.tr

Türkiye Tenis Federasyonu

0090 312 309 77 70
www.ttf.org.tr - generalsecretary@ttf.org.tr
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Sports activities for disabled people started on November 21, 1990 by establishment of Turkey disabled
sports federation as a part of directorate of youth and sports in order to improve self confidence,
incorporate to society, and provide a better education life of about 8.5 Million disabled people. Today,
our federation has become host international activities as well as national activities in our country,
carrying our flag in the largest organizations by participating international activities and represents
our country with success in 18 sports branches. Such as: amputee football, arm wrestling, boccia,
canoe, para athletics, para archery, para alpine skiing, para badminton, para cycling, para dance sport,
para powerlifting, para shooting, para swimming, para sailing, para table tennis, sitting volleyball,
wheelchair basketball, wheelchair curling, wheelchair fencing, wheelchair tennis. Our national athletes
have won 80 gold, 90 silver and 80 bronze total of 250 medals in 2018 by attending world and european
championships, mediterranean games and international tournaments.
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Turkish Tennis Federation, that attained autonomous structure in 2004 has been working to bring this
sport to the place it deserves in our country that has the federated clubs close to 250, more than 50
thousands licensed tennis players today.
Our federation organizes around 150 international tournaments a year for juniors and seniors. The
target of Tff under the management of president Mr. Cengiz Durmuş is to spread Turkish Tennis Across
the country and to train the player who will have a voice in international area.
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MEDWORLD AESTHETIC & MEDICAL CLINIC

MEDANDCURE GLOBAL HEALTH TRAVEL AGENCY

Cihan Korukcu
Olga Ece Sol
Rixos Downtown Antalya/Deniz Mahallesi No :3 Konyaaltı/Muratpaşa/
Antalya

Cihan Korukçu
Olga Ece Sol
Şirinyalı Mah. İsmet Gökşen Cad. Kervancıoğlu Apt. K:1 D:4
Muratpaşa / Antalya

Medworld Sağlık Hizmetleri A.Ş

0090 0242 237 38 39
www.medworldclinic.com - info@medworldclinic.com

Akel Turizm

0090 242 316 66 70
www.medandcure.com - info@medandcure.com
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Having perfect location in the Middle of Antalya in Rixos Downtown Hotel, Medworld Clinic is planned
for those our guests, who want to take a healthy break in their lifes with innovative and vıp health
services. As medworld clinic, we have brought together professionals with various programs to help
you to look and feel the best in your life, and we have integrated east and west medicine for you and
we have adopted an integrative approach to healthy living. At Medworld Clinic, we have created a new
personalized health stream for you. Our professional doctors have come together to help you fully
understand your current health status and to help you live a longer and more fulfilled life. At Medworld
Clinic, we have created an outstanding professional team of professionals specializing in physiotherapy,
osteopathy and personal training, where you can receive training according to your needs. Within
Medworld Clinic; dental, eye, dermatology, phytotherapy, algology, orthopedic polyclinics as well as
check up and detox packages we have prepared for you.
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Our company is an international medical tourism firm in Turkey that is for patients in all countries of
the world, combining the best and most cost effective method of treatment, the high-quality medical
treatment to the patient.
We are serving with our professional and experienced team. There are hospitals serving internationally
under the roof of our company. According to the treatment areas of our patients, the most appropriate
hospitals and doctors during your treatment we follow you in a suitable process.
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PRIVATE IDH SULEYMAN MERT ADSM
Mert Özel Sağlık Hizmetleri Ltd.Şti.

TRABZON PROVINCIAL DIRECTORATE OF
CULTURE AND TOURISM

Süleyman Mert / Mesul Müdür
Sıddıka Mert / Diş Hekimi
Kültür Mh. 3822 Sk.No:6 Kepez/Antalya

Ali Ayvazoğlu
Mimar Sinan Cad.Eski Valilik Binası No:3 Ortahisar/Trabzon

0090 242 243 38 47
www.idh.com.tr - info@idh.com.tr

Trabzon Kültür Ve Turizm Müdürlüğü

0090 462 326 07 48
trabzon kültür ve turizm müdürlüğü - iktm61@kulturturizm.gov.tr
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Situated in Western Mediterranean region, IDH Süleyman Mert Private Dental Hospital started accepting
patients in Antalya in 2013. Our hospital is within walking distance of Antalya Bus Terminal and Erasta
Shopping Mall and only 10km from Antalya International Airport. Combining modern architecture
and the most advanced medical technology, our hospital is an exemplary center with its expert staff,
housing 3 fully equipped operating rooms and comfortable and state of the art outpatient dental clinics.
All kinds of dental treatment and oral surgery are performed in our hospital ranging from oral and
maxillofacial surgery, implant dentistry, orthodontic treatment, smile aesthetics, bruxism treatment
to sports dentistry and laser dentistry. Our radiology section and periodontology, pediatric dentistry,
operative dentistry, implant dentistry, oral and maxillofacial surgery, endodontic and orthodontic
clinics are equipped up to the highest standards.
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Founded in 1987, Trabzon Provincial Directorate of Culture and Tourism has been continuing its efforts
with aim of providing protection of national culture and art values of our city, and moving our province
to the first lines in culture and tourism and increasing shares that Trabzon takes from culture and
tourism. The directorate makes activities for protection of culture assets and organizing cultural and
artistic events. Furthermore, the directorate has taken part in many projects as a coordinator or partner
for the development of culture and tourism of the city.
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FICCI

FORTIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED

Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry

Fortis Healthcare Limited

Deepak Pawar

Mr. Bhavdeep Singh - Ceo
Dr. Abhishek Sharma , Deputy Manager - International Sales
Tower - A, Unıtech Busıness Park, Block - F, South Cıty - 1, Sector - 41
Gurgaon - 122001 Haryana , India

0091 981 109 83 41
www.ficci.com - deepak.pawar@ficci.com

0091 971 788 55 80
www.fortishealthcare.com - abhishek.sharma01@fortishealthcare.com
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Established in 1927, FICCI is the largest and oldest apex business organisation in India. Its history is
closely interwoven with India's struggle for independence, its industrialization, and its emergence as
one of the most rapidly growing global economies.
A non-government, not-for-profit organisation, FICCI is the voice of India's business and industry.
From influencing policy to encouraging debate, engaging with policy makers and civil society, FICCI
articulates the views and concerns of industry. It serves its members from the Indian private and public
corporate sectors and multinational companies, drawing its strength from diverse regional chambers of
commerce and industry across states, reaching out to over 2,50,000 companies.
FICCI provides a platform for networking and consensus building within and across sectors and is the
first port of call for Indian industry, policy makers and the international business community.
Advantage Healthcare India
The objective of this summit is to promote India as a Premier Global Healthcare Destination and
to enable streamlined medical services exports from India. This underlying objective is a unique
conglomeration of the ‘5 – Ts’ - talent, tradition, technology, tourism and trade.
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Fortis Healthcare Limited is a leading integrated healthcare delivery service provider in India. The
healthcare verticals of the company primarily comprise hospitals, diagnostics and day care specialty
facilities. Currently, the company operates its healthcare delivery services in India, Dubai, Mauritius and
Sri Lanka with 45 healthcare facilities (including projects under development), approximately 10,000
potential beds and 314 diagnostic centres. In a global study of the 30 most technologically advanced
hospitals in the world, its flagship, the Fortis Memorial Research Institute’ (FMRI), was ranked No.2, by
‘topmastersinhealthcare.com, and placed ahead of many other outstanding medical institutions in the
world.
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HBG MEDICAL ASSISTANCE PVT LTD
Hbg Medıcal Assıstance Pvt Ltd
Mr. Abhik Moitra - President & Managing Director
Mr. Aditya Vats - Head Operations
Unit No-6, Ground Floor, Global Foyer, Golf Course Road, Sect-43,
Gurugram- 122002 Haryana, India
0091 124 421 51 82 - 0091 989 998 00 57
www.hbgmedicalassistance.com - abhik@highbeamglobal.com

HERBOCARE NATURAL HOSPITAL AND
RESEARCH CENTRE

Herbocare Natural Hospital and Research Centre
Nagarajan - Chief Executive
Rajesh R - Contact Person
0091 443 342 34 56 - 0091 989 401 53 65
www.herbocarehospital.in - rajesh@herbocarehospital.in
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HBG Medical Assistance is ’s most popular Medical Assistance company accredited by National
Accreditation Board for Hospitals and Health Care Provider (NABH) and recently awarded by Department
of Commerce, FICCI and SEPC as the “Medical Facilitator of the Year” for the work that we are doing
to promote as the destination for Medical Treatment for patients traveling from world over. We have
experience of assisting over 7000+ international patients from more than 30 countries across the world.
We have a very strong presence in Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, Sudan, South Sudan, Ethiopia, Nigeria,
Ghana, Zimbabwe, Iraq, Oman, Bangladesh, Uzbekistan & Kazakhstan. Our services: 1. We have the best
hospitals and doctors on our panel PAN . 2. We offer special / negotiated prices to our clients. 3. We
have the strongest care management team to assist patients during their stay. 4. We provide services
in all major cities of . 5. We provide customized medical solutions as per the patient’s budget. 6. We
provide end to end assistance which include, Language translator, Complimentary pick up and drop
from airport, hotel accommodation at discounted prices etc. You may visit our website http://www.
hbgmedicalassistance.com/ and learn more about us and our services
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Herbocare Natural Hospital and Research Centre is located in Tamil Nadu, India was founded by Dr.
SR. Naveenbalaji, who is the mentor, Guru, of thousands of Acupuncture and Varma professionals.
Through his vision and 2 decades of efforts in providing an ultimate and unique care for all, Herbocare
was started on 14th November, 2014. Now, Herbocare has 40 branches in 3 states across India with 135
Registered Doctors and more than 1500 trained staffs. Herbocare has well-equipped lab facilities with
experienced technicians. Herbocare has a state-of-the-art Inpatient Facility in a serene atmosphere
with 50 beds and 24 x 7 medical assistance providing utmost care.
Herbocare provides unique treatment through India's ancient medical practices like Varma, Siddha,
Ayurveda, naturopathy, and Homeopathy. All the medicines provided here are 100% natural, made
under the guidance of FSSAI following all the ethics by Medical Council of India.
Our Founder, Dr. SR. Naveenbalaji travels everyday across all the 3 states and treats more than 500
people per day. Herbocare always respects the patient's privacy and keeps the patient's records safe.
Herbocare helped almost 4-lakh patients to live a healthy and happy life without any surgery. Herbocare
provides free medical treatment and conducting free medical camps for economically deprived people.
Herbocare's relentless holistic medical services have been approved and appreciated by the Indian and
Tamil Nadu Governments through various recognitions.
As per our Mentor, Dr. SR. Naveenbalaji "Herbocare's Mission is to help provide each one in this world to
live a disease-free, healthy, and positive life."
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MEDANTA THE MEDICITY

MEDTRAVELS

Dedicated to Life

Medtravels

Mr. Navneet Malhotra
Sector 38,
Gurgaon, Haryana
122022

Mr. Amit Ranjan - Founder & CEO
Mrs. Minal Ranjan, Vice President - Operations
A - 1 First Floor Sector - 10,
Noida- 201301 Uttar Pradesh, India

0091 124 414 14 14
www.medanta.org - navneet.malhotra@medanta.org

0091 120 491 34 07 - 0091 987 176 11 77
www.medandcure.com - info@medandcure.com
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Medanta’s massive 2.1 million sq. ft. campus provides 1,600+ beds and houses facilities for over 22+
super-specialties, all under one roof. Each floor is dedicated to a specialisation to ensure that they
function as independent hospitals within a hospital and yet have the comfort of collaborating on
complex cases. Patients are provided with multiple options for treatment, the most suitable of which
are arrived at through a cross-function, cross-specialisation committee such as Tumor board that
decides the best course of action
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Our company is an international medical tourism firm in Turkey that is for patients in all countries of
the world, combining the best and most cost effective method of treatment, the high-quality medical
treatment to the patient.
We are serving with our professional and experienced team. There are hospitals serving internationally
under the roof of our company. According to the treatment areas of our patients, the most appropriate
hospitals and doctors during your treatment we follow you in a suitable process.
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SHARDA HOSPITAL
Sharda Hospital

Dr. Raja Dutta - COO
Mr. Varun Aggarwal - Sr. Manager
Plot 32-34, Knowledge Park-III,
Greater Noida- 201310 Uttar Pradesh / India
0091 844 889 76 66 - 0091 997 193 09 26
www.shardahospital.org - varun.aggarwal@sharda.ac.in

FOUNDATION OF HEALTHCARE AND
WELLNESS PROMOTION, INDIA

Foundation of Healthcare and Wellness Promotion

Dalip Kumar Chopra - President
Raj Kumar Raina - Secretary General
Dr. Sarthak Bakshi - Treasurer
Plot No. 5A , KH. No. 28/22, Street No. 23, Libaspur Village,
Delhi – 110042 , India
0091 987 354 89 97 - 0091 882 610 44 22 - 0091 989 998 00 57
www.fhwpi.org - president@fhwpi.org / secretary.mi@fhwpi.org
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Sharda Hospital, a state-of-the-art super-specialty hospital, is a premium model of healthcare
extending medical services at par with global excellence. Equipped with modern facilities, innovative
technological equipment, and a driven spirit to promote community well-being, the hospital is a
preferred destination for healthcare nationally and internationally. The 900-bedded Sharda Hospital
offers a broad spectrum of medical services from tertiary care in supers-specialties, general specialties,
advanced diagnostics & radiology services to critical care. The hospital also has 90+ beds in critical care
in the fields of medicine, pulmonology, surgery, paediatrics, neonatology, cardiology, cardiothoracic
surgery and neurosciences. The hospitals highly-qualified and experienced medical professionals offer
best-in-class expert care to the patients round-the-clock. The Sharda Group of Institutions aspires to
reach the new benchmark of success through its dedicated ambition of providing quality healthcare
and serving the community with Sharda Hospital. The Group believes in compassionate life values and
continuously serves the humanity.
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1.Promote India as a destination : We intend to promote India as a destination by bringing all stake
holders of Medical Value Travel Business together. This will be achieved by going into new geographies
from where India does not get much business as of now or gets less business compared to our competing
destinations. The activities will include; Doing Road shows in Target destinations, doing exhibitions
and participating in the destination shows as a country instead of individual entities. 2.Bringing the
Industry together ; This not only includes bring Hospitals and MVT players together but also to bring
inputs from AYUSH entities, Pharma companies, equipment companies, NABH and Travel companies
together. 3. Bringing standardization : Though this is a long term objective but over a period of time,
this association plans to bring a process and universal approach into business. This will take place over
a period of time by sharing best practices and bringing harmony between the healthcare companies.
Our goal should be to make India a great destination, increase business to India and grow everyone
in one way or another. The distinction will be built by quality and process. 4.Support Government
Initiatives and Policy making : We will from time to time share our combined market presence and
intelligence to the government. We will through a process of presentation and recommendation try
to help the government grow the revenue earning as a nation and build the international credibility of
Indian Healthcare system. We will show case the employment opportunities, commercial opportunities
and diplomatic opportunities through the Medical Value Travel business. At the same time, we will help
government implement its policies by means of training and advocating.
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GURDASMAL

PISIDIA BALLOON

Dalip Kumar Chopra
Vikram Chopra
103 , First Floor , Ansal’s Fortune Arcade ,
Sector – 18 , Noida – 201301 , Uttar Pradesh , India

Kemal ARSLAN - Şirket Müdürü
Tetyana KAYA - Şirket Personeli
Konak Mah. Göksavaş Sokç No:3 BURDUR

Gurdasmal Hospitality and Consultancy Services Pvt Ltd

0091 120 251 51 00 - 0091 987 354 89 97
www.gurdasmalhospitality.com - dalipchopra65@gmail.com

Pisidia Balloons Tur.San.Tic.Ltd.Şti.

0090 248 233 33 16
www.pisidiaballoons.com - pisidiaballoons@gmail.com
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We as an organization are experts in Providing our Services in the Field of Healthcare , Wellness , Tourism
and Hospitality. We are working very closely with Indian Chambers representing the Indian Industry in
various fields to promote India as the destination for Services exports. So , in this endeavor we organize
/ co organize / provides our services in Exhibitions , Trade Fairs , Conventions , Conferences etc
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After Cappadocia, for the first time in Turkey, hot air balloon flights in Burdur, balloon flights in 20162017, Antalya/ Alanya-Kemer hotels gathered between the Saagalassos the ancient cities to visit the
evening hotels.The daily tour of the Burdur Lakes Region and the pool from the island of Burdur is a
project a new Cappadocia will be created in Burdur.
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KLINIK7

Florya Ağız Diş Sağlığı Tic.Ltd.ŞTİ.
Diş Hekimi Barbaros Baran
Diş Hekimi Gassan Yücel
Güzeloba mh.Çağlayangil cd.No:7/A Muratpaşa / ANTALYA
0090 242 243 41 18
www.klinik7.com.tr - info@klinik7.com.tr
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Klinik 7 Dental Clinic is using technology at highest level in modern and hygienic facilities with a very
expert and friendly staff. Our goal is to provide you a healthy and predictable smile.
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